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Roger D. Abrahams,  ed. Stories from Black Traditions in the 
New World. (New York: Pantheon Books,  1 985)  xxii, 327 pp. 
$22 .95; $ 1 1 .95 p aper. 
Abrahams has selected this collecti on of tales concerning the ex­
periences of African-Americans during and after s lavery in South and 
Central America ,  the C aribbean , and the American South in an  attempt 
to seriously look at Afro-American folktales ( m ostly collected by whites) 
in the New World. 
The content is p otent, diverse ,  and can be controversial ,  as it  moves 
from a sexist "Never Seen His Equal" tale about " . . .  how God gave her 
the curse . . .  " to a vulgar " Stakolee" via Philadelphia,  to a stereotypic 
"John Outruns the Lord" plantati on story and moral tales suitable for 
children. 
Abrahams is scholarly sympathetic to the work of Joe! Chan dler 
H arris 's  Uncle Rem us tales ,  which he admits are racist ,  but "deserve to 
be looked at more closely and sympathetically" beca use they ha ve been 
"neglected by those who wish to celebrate the Black Achievement. " 
H owever, he is quick to mention that although " . . .  many of these tales 
appear to confirm certain stereotypical notions about Afro-Americans . . .  " 
h i s  intent is to d ispel those notions by organizing  this co llecti on.  1'h U,;, 11l: 
wl'i te,; " . . . th l' m aj ority o fthe  s to ries go far h eyo n d  Uncle Rem u ,;  an dll i . 
friends . . .  " to report" . . .  not only the p erseverance of an uprooted and 
enslaved people but  the vitality of the cultural traditions they were able 
to maintain and build upon . . .  " in many p arts of the New World where 
Afro-American com muniti es were established .  
Those who want to " . . . celebrate the Bl ack A chievempn t  as 
Abrahams calls it ,  wil l  be di sa ppointed by the lack of p rai se son g:;. epics, 
rebel sla ve stories and other experiences that p ortray an aggres>,i \'p and 
vibra nt  Afro-American tradition of resistance to oppression . Thus th is  
wel l  organized (bibliographical notes ,  prefatory essay, appendix ,  i n t r o­
ductions) thematic 1 0 7  tale volume is not a " progressive" collection of 
l i terature, b u t  rather a work for folklore students and those who wan t a 
glimpse of 1 9th and 20th century folklore and who can wade throu gh the 
pages to fi nd the sexist ,  the v ulgar unrepresen tativ e  urban tale,;, and the 
l one Sea Island moral tale wil l  enj oy ,  and remember, " . . .  this is a book of 
elaborate fictions told by tale spinners , first and last , for the fu n of it . . .... 
-Itibari M. Zu lu 
C alifornia Institute of Pan African Studies 
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Elechi Amadi. Estrangement. (Portsmouth, NH: Heinem ann 
Educational Books, 1986) 244 p p . ,  $7.50 p aper. 
Elech i  Amadi's new novel concerns the disruption of lives , traditions ,  
a n d  i n :stitution s  caused  by the  Nigerian Civil War  and modern society ' s  
Pl11p h asis on i n d i\'i d ualism. T h e  n o v e l  oppns i n  Port Harcout-Amadi 's  
own n ati VI' surroundings-in 1 970,  at the end of the Biafran conflict. The 
principal  ch aracter ,  Alekiri, has  had a child by her H ausa s oldier l over,  
Major SuiI' Dansuku,  who had rescued her from the war front,  where she 
had beco m e  separated from her hu:sband,  Ibekwe,  and daughter. This 
imminent return of her husband to whom she remains married and the 
impending con flict of custom (Ibekwe' s duty to reconciliate along with 
acc eptin g the new chi ld )  creates anxiety in the cast of characters. 
Amacli's t i t l e ,  Estrangemcnt, appears apropos, for the meaning of  t h e  
term i m plies a separation or disruption of a bond that exists between one 
or more persons, a group ,  or institution.  There are several estrangements 
whi c h  the author addresses:  women vs .  men, poor vs .  rich, urban vs .  
rural , v il lage tradition vs .  urban indiv idual ism,  friendships ,  husband­
w ife . parent -c h ild , sisters, and  government-public. 
As t h e  a uthor leads the reader through th e many complications of a 
society t ryin g to recuperate from disarray, one is immediately struck by 
both the physical and psychological devastation that internal societa .1 
con flict  can cause for individuals and in turn, the developing country as 
a w h o le .  The  traditi onal idea of what is good for the group appears lost in 
thE:' m(ldp]'J1 l ife st�'l e of individual str iving .  Lon g-t ime friendships fade  in 
the wake of stri v ing  fo r h igher status. As one ob ,serves, traditi onal be l iefs 
of n a t io n a l/ commun ity good ,  family unit, tribal unity appear to be 
w a n in g  and bei n g  replaced in modern society by the drive for money,  
education,  and power. 
Amadi 's background as a playwright is competently demonstrated in 
the way he presents compell ing dramatic confrontati on s .  The flow of the 
l a n guage,  however ,  appears somewhat labored . Other reviewers have 
:stated that his depiction of urban dialogue is almost as compelli n g  as his  
presfCntation of traditional forms and vil lage customs. 
On ce the reader begins to empathize with Alekiri ' s  plight,  the novel 
becomes a go od read.  The reader is carried skil lfully along toward:s 
u n sett l ing c oncl usio n s ,  the most disturbi n g  of which is how women and 
men relate to one another .  
2 
-.Ja mes H. Bracy 
California State University, Northridge 
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Ranj it Arora and Carlton Duncan, eds.  Multicultural Education: 
Towards GoodPractice. (London, Boston and H enley: Routledge 
and Kegan Paul, 1 986) xiii, 22 1 pp., $29.00. 
The volume is a collection of l oosely-coupled essays,  several coupled 
somewhat more l oosely than the others , and all  relating to government­
provided elementary and secondary multicultural education and to  
teacher training in Britain. A good many British-education-bureaucracy 
abbreviations are used and these tend to  s low the fl ow of the otherwise 
splendid cross-cultural transfer potential to American and other readers . 
The editors themselves contribute eight of the sixteen essays whose 
authors include generalists and subject specialists at every level  of 
schooling. Especially useful  to practitioners everywhere are the chapters 
on multicultural resources and approaches to the v arious subject m atter 
areas.  
Especially interesting is Dunn's critique of inservice education in 
which it is made clear that professional good intentions alone can n ot 
suffice for the classroom any more than they do  for surgery. E specially 
poignant are Mukherj ee' s angry assertions that multicultural education 
is making no headway at all against racism, that multicultural education 
is sham and delusion ,  and that what awaits most minority youth at the 
front of the educational queue is m ore opportunity to  address challenges. 
Indeed, several of the essays p oint up British s ociety as deeply racist 
and classist and in need of p owerful remedies, and multicultural 
education is a gift brought to  willfully unwilling recipients. Of course, 
eel ucation is seen by the British,  as by the rest of us ,  as  the one institution 
that all men and women of conscience h ope and expect will overcome all 
the festering problems of s ociety. 
Americans, too, still have a l ong, hard multicultural road to travel. 
Like the British,  we haven't made up our minds whether we shall be 
"assimiliationists" or "true multiculturalists ."  Many of us sti l l  don't  
know the difference and m any m ore simply d on't  care, an educational  
failing that  until remedied wil l  cause us grief for years to come. M any of 
our would-be "multicultural experiences" are designed for ethnic minority 
children and staff, whereas really such sensitivity needs to be taught t o  
those who know little of t h e  w orld of col or. 
Just  as readers who pick up and read b ooks about  chess t actics are 
probably players of that game, those who read this b ook are likely t o  be 
those who are already knowledgeable about and practitioners of m ulti­
cultural education .  M ore' s the pity, for its p ages comprise a compendium 
of solid, practical wisdom from educators of broad experience and 
p ainful concern. 
-Jonathan Pearce 
Lincoln Unified School District, Stockton ,  C A  
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M ary Dougherty Bartlett. The New Native A merican Novel: 
Works in Progress. (Albuquerque: The University of New M exico 
Press, 1 986) vii, 1 32 pp.,  $22.50; $9.95 paper. 
This volume collects work-in-progress of nine contemporary N ative 
American authors, some already widely published and some less  well­
k nown as writers of fiction, although all ha ve pu blished poetry, j ournalism, 
or scholarship. 
Louise E rdrich a nd Gerald Vizenor both return to important themes, 
characters, a nd places which had appeared i n  previous work. E rdrich 
continues her saga of D akota small-tow n  and reservation life in o ne 
excerpt from The Beet Queen. Vizenor's "Monsignor Missalwait' s I nter­
state" takes its title from the character who previously appeared in his 
novel,  Darkness in St. Louis Bearheart; the story elaborates i n  yet 
a nother vein Vizenor's longstanding fascination with language a nd 
l a nguage theory, a nd with the traditional figure of the trickster. 
N. Scott Momaday's " Set," a tantalizing fragment from a longer work­
i n-progress, gives a mere glimpse of a complex, introspective artist. The 
setting appears to be urban, and the author experiments with non­
chronological time sequence and multiple points of view. (Bonus: Besides 
reproductions of two surreal paintings by Sam E nglish,  the book 
contains a haunting pen sketch by Momaday.)  Paula Gunn Allen, on the 
other h a nd,  i n  this passage from Raven's Road, moves from the 
experimental form of her earlier novel toward realism with controversial 
subj ect matter-erotic love between women and nuclear bomb tests . The 
prose, pervasively self-conscious, does not achieve i n  this excerpt the 
candid, matter-of-fact approach aimed for. In A Report of the Proceed­
ings, E lizabeth C ook-Lynn also experiments, in this case with a fusion of 
fictio nal and factual material. The book is based on a trial (reminiscent 
of House Made of Dawn), and this excerpt contains material from the 
court records. 
The selections from Linda Hogan' s  The Grace of Wooden Birds and 
G l e n  M artin' s  The Shooter stand at extremes of " femini ne" a n d  
" masculine" points o f  view. Hogan's  "Making D o "  is a poignant narrative 
of Roberta, carver of wooden birds who loses lover and children and 
becomes " one of the silent people" ; the story is marred, u nfortunately, by 
the appendage of a second part with a thinly realized narrator who 
fu nctio ns primarily as a n  editorializing voice. Peter Orr is The Shooter, a 
m a n  i n  the Hemingway tradition, a forest-fire-fighter consumed with 
rage a nd loneliness.  M artin's prose is spare, vivid and colloquial. Louis 
Owens's  C ole and H oey McCurtain, son and father narrating portions of 
the exerpt from The Sharpest Sight, are also men testing themselves 
against the elements-hunting, fence-building, against each other, and 
against the world around them. The verbal as well as physical environ­
ment is dense with complex meaning a nd mystery and references to 
J o nathan E dwards and Andrew J ackson, as the McCurtains seek to 
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make sense of their tan gled world. 
Fin ally,  Michael Dorris gives us the utterly charming part-black,  part· 
Indian Raymond, thirteen-year-old n arrator of A Yellow Raft in Blue 
Water, whose encounter with lonely pedophilic Father Tom holds out a 
promise of wonderful adventures to come. Remember, you heard it here 
first (in case the title passed you by):  Raymond will  be to the eighties 
what H olden Caulfield was to the fifties :  the necessary rein carn ation of 
Huckleberry Finn,  that qui ntessential mirror for our national folly.  
- H elen .Jaskoski  
C alifornia State U niversity, Fullerton 
Edward D. Beechert. Working in Hawaii: A Labor History. 
(Honolulu: University of H awaii Press, 1 985) ix, 40 1 pp., $30.00. 
For those i nterested i n  eth nic experie nce, the history of H awaii offers 
unique insight. I nitially a Polynesian island group, with a populatio n  
related culturally to i nhabitants of is lands as far afield as E aster Island,  
New Zealand and Tahiti , H awaii from the late eighteenth century 
o nwards became the home of Americans ,  E uropeans ,  Portuguese,  
Filipinos,  Chinese and Japanese, all drawn there for differing reasons .  
When to this  eth nic and racial variation, the complex permutations of 
class and gender are added, observers of H awaii ' s  past are witness to a 
rich range of inter-cultural e ncounters. I n  Working in Halcaii, Edward 
B eechert' s particular focus is  the experience of ordinary workers ,  whom 
he claims h ave appeared in the histories of H awaii  " as exotic figures 
k nown primarily by racial labels and stereotypes, while it has been the 
political leadership of the country, and broad political change, which 
h ave previously received predominant attention. " 
"Work" is a very broad category, and Beechert' s study concentrates 
largely on one central area. He addresses primarily the labor conditions 
of what became the basic  eco nomic e nterprise i n  H awaii ,  the sugar 
plantati o ns :  how the plantation eco nomy emerged from the earlier 
i ndigenous subsistence economy, the political conditio ns which shaped 
its growth, the working lives ofthe plantation laborers drawn from many 
natio nalities,  and the development i n  the twentieth century of the union 
movement which improved the lot of workers to a considerable degree. 
both withi n agriculture land and i n  the related urban i ndustrial and 
service i ndustries. Beechert covers his large brief i n  a manner which is 
scholarly, detailed and impressive. A n  unashamed advocate for the 
workers i n  their century-long battle for a dignified livelihood, he offers at 
the same time a comprehensive overview of the relationships of the 
unusually varied workforce itself. The workers' grievously disadvantaged 
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position is fully explored, yet they do not emerge merely as victims of 
their situation within capitalist productive relations,  but as agents, too ,  
who took steps when opportunity offered to resist oppressive circum ­
stances a n d  grasp for m ore control of their employment conditions.  
Beechert traces the first transformation of the w orkforce in the 
replacem ent of indigenous Hawaiians by Asian laborers. Polynesian 
Hawaiians preferred subsistence agriculture to low wages ,  grueling 
plantation w ork, introduced by American entrepreneurs, and their 
numbers were steadily dwindling. Chinese, Portuguese, J apanese and 
Filipino indentured laborers were in turn exploited by planters, who 
turned the divided nature of the w orkforce to their advantage, preventing 
concerted opposition to the exploitative conditions.  Civil rights for 
workers improved with the American acq uisition of H a  waii as a territory 
at the  turn of the century, but sporadic w orker demonstrations and 
strikes were organized on ethnic lines , while the small local American 
Federation of Labor addressed the needs of  white ,  skilled w orkers. Fresh 
initiati  ves  in  union ideas and leadership ,  emerging during the New Deal 
and the immediate post-war period ,  ushered in a new era for w orkers as 
di visions on racial lines were vigorously opposed. By the year 1 959,  when 
Haw"ii was admi tted to statehood, s low hut  certain advances were 
underway. 
This study leaves unexplored large areas of work in Hawaii ,  not least  
the bulk of women's  work. It elucidates the relationship of ethnicity and 
class ,  however, with perception.  Other historians will  build on Beechert 's  
insights to broaden our knowledge and understanding of gender relation s 
and of the soc ia l  relations of productive labor dealt with at a less general 
level. As it stands, the book will serve as a basic text for many years to 
come. 
-Patricia Grimshaw 
University of Melbourne 
Dav id M. Br o w n s t o n e ,  I r e n e  M. Franck,  and Do u g l a s s  L. 
B r o w n s t o n e .  Island of Hope, Island of Tears. ( New York: 
P enguin Books, 1986) xii ,  307 pp. , $9.95 p aper. 
Th e most compelling aspect of this dram atic history of immigration to 
the United States via E l lis Island is its vivid documentation of actual 
h uman experiences. Pers onal testimonies from dozens of immigrants 
form a living tissue that connects the detailed, fully-researched historical 
data on immigration history. These oral descriptions recreate the 
j o urney for us ,  i l lustrate the conditions in the homeland being left 
behin d ,  and give us an insider's view of the bureaucratic tribulations 
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each immigrant faced on E llis Island. The result is a powerful,  inspiring 
testimonial to the courage, ingenuity, determination,  and strength of the 
human spirit. These accounts , often expressed in slightly awkward, 
simple English prose, rivet the reader,  opening up worlds long forgotten, 
and, through their very simplicity, underscore the complexity and 
intensity of the immigrant experience. 
The Brownstones and Franck ha ve succeeded here in intertwining the 
personal and the emotional with a scholarly and unimpassioned account 
of the "new immigration," that massive migration from the countries of 
eastern and southern E urope which began in the 1 880s. B etween 1 900 
and 1 9 14 ,  immigration soared to about a million people a year. During 
World War I ,  it very nearly ceased, but it increased again between 1 9 1 9  
and 1 922.  Then restrictive legislation passed i n  1 9 2 1  a n d  1 924 virtually 
ended the " new immigration ."  (The "old immigration" ofthe nineteenth 
century w as fro m  northern and western E urope.)  The immigrants who 
tell  their stories in this book (first published in 1 979) came to America 
between 1 892 and the early 1 930s.  All came through Ellis I sland, which 
opened as the first Federal I mmigration Station in 1 892.  
This book's stunning explication of the history of E llis Island ac­
companied by histories of extraordinary, ordinary people reminds us 
o nce again of the importance of recording and studying individual lives 
in historical context. History without its human expression is meaning· 
less; we can only learn from history if we participate in it, and reading 
these autobiographical episodes allows us to identify ,  to relive distant, 
tumultuous times, and to reassess and reevaluate our own historical 
Ii ves. It  is asto nishing how rarely we see a study of the interface between 
history and its makers. 
It is difficult to summarize here the immense amount of raw data that 
provide the framework for these rich, absorbing narratives. The authors 
had access to maj or archives and oral history collections, including those 
in the American Museum of Immigration, the Chicago Polonia Proj ect, 
the Immigration History Research Center at the University of Min­
nesota, the Pennsylvania Ethnic H eritage Studies C enter, and the 
J e w i s h  H i s t o r i c a l  S o c i e t y .  T h e  i n fo r m a n t s  a r e  i d e n t i fi e d  
(often by pseudonym only), but more inform ation o n  when and where 
interviews took place would h ave  been helpful.  S cores of  people con­
tributed to the book, providing their stories,  references, photographs ,  
documentation, a n d  eyewitness accounts. It is unfortunate only that 
more stories could not be included; ideally, we w ant to hear them all.  
The fact that there are limitations to any attempt to collect the 
memories of people involved i n  m ajor historical events only convinces us 
even more that we need m any more texts dedicated to such goals.  We 
need a book exactly like this o ne on the  " old immigration" ; we need one 
o n  the Chinese immigration, and on those of our own time:  from H aiti, 
from M exico, from Southeast Asia. To hear fro m  the people themselves­
about their goals, their circumstances at home, their journeys to 
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America-would enlighten us not only about current history in the 
making, but about the universality in human motivatio n, human needs , 
and the human spirit. 
-Zora Devrnj a  Zimmerman 
Iowa State University 
C arol Bruchac, Linda Hogan, Judith McDaniel, eds. The Stories 
We Hold Secret-Tales of Women's Spiritual Development. 
(Greenfield C enter, New York: The Greenfield Review Press, 
1986) xxiii,  290 pp. $ 1 2 .95 paper. 
The Stories We Hold Secret - Tales of Women's Spiritual Development 
is an anthology of thirty-one short fiction pieces written by and about 
women in America.  These are not stories about extraterrestrial visits , 
enlightenment through gurus,  or dramatic religious conversion; rather, 
these are stories of inner knowing, of our "holy dailiness ," as Linda 
Hogan says in the preface. The stories are as v aried as women's 
experience, from the quietness of a Native American woman cooking 
beans and cornbread in her kitchen to the tumult of a woman who for the 
first time becomes involved with a workers' strike. 
E ach story evokes-and invokes-evolution, as does the anthology 
itself: the first section contains stories of women confronting abortion, 
prison, alcoholism;  the next section is of "simple acts ," a Jewish woman 
revealing her lesbianism to her brother, a harassed factory worker 
s mashing a time-clock, a woman confronting her stepfather who abused 
her as a child ;  the third section deals with natural rhythms-gentle 
musings during a pregnancy amidst poverty , reminiscence during the 
illness and death of a once ebullient German mother; the last section is 
about women who have named and fully claimed their special powers. I n  
its affirmation o f  personal growth a s  an essential element for societal 
growth, the book is evolutionary; it is revolutionary in naming feelings 
and experiences that are often denied. 
This book puts to rest any notion that ethnic experience or women's 
experience is monolithic. We read of a young Japanese woman grappling 
with h er role in a politically oriented Asian American writer's  workshop 
and of an older Japanese woman sadly acknowledging the passing of 
traditional culture in America. We witness a black woman' s  rage, Big 
Mama with a faith that healed , and a black woman's  exotic affair with a 
lesbian lover living in a Harlem tenement. We meet N ative American 
women, one enj oying the simple pleasures of her home, one taki ng action 
to aid those protesting at Wounded Knee, another recounting a prayer 
meeting. Ultimately,  these intimate, intensely personal stories are about 
each woman herself; they illustrate the truth of the cartoon showing a 
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woman bei ng asked, "I 've always been cu nous. What' s your ethnic 
background?" to which she replies, "Woman. "  
This anthology succeeds in fostering individual reflection a s  well as 
heighteni ng social consciousness. The book moves in kaleidoscopic 
fashion from o ne place to a nother without becoming tiresome; each 
compelling story i ntroduces us to women who, though we are meeti ng 
them for the first time, remind us of parts of ourselves. The stories vary i n  
their level of literary craft; s o m e  are by well-k nown authors and others 
are by women never before published. By virtue of this variety, each 
reader is encouraged to tell her own story, to value her own perception. 
The Stories We Hold Secret is p art of a brave begi nning to move women's  
issues from the abstract to the concrete by providing a forum for women 
writi ng about their lives; let us hope there will be a growing audience to 
hear and understand. 
-Nancy K. Herzberg 
E astport, Maine 
Michelle Cliff. The Land of Look Behind. (I thaca, NY: Firebrand 
Books, 1 985) 1 1 9 pp. , $ 1 3.95;  $6.95 paper. 
"The world i s  w hite n o  longer, and i t  w i l l  never be again ." 
James Baldwin, Not"s uf a NatiL'e SOli 
"It was never a questiun of p<l.sRing. It w as a question of hidin g." 
Michelle Cliff, The Land of 1.0'';' He/lind 
Passing and its effect on the individual is o ne of the themes that 
Michelle Cliff explores in her book, The Land of Look Behind. Passin g  is 
a recurri ng theme in much ofthe literature written by people of color both 
past and present. In much of this literature passing is detri mental to the 
character. In her attempt to hide her color, Clare Kendry from Nella 
Larsen's  Passing destroys her inner self long before her actual death. 
When a person does not have a developed sense of self- identity , the self 
can be lost within any situation. 
I n  the poem "Within the Veil" Cliff states, " U nless you quit your  
passing, honey-you o nly go nna come to woe." 
Color ain't no faucet 
You can't turn it off and on 
I say, color ain't no faucet 
You can't turn it off and on 
Tell the world who you are 
Or you might as well be gone 
These words from Cliffs poem add a haunting reflectio n to ClarE' 
Kendry's life and death. 
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The importance of self-identity is expressed i n  p rose and poetry of 
" Claiming an Identity They Taught Me to Despise." 
M�' blood commenced early, The farther back you I{ O  t h e  thicker i t  becomes, And 
the mother is named the link, the carrier-the source of the Nile, Did she attend each 
birth \\'ith caution',) \Va itin g to see the degTee uf our betrayal? 
The issue of color  is unfo rtunately ,  as Du Bois so accurately pointed 
ou t ,  of utmost importance. Cliff also tells us in  her p rose piece, "If I Could 
Write This i n  Fire ,  I Would Write This in  Fire ."  
Color was the symbol o f  our potential: color takinl{ i n  h air " Quality," skin tone, 
fr<,ckles. nose width, eyes. Those of us who were light·skinned, straight-haired, etc., 
were I{iv en to believe that we could actually attain whiteness-or at least the 
qualities of the colonizer which made him superior. 
The Land of Loo'� Behind is a creative blend of p rose and poetry .  It is  
fi l l ed  with stark images , from the s laughter of a pig:  "A small  knife is  
i nserted in her throat, pulled back and forth until the thro at sl its ,  the 
wound widens ,  and blood runs over, coveri ng the yard" ; to slavery :  "A 
p reg nant woman is  to be whipped-they dig a hole to accommodate her  
bell y a nd p l ace her face down on the  ground." 
This  uniq ue book is filled with m usic of Toni Mo rrison's  S ul u  and the 
mules and men of Zora Neale Hurston. In "Travel Notes" we hear the 
m u si c  of  t he River O use before Virgi nia Wuolf walks into it. 
Michelle Cliff is  strongest in  her pros e where her visio n is  not 
constrained within the poetic verse. In the poem, "A Visit from Mr. 
Both a , "  the subj ect matter is strong,  but some of the lines of the poem are 
weak because of their forced end rhymes: 
Send them flyinl{ into crowds with armoreellorries 
That should bel{in to put asiele your wonics. 
The Land of Look Be h ind is a j ourney through a history that sti l l  lives . 
-Aisha Eshe 
Iowa State U niversity 
J ames D. C ockcroft. Outlaws in the Promised Land: Mexican 
Immigrant Workers and A merica's Future. (New York: Grove 
Press,  1 986) 306 pp. ,  $ 1 9.95 cloth, $ 1 0.95 paper. 
In p lace of myths about Mexican immigrant workers ,  Cockcroft 
establishes several well-founded realities.  O ne is that the border is 
poro us because U .S. b usiness i nterests want it that way so they can have 
cheap l abor to exploit as needed by means of a border " revolvi ng door. "  
Another i s  that there is  such an interrelated U.S . -Mexico economy, 
achieved through "silent i ntegration," that in  effect the border is a legal 
fiction. A thi rd is that Mexican " undocumented" workers contribute 
su bstantially more to the U .S .  economy than they take out. A fourth is 
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that U. S.  immigration policy is not at all simple and internal. Instead, 
many social, cultural, histo 'rical, economic, and political forces are 
intertwined with an international context to form a complex network 
that determines U. S.  immigration policy. 
The focus i n  this intelligent,  sensitive, and humane study is the 
phenomenon of Mexican immigrant workers, its nature, its basis,  the 
causes and circumstances surrounding it, and the broader implications 
and impact of the immigration process. This social science explanation 
of Mexican "outlaw" workers (basically meaning they are "outside the 
law" and thus h ave  no rights whatsoever and are therefore readily 
exploitable) is clear and well-organized. Cockcroft, an outspoken defender 
of Mexican immigrant workers, considers the i nter-relationship and 
sol idarity of Chicanos and Mexican "illegals" and sees the possibility of 
organizing these workers for their benefit. The defense of human rights 
is also a special concern here. Ultimately, Cockcroft argues cogently that 
human rights violations against "illegal aliens" undermine basic con­
cepts of American democracy and are thus potentially alarming. Also ,  
this book makes clear the importance of Mexican immigrant workers 
since they have a strong impact on so  many areas of American culture 
and society. In fact, Cockcroft makes sound estimates that clearly point 
to the strong likelihood that these Mexican immigrant workers along 
with Latinos already in the United States will soon constitute the largest 
U.S. minority group. 
Outlaws in the Promised Land is buttressed by impressive research 
sources which are acknowledged in extensive notes and bibliography. A 
chronology of immigration to the U.S. is another useful feature, as is the 
tex t of  the "Bill of  Rights for the Undocumented Worker ."  The index is 
analytical and thus of practical reference value. Although published 
before the enactment of the recent Simpson-Rodino Immigration Reform 
Bill, this analytical study sheds light on the issues involved. In short, the 
book as a whole is a valuable contribution toward an appreciation of the 
emerging Latino presence in the United States. 
-Arthur Ramirez 
San Diego State University 
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Roger Daniels, S andra C. Taylor, and Harry H. L. Kitano, eds. 
JapaneseAmericans: From Relocation to Redress. (Salt Lake City: 
University of Utah Press,  1986) xxi, 2 1 6  pp., $24.95 . 
This collection of previously unpublished essays grew out of a con­
ference i n  S alt Lake City i n  1 983 o n  the i ncarceration of Japanese 
Americans during World War I I  and the issue of redress .  It  i ncludes 
essays by the three editors a nd contributions , some no more than brief 
notes, by twenty-seven i ndividuals. It also i ncludes a detailed chronology 
of Japanese-American history and comprehensive bibliographical notes. 
The relocation was the single most important event i n  the history of 
the Japanese in America, leaving a sore o n  their collective consciousness 
that the passage of over forty years has not fully healed. Thus,  it is fitting 
that this book should focus on that event. The essays range from 
personal narratives to studies of such diverse m atters as the psy­
chological a nd eco nomic effects of the relocation, the role of churches in 
ameliorating the situation, congressional attitudes toward the "evacua­
tio n," a nd the reception of the relocated Japanese by several states. 
Despite its title,  the volume also contains essays on the treatment of the 
Japanese in Canada and Latin America. 
As with most collections of this sort, the essays are u neven. Not all of 
them are cogently written or have much to say that has not been said 
repeatedly. What the volume does best is to explore areas that are less 
familiar. P articularly informative and fresh are such essays as those by 
D ennis M .  Ogawa and E varts C .  Fox o n  the Japanese in H awaii, Sandra 
C. Taylor on the economic losses suffered by the J apanese, Tetsuden 
Kashima a nd John J .  Culley on internment (as distinguished from 
relocatio n) camps, and Leonard J .  Arrington o n  the reaction in Utah to 
the relocation. 
E specially timely and provocative are the several essays that deal with 
redres s and debate the strategies for winning compensatio n. Some 
persons,  i ncluding Japanese Americans ,  would argue that the relocatio n 
w as a blessing i n  disguise, breaking up the isolated eth nic commu nities , 
dispersing the people to different parts ofthe cou ntry , and bringing them 
i nto the m ai nstream of American life. Such a view is not espoused by any 
of the contributors. As legislation to enact the recommendations of the 
Commission on Wartime Relocation and I nternment of Civilians makes 
its w ay through Congress and debate (particularly o n  the provisio n to 
award each surviving internee a sum of $20,000) i ntensifies , the essays in 
this book and especially those o n  redress can provide useful background 
i nformation. 
The most disappointing selections,  somewhat surprisingly, are those 
devoted to personal reminiscences of life i n  the centers. Although they 
remind us of the physical hardships endured-the drab barracks,  the 
latrines,  the dust, the hostile climate-they do not sufficiently relate 
what tra nspired in the hearts and minds of the evacuees as they lived 
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through one of the most extraordi nary episodes in American history. Far 
greater than the economic losses and physical privation was the 
emotional and spiritual toll of the evacuatio n. The first-person nar· 
ratives do not tellingly show in what profound ways Executive Order 
9066 touched the lives of ordinary people. 
Despite its shortcomings, Japanese A m ericans: Fro m Relocation to 
Redress is a n  important contribution to scholarship.  I t  helps to i l ·  
luminate o ne of the  darker chapters in American history. And at  this 
time of celebrati ng the bicentennial of the Constitutio n, it serves to  
remi nd us what can happen to any vulnerable minority when consti­
tutional guarantees are suspended out of hysteria ,  greed,  and, above all , 
racism. 
-Victor N .  Okada 
California State Polytechnic U niversity, Pomona 
Lenwood G .  D avis,  with the assistance of M arsha L.  Moore. 
Malcolm X: A Selected Bibliography. (Westport, Ct:  Greenwood 
Press, 1 984) xiii, 1 36 pp., $29.95.  
M alcolm X 's  central role  i n  contemporary black thought and life 
means that students of history , sociology , religion, politics,  and literature 
(to begin a list) must study him carefully. This volume provides a useful 
starti ng place, and every reaso nable public collection s h o u l d  have a 
copy. U nfortu nately, the cost and several shortcomings limit its use  for 
personal libraries. 
The book' s value lies in its having almost 1 200 items ,  including audio­
visual materials,  records , a nd poetry i nspired by M alcolm. The print 
materials identified are often articles fro m  maj or newspapers and such 
journals as Th e Milita n t  duri ng the early 1 960s. They provide the scholar 
with importan t  material about reaction to M alcolm X in the last years of 
his life. 
M a ny items are briefly a nnot ated- a  mixed bles s ing.  I alw a y s  
appreciate those w h o  annotate bibliographic entries,  but I did not always 
find the annotations i n  this volume helpfu!.  " States that M alcolm X was 
o nce known as ' D etroit Red ' "  is a p articularly egregious example:  but I 
thought too many were of the same sort. Others were quite helpful. 
For me,  the book 's  maj or fl aws lie in other areas :  ( 1 )  it is not org a n i z e d  
well; (2)  i t  has no clear basis for selecting items;  and (3)  i t  is curiously 
incomplete. D avis separates items into books or articles  and accDl'din g  to 
whether he considers them "maj or" or "genera! . "  Within those broad a n d  
unrevealing headings , 2 0 0  t o  4 0 0  items are alphabetized.  Surel�' a mOl"e 
helpful classification system is possible. As it is ,  the scholar who wishes 
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t o  ,; t u dy one  p articular facet o f  Malcolm's life, must work her/his w ay 
t hrough the entire volume, a task th at should be unnecessary. That 
,;cholar will abo find that items are neither consistently nor usefully 
c l a:;; :;; i fied .  " M ajor  books and pamphlets about Malcolm X" lists books 
which ar e  pr imarily, if not wholly, about M alcolm. "General books about 
l\'l a l c o l m  X" l ists books which mention, sometimes very briefly, M alcolm.  
S urpris i n gly ,  anthologies which print sections from Malco lm's  published 
work a p p eal' in this section. " M aj or articles" tend to come from periodi­
cals . a n d  " G eneral articles" from newspapers, but that division is  not 
cons istent. 
The problems of a "selected" bibliography and of significant omissions 
c a n  be discussed together. The compiler suggests no basis for selection,  
and I c a n  see none. Since some of the works listed m ake minimal  
reference  to  M a l colm X ,  whi le  items not listed m ake more  significant 
reference,  I am forced to wonder i f the selection were simply haphazard. I 
s u s p e c t  " p art i a l"  or " i n complete" would  b e  more accurate than 
" s elect e d . "  Some omissions m ay be  p articularly important to  instructors . 
I fou n d .  for instance, that no item I had compiled from the standard 
a n n u : · i  b i b l iographic study in Amf� r ican l i terature appears in this 
\' u l u llH' , T h e r e fore ,  I will not recomnll'n d  it t o  students examining 
M a lc o l m  X ' s  position in  American or black American literature. I would 
suggest that faculty in other disciplines make a similar check before they 
recommend it to their students . I t  is a useful book;  I wish it were more 
usefu l .  
-James G ra y  
Indiana University of Pennsylvania 
Rudolfo O .  D e  La Garza, Frank D .  Bean, C h arles M .  Bonj ean,  
Ricardo Romo, and Rodolfo A lvarez, eds. The Mexican A merican 
Exp e r i e n c e :  A n  In t e r d i s c ip l i n a ry A n t h o l ogy . ( A u s t i n :  
University o f  Texas Press,  1 985) x ,  425 pp. ,  $25.00;  $ 1 4.95 paper. 
M exican-Americans comprise the second largest minority group in the 
U nited States and one of the most rapidly growing elements in the 
population. Their history in the American southwest goes back almost 
four hundred years, they have interacted with Anglo·Americans in that 
region since the early nineteenth century, and have been the most 
numerous immigrant group coming to the U nited States since the middle 
of the twentieth century . Despite this clear evidence of their significance 
and their impact on this country, schol ars in the social sciences have 
often n egl ected this ethnic group in their research and writing.  This 
volume makes an effort to correct th e oversight. 
1 4  Ex pLora ti()ns in Si{{hls and Sounds No. 7 (Summer 191'7)  
In terms of its size and scope, The Mexican A merican Experience is 
impressive. It contains thirty essays reflecting recent research in most 
social science disciplines.  These essays are organized into four sections, 
which reflect the principal focus of the anthology. The weakest section is 
the first, which provides a brief historical, social, and demographic 
overview of Mexican-Americans. This weakness is primarily the result of 
the brevity of the selections and their introductory n ature. There is 
nothing new here; unfortunately we still must wait for a truly first rate 
historical study of the Mexican-American experience. The remaining 
sections examine in turn "Labor M arket Experiences in the Mexican 
Origin Population," " Political P articipation, Organizational Develop­
ment, and Institutional Responsiveness ,"  and "The Social and Cultural 
Context of the Mexican American Experience in the U nited States . "  
E ach o f  these three sections contains excellent examples of recent 
scholarship related to various aspects of the Mexican-American ex­
perience, reflecting the insight and methodologies of the several social 
science disciplines. For example, M ario T.  Garcia, a historian by 
training, relates the coming to power of second generation Mexican­
Americans to the essentially assimilationistlintegrationist political 
aspirations of the Los Angeles Mexican-American community during 
World War II. In fact, it is the interdisciplinary nature of this volume that 
is its greatest strength. 
There are, however, certain weaknesses that must be recognized. Very 
few selections in this anthology are new essays .  M ost, in fact, were 
published in the June 1 984 issue of Social Science Quarterly, an issue 
subtitled "The Mexican Origin E xperience in the United States . "  O f the 
thirty selections in the anthology, only six were not previously published 
in Social Science Quarterly (several had been abridged or revised since 
publication in June 1984,  and one had been published in the M arch 1 973 
issue of that j ournal) . Also, although the essays reflect the contributions 
of most social science disciplines and research from all parts of the 
country, the issue is clearly weighted in favor of sociology and political 
science and in favor of the research of scholars at Texas universities.  
Finally, the anthology betrays its origins as a j ournal issue by not 
providing its readers with an index or with a complete bibliography . 
Despite these criticisms, this volume remains a valuable contribution 
to the literature of the Mexican-American experience. Most of the 
selections are first rate, they are well-documented, and well-illustrated 
with appropriate graphs and tables.  We owe a debt to Social Science 
Quarterly for its commitment to publish material in this often neglected 
field, and to the University of Texas Press for m aking this m aterial 
available to a wider audience. 
-Cary D. Wintz 
Texas Southern University 
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Vine D eloria, Jr. ,  ed. A Sender of Words: Essays in Memory of 
John G. Neihardt. (S alt L ake City: Howe Brothers,  1 984) xi, 1 7 7 
pp.,  $ 1 5.95.  
John N eihardt was like James Boswell: each man's  genius-and it  is  a 
rare o ne-lay i n  recognizing, respecting and calling forth the greater 
genius of a nother. Neihardt's task was easier; he was nearly the sole 
arbiter of Black E lk's communication, with little to fear from comparison 
with other accounts, but  also harder. He faced barriers in personal 
knowledge, tastes, values and language, as well as a public u nprepared 
to accept his mentor's worth. This book pays tribute to Neihardt and 
appropriately is not a "balanced" appraisal but an appreciation of his 
best.  H owever, despite claims for his creative oeuvre, it demonstrates 
that the N ebraska laureate' s lasting contribution to American letters 
was his collaboration with Black Elk.  
The book contains essays by fourteen authors of diverse background­
letters ,  theater, anthropology, theology, history. The essays fall i nto 
three categories. Dee Brown, Bobby Bridger, Alvin Josephy and Frederick 
M a nfred offer reminiscences of either N eihardt personally ,  or the effect 
of his works on the contributor' s life and thought. Three more essays, by 
H el e n  Stauffer ,  Luci le  F .  Aly a nd V i ne D eloria ,  Jr . , present 
critical/interpretive examinations of Neihardt 's  early travel writi ng ,  
short stories,  and Wester n  epic cycle. While scholarly and appreciative, 
these papers confirm the opinion (attacked by Josephy) that Neihardt 
was a minor writer. Even Deloria's  sensitive exegesis of his treatment of 
nature a nd landscape finds Neihardt not much better than M argaret 
Mitchell. 
The best p apers deal with N eihardt's collaboration with Black Elk and 
his contribution to better u nderstanding of American I ndian life and 
letters.  Peter Iverson assesses Neihardt' s association with the BIA and 
his i nfluence o n  John Collier, while Raymond J .  D eM allie traces 
Neihardt' s relationship with Black Elk and his family. In penetrati ng 
discussions of Black Elk Speaks, N .  Scott Momaday, Roger Dunsmore 
a nd Gretchen Bataille reach beyo nd textual i nterpretation to suggest 
new directions for criticism generally. Momaday's essay is especially 
valuable for his analysis of the collaborative process and the trans­
formation of oral to written literature. 
The remai ning two essays add little to understanding either Neihardt 
or Black Elk.  Frank Waters offers a summary of Black Elk's  vision with 
the expected comparison with Mayan and E astern symbology. C arl J .  
Starkloff, S .  J . ,  raises but  does not discuss the  question of Black Elk's  
C atholicism;  instead, with no sense of a pluralist audience, he dilates on 
the utility of v arious missio nary self-presentations,  with a presumption 
of Christianity's  u niversal desirability that will offend many. This is 
p articularly unfortunate, because scholars have evaded confro nting the 
issue of Black Elk's  Christianity , and have thus failed to address the 
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complexity and sophistication of his thinking: Starkloffs  essay will not 
encourage better work. 
The book's production is good, but some editor should have corrected 
problems with lie/lay, shone/shown and lead/led as well as miscel­
laneous spelling errors . The frontispiece is a good-gray-poet photo, and 
the book contains preface and editor's introduction, index , and a 
chronology of N eihardt's  books.  
-Helen J askoski 
California State U niversity , Fullerton 
Raymond J. D e M allie.  The Sixth Grandfather: Black Elk 's 
Teachings Given to John G. Neihardt. (Lincoln: University of 
Nebraska Press,  1 984) xxix,  452 pp.,  $ 1 9.95. 
Although Black Elk Speaks was first published in 1 932,  it was not until 
the 1 960s that the book gained widespread popularity and elicited the 
interest of serious scholars of literature,  ethnology, and rE'l i gi o n .  
DeMallie provides i n  this study a resource for further investigation o f  
E uropean i nfluences on Lakota culture as well a s  the raw material for 
analysis of Neihardt's role in the final production of Black Elk Speahs.  
In his childhood vision,  Black E lk saw himself as the "sixth grand­
father," the representative of the earth. As DeMallie points out, it was 
this vision that predestined Black Elk's  role as a holy man for the Lakota 
people.  Black Elk was born in December of 1863,  and twenty-five years 
later, after he had traveled to Europe with Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show 
and been exposed to influences beyond Lakota culture, he began 
studying Christianity. After his conversion in 1 904,  Black Elk no longer 
performed Lakota religious ceremonies. Yet, as the interviews from both 
1931 and 1 944 make clear, Black Elk never lost faith in the power of  
Lakota religious life. Black Elk was sixty-seven when John G.  N eihardt 
came to Pine Ridge seeking an informa nt to tell him about Lakota ways .  
Black Elk saw Neihardt 's  appearance as his opportunity to share his  
sacred vision and to discuss his  despair about the present condition of the 
Lakota people. Black E lk called Neihardt "talk maker" or "iyapi kage" 
which Neihardt interpreted as "word sender." Indeed, it was through 
Neihardt that Black Elk was able to send his words beyond Pine Ridge. 
N eihardt originally planned to call the book "The Tree That Never 
Bloomed" in recognition of the holy man's sense that he had failed his 
visio n and his people. Ultimately, however ,  N eihardt saw in  the story a 
m essage for all people, and it was a message of hope rather than despair. 
Speculation o n  N eihardt's role in the final product should be dispelled 
with this volume. DeMallie says, "The book is Black Elk's story as he 
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gave it to N eihardt, but the literary quality and the tone of the work are 
N eihardt 's"  (51 ) .  He supports this statement with the transcriptions of 
the interviews,  demonstrating where certain material appeared in the 
book and pointing out what was excluded or added by Neihardt. 
This book is easy and interesting reading for someone who has read 
Bla ck Elk Speaks and wishes to know more about Black Elk or Lakota 
culture. As DeMallie points out, N eihardt deliberately omitted much that 
Black Elk told him about the influence of E uropean culture on his life and 
defi nitely avoided getting into Black Elk's C atholicism and work with 
the priests at Pine ridge and other reservations. In fact, the Jesuit priests 
were shocked to discover when the book was published that Black E lk 
still m aintai ned beliefs in the traditional Indian religion because he had 
been one of their most devout converts. DeMallie speculates that Black 
Elk  had been able to find enough similarity i n  the two religious points of 
view to make the conversion workable for him. 
DeMallie points out that no o ne should use Black Elk Speaks as the 
defi nitive study of Lakota religion, but he acknowledges the veracity of 
Bl ack E lk 's  story as o ne Lakota holy man's reflections on his life and his 
perceptions of the changing world he had witnessed. 
DeM allie' s book pays tribute to Black Elk as well as to John G. 
N eihardt. Together they produced a book which, although a financial 
failure originally, ultimately became one of the most successful books 
about American Indians.  DeMallie provides scholars and students alike 
a view of the collaboration that took place "behind the scenes. "  
1 8  
-Gretchen M .  Bataille 
Iowa State University 
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Hugh A. Dempsey. Big Bear: The End of Freedom. (Lincoln: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1 984) 227 pp., $8.95 p aper. 
The more one reads contemporary Native American writing, the more 
one realizes certain overreaching universal themes:  namely, that the 
Native American past lives on, and strongly so, in the soul and 
consciousness of descendants; and, regardless  of tribal affiliation or 
homeland, the nineteenth-century cultural collision with whites lingers 
in all such rememberings of the past and in all accounting ofthe present. 
These themes transcend the boundaries of history and fiction, prose and 
poetry, and offer solace to Indian and non-Indian alike. 
One recent book which reinforces this realization is Hugh A. Dempsey's 
"history" of the Cree chief, Big Bear, and his noble attempt to preserve 
his land and way of life in the face of white encroachments into the 
Can adian provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta in the second half of 
the nineteenth century. 
Dempsey's account of Big Bear's struggle against his and his people's 
"end of freedom" is ostensibly a narrative history of Big Bear's refusal to 
sign the Treaty of 1876 between the C anadian government and the 
western Indians, particularly the Saskatchewan Cree-one of the final 
treaties in a long series of "agreements, "  which, in the end, served to 
fulfill the fears of the Cree, fears long prophesied and triggered into 
realization when missionaries removed their s acred "Iron Stone," a 
meteorite monument dedicated to " Old Man Buffalo."  Sickness, war, and 
the decrease, if not the virtual disappearance of the buffalo, resulted. 
Big Bear avoided signing Treaty Six for four years-losing the 
support, during that time, of several of his tribe,  including his two sons. 
When the Treaty proved more visibly unj ust, open rebellion resulted, 
leaving Big Bear and his ally, the Metis leader, Louis Riel , fugitives if not 
martyrs to their cause of freedom. 
In his recounting of Big Bear's life of resolve and travail, Dempsey 
offers us a glimpse of narrative history's  full potential as "biography"­
a life telling of one man's rendezvous with greatness. 
Separated by geography and generations, the C anadian Cree, Big 
Bear, and other Native American peoples -famous and anonymous­
share a common inheritance: the resolve not to give way to defeat and 
despair, never to be forgotten to time, never to "vanish" into thralldom. 
-Robert Gish 
University of Northern Iowa 
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Michael N. Dobkowski, ed. Jewish A merican Voluntary Or­
ganizations. (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1 986) xvi,  700 
pp., $75.00.  
This  encyclopedic referen ce work o n  Jewish sodalities is o ne of a series 
of Greenwood Press publications dealing with eth nic American volu ntary 
organiz ations.  Previously published volumes deal with Irish Americans 
a nd Hispanic Americans.  Some 120  natio nal and local organizations are 
summarized in alphabetical sequence, as it were, from alep h to sot, or in 
this case from Agudath H a-Rabbanim (Union of Orthodox Rabbis o f the 
U nited States and Canada) to the ZOA (Zionist Organization of America). 
Vis-a-vis his own research on the ethnoarchaeology of Jewish cemeteries,  
the reviewer can attest to the utility of this tome enhanced by several 
appendices. O ne appendix presents the orga nizations i n  a n  historical 
chronology; another shows the dates offounding, merger, and dissolution 
of each orga nization. Perhaps the most fascinating appendix for students 
of eth nicity is the grouping ofthe organizations by function: civil rights, 
cultural , educational, fraternal , philanthropic, political , religious, social 
service, a nd Zionist. These categories not o nly display some salient 
dimensions of Jewish ethnicity, but they ought to be i nstructive when 
compared to the kinds of organizations fou nd amo ng Irish Americans ,  
Hispanic Americans, and other ethnic groups as they are so analyzed in 
the future. O ne suspects the data, i n  such a comparative perspective, 
could be the subj ect of a significant dissertation o n  the polymorphic 
nature of eth nic groups in the U nited States. As is true of all edited 
volumes,  various authors see differing relevances and express their own 
implicit biases. Thus users of the volume should be aware of its  uneven 
treatment of v arious topics. For example, some contributors coming from 
Orthodox or C o nservative perspectives refer to certain Reform Jewish 
organizations and movements as " assimilationist" without botheri ng to 
adequately define that label.  The m atter is a subtle o ne but emphatically 
vital to a clear u nderstanding of changing group a nd individual 
identities concerning ethnicity. Similarly, o ne must read with some 
critical caution the sections o n  political issues, particularly those on 
Zionism. Several sections, for example, tend toward the chauvinistic 
when dealing with non-Zionist or anti-Zionist positions .  Following the 
organizational sketches is a series of i nformative a nd challenging 
synthetic a nd i nterpretive essays. The topics of these appendices i nclude 
issues of the Jewish aged, American Zionism, the Jewish Federation 
Movement, sectarian aspects of American Judaism, Jewish feminism, 
the Soviet J ewry movement, and refugee landsma nnscha(ten (mutual 
aid societies differentiated by the members' towns or regions of origin in 
E urope). The contemporary issues and historical perspectives of these 
l atter essays should be of general i nterest to all those seeking a deeper 
u nderstanding of the dynamics of ethnicity. Although most of us cannot 
afford the book, we can certainly recommend that our institutional 
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libraries purchase this volume and others in the series as important 
reference sources. 
-David M.  Gradwohl 
Iowa State University 
Frederick J.  Dockstader. The Kachina and the White Man: The 
Influences of White Culture on the Hopi Kachina Cult. Revised 
and enlarged edition. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico 
Press, 1 985) xv, 202 pp.,  $ 1 9.95; $ 1 0.95 p aper. 
To the delight of scholars of N ative American studies and al l  other 
readers with even a passing interest in traditional Pueblo an cultures of 
the American Southwest,  Frederick Dockstader' s classic study,  Th e 
Ka china and the Wh ite Man, now has been published in a revised and 
expanded version. This historical narrative of H opi life, using spirit 
beings known as kachinas as its central focus,  traces the changes and 
adaptations the Hopi have made in response to pressures p laced upon 
that Indian cu l ture by the seemingly-inevitable contact w i t h  white  
society. I n  addition,  the author describes in infinite detail the cere­
monialism, costuming, masks,  and other p araphernalia associated with 
the colorful Kachina dance rituals,  and also discusses the Kachina 
" dolls" -so popular among non-Indian art collectors and museum 
curators-and places these figurines in proper cultural pel'specti V E' .  
explaining their use in both educating and constantly reminding H opi 
children of the religious beings and the appropriate behavior they 
represent. 
In the three decades elapsed since this book was first published in 1 954 , 
much change has occurred in the lives of the n ative people whom 
Dockstader recorded between 1 934 and 1 94 1 .  I n  a second preface, and in a 
final chapter which he entitles " Thirty Years Later ,"  the author uses the 
opportunity provided by this  second edition to reflect upon the effects of 
change, both positive and adverse, he now observes among the Hopi and 
to m arvel at the tenacity of and even revitalization in the practice of most 
of the Hopi Kachina rituals h e  had noted in the original work.  
Although The Kachina and the Wh ite Man clearly is a scholarly study, 
the text is far from pedantic and is  liberally il lustrated with line 
drawings and color plates drawn by the artist/ author;  a few b lack-and· 
white photographs are included as well .  To  help the reader gain quick 
insight into the development of Hopi-White contacts,  the author has 
appended to the text a chronological historical summary of thesE' 
encounters for the period between A . D .  1 540 and 1 850. H e  also provides a 
glossary and pronunciation guide for Hopi words he has utilized in the 
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narrative.  A selected bibliography is provided, to which some more 
recen t sources ha ve been added since the original edition was published, 
and an index greatly enhances the research potential provided by the 
book.  If  any criticism were to be made it is  in the overuse o f  the phrase 
" Kachina C ult ."  Use of the word "cult" sounds odd to the modern reader 
and may even bear some negative connotation; employment of the 
expression "religion system" or a similar euphemism might carry more 
clarity of meaning. 
Dockstader has documented that the survival of the Hopi as a vital 
n ative entity may be due in large p art to their enduring belief in and 
practice of the Kachina rituals .  He observes that 
a l t h ough there are t h o s e  Hopi people who no longer accept t h e  religious qualities of 
t il l "  " a c hina world, they have not denied the social importance which can be so 
readily perceived. I n  fact, this appreciation of what it means to be a H opi spreads into 
other aspects of regard for traditional customs, and it is this awareness that provides 
much of the glue holding together the H opi world-and of this, the Kachina remains 
a m aj or elem ent. ( 1 47)  
F o r  any ethnic group struggling to maintain a cultural identity while 
still functioning within the confines of a more dominant society, then, 
the importance of a specific cultural " focal point" cannot be overstated. 
Th e Kachina and the White Man makes this point well ,  and eloquently. 
-Nancy M,  Osborn 
Iowa State University 
Leslie W. Dunbar, ed. Minority Report: What Has Happened To 
Blacks, Hispanics, A merican Indians, & Other Minorities in the 
Eighties. (N ew York: P antheon Books, 1 984) xvii,  236 pp. ,  $8.95 
p aper. 
Six years since President Reagan took office, public policies related to 
the needs of the poor have been established which set back the gains of 
the Civil Rights movement, Although gains have been made, at least on 
the surface, the current administration's policies have widened the gap 
between those who have and those who have not, Policies such as 
affirmative action, education programs, and public welfare are being 
eroded, sacrificed in favor of escal ating military budgets and "construc­
tive engagement" in Central America, 
E ditor Leslie W.  Dunbar has brought to this collection seven experts 
with years of experience in the Civil Rights movement to assess the 
imp act of Reagan policies. As Dunbar notes in the foreword, the first 
three essays address the " extent our politics and our economic and 
educational practices have been opened to minority participation." The 
remallllng four ess ays examine such issues as urban poverty , the 
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relationship between crime and the administration of justice, the rural 
poor, and governmental policies reflecting the needs of all people. 
The Civil Rights movement made great strides in rectifying the 
dehumanizing aspect of racism as it affected blacks, Hispanics, and 
N ative Americans,  to name only a few groups who entered the 1 960s as 
"oppressed minorities . "  The struggle for political, economic, and social 
j ustice was, for all intents and purposes,  a demand of American society to 
recognize the humanity of those people who had endured the legacy of 
racism. The efforts of numerous individuals and grassroots communities 
did not occur in a vacuum. It  was a collective endeavor to achieve social 
j ustice, although for obvious reasons, focus was given to individual 
movements . 
Yet, in spite of the Voting Rights Act, affirmative action,  educational 
programs, employment and training programs ,  Dunbar identifies a 
controversy resulting from divergent views which confused and hindered 
the notion of what a nondiscriminatory society "is or should be." Is  it the 
attainment of integration or the exorcism of racial isolation and the 
impact of class? Dunbar and his colleagues take the view that the answer 
to this question must be arrived at through mutual consensus. That 
consensus can only be arrived at through the realization of social 
democracy, insuring a quality of life for all people, and opposition to any 
policy that does not promote these values. 
It should be pointed out that the essays do not address all minorities in 
the United States.  While this is understandable given the scope of this 
anthology, it is lamentable because one is not offered any insight into the 
variations of these different groups in relation to specific histories and 
policies. The lone exception in this regard is the essay by Vine D eloria, 
Jr . ,  whose work on the rural poor addresses the issues affecting 
American Indians,  blacks, Mexican Americans, and Applachian whites 
within a comparative framework. The remaining essays give consider­
able attention to blacks and to a lesser extent, Hispanics. 
It  is not my intention to quibble over what may appear a petty issue. It 
is not petty . The omissions should serve as a reminder of the work that 
remains for anyone in ethnic studies interested in examining the impact 
of the Civil Rights movement in these communities. Another issue not 
addressed has to do with the divergent views found among Civil  Rights 
activitists. Discussion of this would have provided an assessment of 
various sectors of the progressive community . 
. The real strength of the book is,  however, with the essays themselves .  
E ach one serves as a foundation for dialogue among professionals who 
are in a position to shape policy, ethnic studies professionals who 
analyze current and future policies, and local leaders who are responsible 
for the direction of minority communities. 
- Carlos O rtega 
California State U niversity, Northridge 
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P au l  E s p i n o z a ,  P r o d u c e r ,  Th e L e m o n  G r o v e  In c i d e n t .  
Video/Film. (San Diego: KPBS-TV, 1 985). 1 6mm Rental, $95. 00; 
Purchase, $895.00. Video, $595.00. Order from: Cinema Guild, 
1 69 7  Broadway, New York, NY 1 0 0 1 9. (2 1 2) 246-5522. 
The Lemon Graue Incident is a compelling and informative presenta­
tion of how the members of the local school board in Lemon Grove, 
C alifornia, attempted to implement de jure segregation of American 
citizens of Mexican American descent in 1 930. The narratives of actual 
participants-victims in the incident-enhance the authenticity of the 
presentation and guide the viewer through the convoluted M achiavel­
lianism of the Lemon Grove School Board and its supporting satellites, 
the Lemon Grove Parent Teacher Association (PTA) and Chamber of 
Commerce as well as the federal government. 
At the advent of the 1 930s, racism and ethnocentrism constituted the 
driving principles behind America's racial and political practices . 
Motivated by President Hoover's repatriation policy, I as well as the 
President's and organized labor's attribution of the high unemployment 
problem of the Mexican-American population, the local school board in 
Lemon Grove, C alifornia, voted to force school segregation on its 
C hicano citizens through tactics of intimidation in December of 1 930. 
This decision was aided by the Lemon Grove PTA and the town's 
Cham ber of Commerce. Working victims were theatened with layoff and 
imprisonment if they protested. Additionally, welfare and public agencies 
were notified of  non-cooperating parents who were warned that unless 
they agreed to send children to segregated schools the parents would be 
stricken from the welfare rolls. 
N either the fear of losing their j obs and welfare benefits nor the threat 
of arrest and deportation deterred the Mexican community in its struggle 
against the school board's proposal.  The Mexican American community 
aborted the school board's proposal to segregate Chicano youth by 
blocking its tactic through court litigation, and winning a decision in the 
case of Ro bert Alvarez us. Lemon Grove School Board. In that case, the 
C alifornia Superior Court decided that the School Board did not have the 
power to establish and maintain a separate school just for Mexicans. As 
a result of the protests by a unified community acting as LaRaza,  the 
Mexican American .youth of Lemon Grove never did attend a separate 
school. E qually important, the Lemon Grove case helped to defeat the 
Bliss Bill in the C alifornia Legislature which attempted to redefine 
Mexicans as Indians so they could be legally segregated. 
The appalling actions of the Lemon Grove School Board attest to an 
often unrecognized truism about democracy-that the decisions of the 
m aj ority are too often rooted in subj ective reasoning. The school board's 
explicitly stated reasons for initiating the proposal to segregate Mexican 
y o u t h  w e r e  t h a t t h e s e  c h i l d r e n  w e r e  t h e  c a u s e  o f  o v e r ­
crowdedness and contributed t o  unsanitary conditions i n  the schools.  
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Regarding the impact of Chicano youth on the health and welfare of the 
white populace, a California educator observed in 1 920: 
One of t h e  d e m a n d s  m a d e  from a community in which there i s  a large Mexican 
population is for separate schools. The reaso n for this dem and is based o n  the theory 
that the Mexican is a menace to the health and morals uf the rest uf th e commun ity . '  




l The repatriation policy was a presidentially-advocated program in 
which Mexican Americans who did not volunteer to return to their 
country of ancestry were deported-forced to return to Mexico regardless 
of citizenship statu s .  
2Albert C amarillo,  A History of Mexican A mericans i n  California: 
Chicanos in California, (San Francisco: Boyd and Frasser Publishing 
Company, 1 984) 44 .  
Joe R. Feagin and C l airece Booher Feagin. Discrimination 
A merican Style; Institution Racism and Sexism. 2nd edition. 
(Malabar, FL: Robert E .  Krieger Publishing C ompany, 1 986) 
xiii, 246 pp., $7.95 paper. 
Discrimination A merican Style seeks to answer two basic questions :  
"Why do women, blacks,  and other minorities experience discrimination 
in the United States?"  and "What types of discriminatory behaviors 
continue in practice today?" Feagin and Feagin attempt to integrate 
existing research on issues of racism and sexism which focuses on the 
overall theme of institutional discrimination .  They examine similarities 
and differences between racist and sexist behaviors and practices in 
order to determine whether or not discrimination exists, and if so, to what 
degree. They reject the popular belief that prejudice and bigotry are 
causes of discrimination and argue that practices which often appear to 
be "neutral" m ay in fact be evidence of indirect or subtle institutional 
discrimination .  
The book,  originally published in 1 978,  provides an overview of race 
and sex discrimination. It  places a heavy emphasis on several legal­
administration issues. The senior author was a scholar-in-residence with 
the United States Civil Rights Commission during 1974-75. Several 
chapters address topics such as employment, housing, education, social 
services, politics,  and the court system with respect to discrimination as 
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of t h e  mid- 1 970s time period. The concluding chapter is " n ew" and 
att empts to bring the research on these issues with respect to dis­
cr imin ation up to date. Feagin and Feagin conclude that racism and 
sexism continue to be massive problems in  our society in the mid- 1 980s 
despite efforts to reduce discrimination in practice and policy. They 
rej ect the  b e l i e f  that discrimin ation is a result of the characteristics of a 
minority group itself. 
I n  some detail Feagin and Feagin attempt to refute five existing 
misconceptions concerning efforts to remedy past discrimination actions .  
These misconceptions include beliefs that (1 )  affirmative action is 
reverse discrimination; (2) affirmative acti.on efforts have been effective 
w hile white  m ale resistance has been inconsequential; (3)  affirmative 
action efforts have not benefited w hite males;  (4) affirmative action 
p lans  are no lon ger needed because the real p roblems are problems of the 
" lower class" and not those of race; and (5 )  blacks today are like w hite 
im migrants of the past. They note that recent changes in  governmental 
policies and practices are limiting additional  gains in reducing racist 
and sexist practices in the United States and its institutions .  
Overall ,  the volume is a social science textbook. I t  presents an excellent 
d i sc u s sion a n d  understanding of racism,  but the discussion of sexism is 
inacleq uate .  At times it appears that inform ation concerning discrimina­
tion agai nst  women was added as an afterthought. The book would be 
valu able for instructors using a case study appro ach when teaching 
about these issues.  
Rather than repri nting the first seven chapters, it would h ave been 
m ore useful  to the reader if the data in each ch apter had been updated 
within that chapter. For example, to include the disposition of v arious 
court decisions on cases which were pending at the time of the original  
writ ing would have been helpful and provided greater coherence. One 
has to look for the small  print to realize that the first 1 83 pages have been 
reprinted with updated information ( as of the mid- 1 980s) included only in  
the  fin al ch apter. The bibliography offers an excellent beginning for 
serious scholars researching minority rel ations and discrimination .  
20 
-Margaret Laughlin 
University of Wisconsin,  Green Bay 
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Joseph P. Fitzpatrick. Puerto Rican A mericans: The Meaning of 
Migration to the Mainland (2nd Edition). (Englewood Cliffs: 
Prentice Hall, 1 987) x v . ,  208 pp.; $ 14.95 
.10seph Fitzpatrick's second edition of Puerto Rican A mericans returns 
to a form familiar to readers of the literature that emerged during the 
1 950s and 60s.  In that sense, Fitzpatrick's new edition is  comprehensive, 
multifaceted and filled with supporting data touching almost every 
aspect of the life of the Puerto Rican migrant in the United States. In this 
new edition, Fitzpatrick builds on the solid foundation of his earlier work 
( 1 97 1 ) .  While occasionally leaving himself vulnerable to his  critics,  as he  
did  in  his  first edition,  this  new effort represents a significant contribu­
tion to the on-going dialogue and analysis ofthe Puerto Rican community 
i n  t h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e s .  F i t z p a t r i c k ' s  " i n t e r p r e t i v e  
essay," as he would like it to be known, accomplishes an efficient 
restorati ve blend by dra wing on data and studies pu blished over the last 
fifteen years and effectively integrates these new findings with his 
earlier edition.  What he successfully recreates is an up-dated look at the 
Puerto Rican experience in the latter part of the 1 980s.  This second 
edition will gain popularity, because it offers the reader a comprehensive 
and detailed socio-historical view of the complexities and dynamic 
characteristics of the Puerto Rican migrant community in the United 
States.  Ethnic studies and other social science instructors will find this 
an excellent volume as a primary or secondary reader for their courses. 
Fitzpatrick's work is well-known among Puerto Rican studies re­
searchers and scholars.  It  has received glowing accolades from some,  
while at the same time his interpretation of the data has  placed his  
writing in the center of debate and controversy, which he briefly alludes 
to in a few places in this new edition. For example, h e  presents his own 
views on assimilation alongside those who might hold alternative 
interpretations of the acculturative p atterns of the Puerto Rican in the 
United States.  This reviewer will speculate that Fitzpatrick's reading of 
the new data on exogamy, between mainland Puerto Ricans and others 
(non-Hispanics and non-Puerto Rican Hispanics), will no  doubt evoke 
altern ative interpretations about the impact of  these trends on the 
assimilation patterns of the second generation.  It should be noted that 
the an alytical framework used by Fitzpatrick is one which suggests 
comparisons between older immigrant patterns of adj ustment (assimila­
ti on) and that of the Puerto Rican.  And although he frequently stresses 
how different and unique the Puerto Rican migration h as been,  he  
persists in  looking for p arallels in patterns of assimilation and identity . 
The reader will be given a rather long historical view of the changing 
and evolving nature of the Puerto Rican migration over the last  thirty 
years .  While his prim ary focus is the migrant experience in the United 
States ,  there is e n o u gh material presented about the island to give the 
j· cad cr n multi dimensional perspective of a very complex set of political ,  
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social . cultural ,  and economic conditions giving rise to the earliest trickle 
migrations after 1898, the great migrations of the early 1950s, and 
subsequent waves which continue into the 1980s. 
Fi tzpatrick's references frequently seem to come from the standard 
and classical studies, and only occasion allay from the newly emerging 
l i ter a t u re now being produced by mainland scholars,  many of whom are 
Puerto Rican.  During the last fifteen years we have witnessed a steady 
growth o f  new social science research literature in the form of doctoral 
dissertations ,  conference presentations ,  and j ournal articles . For the 
most part, this has come from second generation Puerto Ricans educated 
prim arily in the U . S . ,  and greatly influenced by the urban activist 
ex perience of the 1960s and early 70s .  Sometimes descriptive, at other 
t imes experimental,  this new work has focused on refined research 
problPms in  language, education,  labor,  comm unity histories,  religion ,  
p sychology, popular culture and literature. While Fitzpatrick's work may 
seem to represent a marked contrast with the emergence of these highly 
discrete n arrower research studies, there is certainly a continuing need 
for both .  The comprehensive inclusiveness of his latest work harkens 
back t o  a time when scholars of the Puerto Rican experience were 
i n tere s t e d  i n  studying and reporting on the broadest parameters of the 
migrant  community . 
Throughout, Fitzpatrick proposes several interesting scenarios for the 
new Latino immigrants as they begin to find themselves sharing the 
same socio·economic and political realities with Puerto Ricans,  Afro· 
Amer i cans ,  N ati ve Americans and others. While there m ay be disagree· 
m ent with some of his predictio n s ,  speculations ,  and observations about 
the future ofthe Puerto Rican community, the new Latinos ,  the coalitions 
with the  black community and indeed the ever·changing face of New 
York City and the n ation ,  readers of this  new edition will ,  nonetheless ,  
fin d  themselves informed and challenged by the latest Fitzpatrick 
offer ing .  
-J esse M .  V azq uez 
Queen s College, City University of New York 
Richard F. Fleck. Henry Thoreau and John Muir A mong the 
Indians. (New H aven: Archon Books, 1 985) 1 03 pp., $ 1 7.50.  
The idea behind this  book,  a comparative study of Henry David 
Thoreau's and John Muir' s attitudes toward American I ndians,  is  
excellent. Muir, born in  1 838,  was twenty one years younger than 
Thoreau. He first read Walden and A Week at the University of 
Wisconsin in  1 862 ,  the year of Thoreau's death. His early writings ,  
although n ot published unti l  much l ater, contained generally pro-Indian 
sentiments similar to Thoreau's ,  while he also had a Thoreau-like 
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squeamishness about Indians being dirty, lazy, superstitious, and 
demoralized by contact with whites. "Perhaps if I knew them better, I 
should like them better," he wrote in My First Summer in the Sierra. "The 
worst thing about them is their uncleanliness ."  
Muir did come to know Indians better on his  trips to Alaska, as 
Thoreau did on his  trips to M aine. In the Alaska panhandle he was 
impressed by the uncanny accuracy of dance-imitations of animals. He 
made drawings of totem poles and wrote that "the childish audacity 
displayed in the design, combined with manly strength in their execution, 
was truly wonderful. "  Listening to Indians at a campfire ask a mis­
sionary whether wolves have souls, Muir liked the Indians for believing 
that they did. He understood the ecological balance between deer and 
wolves that the Indians understood, and also appreciated death rites ,  
sham anism, a n d  mythology. A s  the s o n  o f  a harsh C alvinist, Muir liked 
Thlinkit gentleness with children. "Toward the end of his third excursion 
(July 1 890) ,"  says Fleck, "Muir began to speak a little Chinook," 
realizing the relationships between language, environment, and wisdom.  
On trips to the Arctic, Muir marveled at  E skimo good humor, and skills 
in hunting and house-building. His trips to Alaska were longer than 
Thoreau's to M aine, and he accordingly learned more. He also had more 
to say about U . S .  Government policy. He favored supplying Alaska 
natives with common rifles rather than repeating rifles, "partly on 
account of the difficulty of obtaining supplies of cartridges, and partly 
because repeating rifles tempt them to destroy large amounts of game 
which they do not need. " H e  recommended that E skimos domesticate 
reindeer herds. And he strongly opposed the sale of alcohol. 
The weaknesses of this book are numerous typos and several errors of 
fact, as in calling John Heckewelder a "Quaker Indian historian" rather 
than a M oravian missionary. Fleck uses the misleading title "Indian 
Notebooks" for the extract books Thoreau himself called his "Indian 
Books ."  Fleck also seems unaware that "J amake Highwater" is not an 
Indian. A more serious weakness is a prejudgment that there is " a  clear 
relationship between [Muir' s]  environmental philosophy and that of 
primal cultures ." Trusting the imposter who wrote The Primal Mind, 
Fleck assumes that Indians were born environmentalists. "The Indians 
of California and Alaska," he writes, "not only confirmed Muir's belief in 
the need for a harmonious relationship with nature but also inspired him 
to an even greater awareness of the intricacies of this relationship" (28). 
But if Muir found Indians so wise, why did he fear their having repeating 
rifles? The evidence Fleck assembles shows that M uir developed an 
admiration for I ndians and had affinities with them, but it does not show 
that they really "inspired him."  Still, these defects aside,  the book is 
instructive and original. 
-Robert F .  S ayre 
University of Iowa 
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J o anne V .  G abbin.  Sterling A .  Brown: Building the Black 
A esthetic Tradition. (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1 985) 
xvi,  245 pp. , $35.00.  
N umerous and diverse agendas have competed for consideration in 
attempts to est ablish and set the parameters of the black aesthetic 
tradition.  W . E . B .  DuBois and J ames Weldon Johnson are only two of 
s pveral prominent Americans who have particip ated in this continuing 
and frequently intense dialogue. Yet perhaps no voice has been more 
consistently consulted and valued than that of Sterling A. Brown, 
distinguished teacher, scholar,  poet, and critic .  Despite the general 
acknowledgement of Brown' s  contributions to American literature in 
general and black American literature in particular, comprehensive 
scholarly analyses of his uniq ue contributions have been limited. Joanne 
V.  Gabbin addresses this void in the scholarship in Sterling A .  Bro wn: 
B u  i lding t h e  Black Aes thetic Traditio n,  a work that includes an analysis 
of Brown's own creative efforts as well as an outline and discussion of his 
critical views .  
O n e  distinct advantage i n  studyin g  the  life and career of a scholar as 
u ct i  \" c and versatile as Sterling Brown is th at the reader receives much 
more than insight into a particular discipline. Gabbin' s  account of 
Brown' s work with the Federal Writers ' Proj ect ( 1 936- 1 940) ,  for example,  
is particularly instructive in matters pertaining to the general culture 
and the prevailing social climate ofthe time. The difficulties encountered 
by Brown in h i s  c< lpacity as N ational  E di tor of Negro Affairs for this 
proj ect are reflective ofthe biases and distortions that have prevented or 
significantly limited an accurate presentation of the black experience ill 
America. Strategies used by various states to circumvent the proj ect 
goals requiring an essay on black history and lore in each state 
guidebook have perhaps equal analytic potential for historians,  sociolo­
gists, and political scientists. 
Of inter est to a possibly more esoteric audience is the chapter on poetry 
in which Gabbin analyzes and explicates a representative number of 
Brown' s poems that students of literature have come to appreciate. This 
section of Gabbin's work demonstrates careful attention to prosody, 
explication, and thematic analysis .  She discusses these features impres­
sively, relating the prominent themes in Brown's  poetry to their classical 
literary antecedents. Parallels evolving from this analysis not only 
attest to Brown's  comprehensive academic background but also affirm 
his belief that universality in literature is inevitable.  
The intellectual  and cultural milieu in which Brown grew up, his 
family's value system, and the multidimensional societal forces that 
impacted on his career receive adequate attention in the early chapters of 
this work. An understanding of these influences will ,  at least partially,  
serve to cl arify or illuminate Brown's  critical perspective, the last 
consideration in Gabbin's work.  Her analysis of Brown's critical perspec-
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tive is comparative and includes opposing philosophical perspectives as 
well, an inclusion that is particularly valuable for an informed evaluation 
of the range of critical views at that time. Brown's efforts to correct the 
misconceptions and to counteract the effects of the stereotypes abound­
ing in the literature of white and black writers are presented concisely 
but clearly and sympathetically. 
Gabbin is less successful, however, in reconciling two threads of 
Brown' s  critical perspective,  somewhat problematic when combined. 
Brown attempted to maintain a definite place for the black folk tradition, 
viewed by Gabbin as "the single most pervasive influence on the literary 
career of Sterling A. Brown" and at the same time to insist on a single 
standard for the evaluation of all literature. Nonetheless,  the specificity 
characterizing Gabbin's presentation of the various components of 
Brown's critical perspective is commendable and can be used as a 
springboard to a more concrete blending of the strands in his critical 
stance. E nd-of-chapter notes and an extensive selected bibliography 
provide valuable references for students and scholars who will continue 
to impart order to this growing body of scholarship until it attains the 
coherence that its importance deserves. 
-Robbie Jean Walker 
Auburn University, Montgomery 
Irene L.  Gendzier. Franz Fanon: A Critical Study. (New York: 
Grove Press, Inc. , 1 985) x x ,  300 pp. ,  $8.95 paper. 
This "revised" biography of Franz Fanon (first published in 1 973) is a 
welcome event for those who either missed feeling the impact of his work 
in the turbulent 1 960s and 1 9 70s or were so blinded by the period's 
turmoil that Fanon's life and work could not be critically evaluated. 
Grove Press must be congratulated for re-issuing Gendzier's study, 
particularly since the political fervor for radical political action has 
passed (for now) and little profit can be expected from this book. I n  this 
day of corporate mergers and greed, a commitment to publish what is in 
the public interest is meritorious. 
A concern with Fanon, who was a spokesman in Africa for the 
Algerian revolution ( 1954-62),  requires a rekindling of interest in the 
possible international dimensions of the AfroAmerican. Although am­
bivalent about Negritude, Fanon considered himself an internationalist, 
finding Negritude fin ally too confining, yet he is one of the contributors 
to its endurance. Fanon's Black Skins, White Masks ( 1 952) remains a 
critical work concerning black consciousness in the "white world."  In the 
spring of 1 982 in Fort·de-France, Martinique, a conference was held: 
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" C ommemoration of the 20th Anniversary of Franz Fanon's Death . "  
T h e  event w a s  to "reclaim Fanon for h i s  people," t h e  people of the 
Antilles .  
A three-day conference, held in l ate February 1 987,  "Negritude, 
Ethnicity and Afro Cultures in the Americas ,"  attended by two of 
Negritude's founders,  Aime Cesaire from Martinique, now 73, and 
Leopold S .  Senghor, Sengal ' s  first president, now 80, was held at Florida 
I nternational University. The meeting attracted more than 500 persons,  
the l argest international gathering on Negritude since 1 959. It attests to 
the continued attraction of the Pan-African identity . Fanon's troubling 
s piritu a l  legacy hangs over any meeting of Africans and Afro­
Americans. 
A rereading of The Wretched of the Earth ( 1 961 ) ,  the "bible" of 
revolutionaries and radicals in the 1 960s and 70s and considered vital to 
theoreticians of the present day Iranian and Palestinian revolutions,  
makes for contemporary unease. As Josie Fanon,  Fanon's  widow, 
asserted at UCLA in May 1 986 criticizing those in Africa, and implicitly 
others in the Third W orId:  
D i d  those who were supposed t o  hear, d i d  they u nderstan d? Unfortun ately, in the 
last quarter of a century, we see the emergence of the single party that becomes an 
instrument o f  oppression,  the n ational bourgeoisie that takes the place of the 
colonizers. the military establishment that dreams of taking power from the people. 
and the economic and political dependence o n  old colonial powers. 
Saying that meetings called in Martinique and in other places duck 
Fanon's true legacy, Ms. Fanon declared: 
How can we talk about Fanon in 1 986 without talking about actual problems, the 
intervention of the powerful n ations in Central America, the Middle East, or 
Afganistan? How can we not talk about the situation in South Africa, especially 
when the developments confirm so many of his conclusions? 
D ying at age thirty-six in 1961 of leukemia at Walter Reed Hospital in 
W ashington,  D . C . ,  before the Algerian independence in 1 962, meant that 
Fanon did not live to see the Arabists take over in Algeria.  Fanon's idea 
of Algeria as a beacon for social revolution (including equality of the 
sexes) has been stood on its head. Instead of emphasizing Fanon's 
. importance, Algerian leaders now play down his centrality . Fanon, even 
before his death,  saw the assassination of his more revolutionary 
colleagues, was denied a position on the Politbureau and was to be 
refused his request to be Algeria's ambassador to Cuba. He was a useful 
outsider whose use was coming to an end. He died before the entire script 
was written. 
The Boston University historian points out that Fanon's  politics grew 
out of his psychiatric practice in France and in Algeria.  Fanon realized 
that the social context was critical to personal health and that the 
colonial situation deformed the colonized personality. Without conscious­
ness of self, the assertion of the public self, there could be no cultural 
health. The examination of this aspect leads logically to the praxis of the 
militant of the Algerian Revolution. 
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The book has informative notes ,  a useful index and a bibliography th at 
l ists books about Fanon published since 1 9 73. This work is useful when 
one embarks upon a study of Fanon. But it must not take the place of 
reading Fanon himself. 
-W. A. Jordan I I I  
California State Polytechnic University, P o m o n a  
Ira A. Glazier and Luigi  De Rosa,  eds.  MigrationA cross Time and 
Nations: Population Mo bility in Historical Contexts. (N ew York: 
Holmes & Meier,  1 986) viii ,  384 pp. ,  $49. 50.  
This book is a collection of papers originally presented at  the 1 982 
Eighth Intern ational Economic History Conference held in B udapest. 
As the title suggests, the volume incorporates a wide range of geo­
graphical areas and historical time periods.  This multidisciplinary study 
represents a variety of theoretical and methodological perspectives and 
thus highlights issues and concerns from various disciplinary p e r s p ec· 
tives. The twenty-two essays in the volume i n clude macro and micro case 
studies on several continents with authors from several countries. I t  
makes information from many languages available to the English 
reader.  I n  a sense there is almost an encyclopedic treatment of various 
migrating groups and methods of analyzing their migrating experience.  
A .J .H .  Latham, Frank Spooner and M . S .A.  Rao look at m i g ra t i o n  
movements t o  Southeast Asia a n d  Africa.  The Indian movement east ·  
ward,  the Chinese movement westward; the interaction a m o n g  the 
Indian,  Chinese and European elites and B atavia ;  and the sim ultaneous 
intern ational as well  as internal migration movements are covered 
respecti vely. 
Migration movements to the United States cover ,a variety of et h n i c  
groups:  Cormac 0 Grada-Irish, Robert Swierenga-Dutch, Robert 
Ostergren-Swedish, Luigi Di Co  mite-Italian, Walter Kampboefner­
Germ an, Avraham B arkai-German Jewish, Shaul Stampfer-East  
Europian Jewish,  Julianna Puskas-Hungarian, and Ivan Cismic­
Yugoslavian.  Kristan Ruggiero looks at the Waldensian m i g r a t i o n  to 
South America. 
Migration impacts and processes within towns are examined by J a n a  
Englova, Deidre Mageean, and Rudolph Vecoli .  Mageean uses p a s s e n ger 
lists to study Ulster emigration to Philadelphia as does Charlotte 
Erickson in her essay on British and Irish emigration.  Vecoli i l lus tra te's 
the intra-ethnic differentiation that can be shown in the form ation o f  
"little Italies" in Chicago. This  article critiques earlier theories of tlw 
Park and Burgess-Chicago school of urban sociology . Other m ethodo-
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logical approaches to the study of migration are illustrated by Ann Miller 
using machine readable census data, J acques Dupaquier's  utilization of 
Louis Henry 's  family reconstitution in France, and J ohn D ay' s and 
SE'rgE' Bonin's cartographic approach to Sardinia. 
Robert Kleiner, Tom Sorensen, Odd Stefan Dalgard, Torbj orn Mourn, 
a n d  D ale Drews h ave proposed a theoretical framework for the study of 
migration which would incorporate the community of origin of the 
migrant, the en route process experience, and the community of destina­
tion. For each of the three phases, the group proposes that there must be 
social-structural, sociocultural,  and social psychological data. Pushes 
and pulls that the migrant faces in all three phases of the migration 
process are part of their "multiple approach-avoidance conflict situation" 
paradigm. In addition,  the authors distinguish between intern al and 
intem ational migration and subj ective and obj ective realities in the 
migration process .  Their model offers a comprehensive scope to the study 
o f  migration .  
I n  his  evaluative essay,  Mark Stol arik has categorized the contribu­
t i o n s  as studying migration from the traditional socioeconomic ap­
proach , the current statistical perspective, or the new socio-psychological 
meth o d .  He suggests that an agenda for the future of migration studies 
requires an organizing principle for migration studies that the series of 
essays lack.  He calls for another " Uppsala group" who would focus on 
the international scope of migration as a world wide phenomenon. 
Although the volume has considerable geographical and historical 
scope,  international readers and scholars will be disappointed at the 
overemphasis on the nineteenth century and on the United States . 
Recent historical developments are rich in d ata that this p articular 
volume does not treat. There is very little twentieth century analysis .  
While there are some works in Asia,  Africa,  South America and 
Continental Europe, the neglect of any comparative study with im­
migrant receiving countries such as Canada and Australia is a weakness 
in this work. As well , issues of gender, racism, international political 
economy and the role of the state in streaming of immigrants are not 
adequ ately addressed. Nevertheless,  readers will find in this volume a 
wealth of stimul ating m aterial for thought and future reference .  




Carleton University, Ottawa 
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Rayna Green, ed. That's What She Said: Contemporary Poetry 
and Fiction by Nativ e A merican Women. (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1 984) xix, 329 pp.,  $29.95; $ 12 .50 p aper. 
This book begins to meet a significant need; ignorance of writings by 
women of color prevails throughout the American academic/literary 
establishment, most instructors being unacquainted even with writers 
like Leslie Silko and Louise Erdrich. Rayna Green' s  most important 
accomplishment may be that her anthology introduces serious readers to 
Native American women's writing. The collection comprises generous 
s amplings from seventeen contemporary authors writing in English:  
seven pieces of fiction and almost 200 poems. Silko 's  work is  absent, 
apparently because of copyright problems; writers represented include 
Erdrich, Paula Gunn Allen, Wendy Rose, Shirley Hill Witt, Linda Hogan, 
Joy Harj o ,  Carol Lee Sanchez. 
Despite diversity in authors' ages, residence and tribal! cultural! descent 
affiliations,  their works show surprising stylistic uniformity. If N ative 
American women write sonnets, blank verse, heroic couplets,  ballad 
measure, political satire, invective, odes, or other metrical forms, we 
don't find it here. The poems are all free verse short lyrics ,  usually in 
first-person Standard E nglish.  Some cautious experi mentation appears ,  
notably in Sanchez' work, N ora D auenhauer's concrete poem,  and a few 
haiku. Nor do these writers explore traditional forms: Green' s  short 
fiction is indebted to story-telling m odes; a few poems hint of chant 
forms,  a "forty-nine," macaronic usage, perhaps Northwest lyric forms­
that' s all .  Even E rdrich, who brilliantly captures unique speech rhythms 
in her prose ,  resort to all-purpose "poetic" first-person for poems.  
The scholar's  maj or interest may be the collection's  thematic con­
sistency. From invention of a "typical" N ati ve A merican woman in the 
introduction, through a glossary giving "usages common to the authors, "  
t o  attributions o f  mixed affiliation (e .g . ,  Laguna/Sioux/Lebanese) i n  
contributors' notes,  the text a s  a whole documents t h e  construction of a 
new (self)consciousness-trans/cultural?-among these writers .  Many 
poems reflect preoccupation with identity (e .g . , Sanchez:  "yo soy india/ 
pero no soy . . .  yo soy anglo/ pero no soy . . .  ") .  The writers themselves are 
socially active-involved in feminism,  education,  tribal,  community and 
other organizations.  These choices may reflect the preference of  the 
editor (anthropologist, feminist, former Peace C orps volunteer, all­
around consciousness-rais er) for social commitment, or the condition o f  
being N ative American, or both. 
Production is excellent: good paper, binding, typesetting, proofreading 
(except the egregious inclusion in Mary TallMountain' s "The Ivory Dog . 
. .  " of stanzas from another poem),  but the portrait photos do not always 
reproduce well .  The Bibliography,  perforce selective, is  irritatingly 
inconsistent: some (not all) works have evaluative annotations (the 
l ongest on the editor' s bibliographical monograph).  Annotations are 
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inconsistent: it is possible, for instance, to find out that Anna Walters' 
work appears in Frontiers but not that it is in The Man To Send Rain 
Clouds. The important anthology of Southwest writing, The South 
Corner of Time, appears in the acknowledgments but not the biblio­
graphy. On the plus side, it includes audio and videotapes , presses and 
j ournals relevant to Native American women. As with any anthology, 
every reader will lament some omissions; my choices-Ofelia Zepeda, 
M arnie W alsh and Irene N akai-might at least be mentioned in the 
bibliography.  And, texts should be dated. These, however, are minor 
pro blems, to be addressed in forthcoming works. Rayna Green has taken 
an important and much-needed first step in this anthology, and we are 
all in her debt. 
-Helen J askoski 
C alifornia State U niversity , Fullerton 
D avid Greenslade_ Welsh Fever_ (Cowbridge, Wales, U_K_ :  D. 
Brown and Sons, 1 986) 258 pp. , $ 1 6.95. 
Greenslade' s rather mod title underlines his main thesis-namely, 
that ethnic consciousness among Welsh descendants in N orth America 
is very high indeed. Both his own evidence and my own observations 
convince me that he is perfectly justified in his assertion. The one thing 
he  does not really address is "why?" 
Greenslade documents the revival of many clubs and sponsors of 
hymn-singing sessions which had lapsed in the 1940s and 1950s,  and is 
particularly clear in showing the degree to which Welsh-language 
learning classes throughout the continent are flourishing. 
At the center of Welsh affairs in N orth America is the Welsh National 
Gymanfa Ganu Association which sponsors a national meeting at which 
hymn singing in Welsh and English is featured. The group, despite 
rather ineffectual efforts to encourage younger Welsh-Americans to take 
an active p art, still attracts some two to three thousand people to its 
yearly meetings.  Local groups are equally vital. 
B ased on over a year oftraveling throughout N orth America to get first 
hand accounts of the over eighty local Welsh societies as well as the 
relatively few n ational organizations,  his book is fully detailed. At times 
it is too detailed, mentioning as it does the existence of the American 
Daffodil Association and the fact that Elizabeth Taylor and Richard 
Burton were m arried in Toronto and that when she sent congratulations 
to them, a Welsh grand dame there received an autographed picture from 
the stars. 
I am not sure how many students of ethnicity would be likely to read 
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this very detailed account about the present conditions of Welsh­
Americans in North America from cover to cover, but surely it deserves a 
place in any serious ethnic-studies library_ Probably its main interest to 
general ethnic scholars is the fact that it well could be a model-both in 
its general strength as well as its occasional trivia-to a similar study of 
any other ethnic group in the country-whether it be one,  like the Welsh, 
which is rather well acculturated and successful ,  or to a group which has 
to a lesser degree become accepted and has not " made it . "  
A similar study o f  other groups would have t o  deal with the newspapers 
and magazines , if any, the local and national societies and their 
activities,  the degree of vitality of the n ative language, and the relevant 
ethnic overtones of any related religious sects. Greenslade does this very 
comprehensively for this group, and I feel that similar studies would be 
greatly welcomed. 
As mentioned earlier, there still is the question of why there seems to be 
a revival of interest among Americans with Welsh roots. The two maj or 
Welsh activities,  celebrating the birth of St. David,  the principality 's  
patron saint,  and singing hymns under the direction of a trained 
musician, both of them with a long history in N orth America, although 
both are becoming more numerous, in  themselves offer not much in the 
way of a solution.  Perhaps the revival of interest in the language, a 
definitely modern development, does .  Although Welsh was once used in 
this country more than most ethnicians are aware of, it virtually dropped 
out of the churches and the newspapers in the 1 920s.  
The degree of interest in the l anguage certainly should not be 
overestimated, nor does Greenslade do this. There are, he notes, two 
people studying the language under the direction of a native speaker in 
Chicago, and the number actively working in this country or in Wales in 
a fairly formal way may very well be  fewer than a thousand. N ever­
theless,  Greenslade shows that there are about two thousand people 
active in Welsh-American circles in N orth America and believes that 
their numbers are growing. 
Finally the book is  not exclusively devoted to Welsh matters. Its author 
studied Zen Buddhism in Japan and visited one of their communities in 
C alifornia as well as a C aj u n  settlement in Louisiana and N avaj o  areas 
in Arizona. 
-Phillips G. Davies 
Iowa State University 
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J o h n  A. Grim. The Shaman: Patterns of Siberian and Ojibway 
Healing. (N orman: University of O klahoma Press, 1 983) xiv, 
258 pp, $ 1 9.95.  
John A.  Grim utilizes the methodology of the fields of anthropology, 
1l1�· thology,  psychology, and sociology to elucidate the religious meaning 
of shamanism as exemplified in Siberian and Ojibway societies .  Al­
though s hamans have long been viewed as primordial religious person­
alities,  a comprehensive interpretation of the shamanic religious ex­
perience has been lacking. This book provides important insights that 
will be of interest to scholars and general readers interested in the 
American Indi an religious experience. 
After a brief introduction which establishes the need for a religious 
in terpretation of shamanism,  Grim devotes a chapter to th e Siberian 
experience on which there is  extensive ethnographic literature. He 
identifies four religious patterns: tribal cosmology, sanction,  ritual 
reenactment,  and trance experience. In  subsequent chapters , he applies 
these patterns to available data on the Ojibway of the Great Lakes region 
w h ( )  as late as 1 939 were considered by scholars to be one of "the least  
k n o w n "  N orth American Indian tribes.  
Like their counterparts in Siberia ,  Ojibway shamans were " centering 
personalities" who served as the vehicle by which members of isolated 
hunting groups could confront the rigors of their way of l ife with the 
confidence of supern atural aid. Although all Oj ibway people were 
capable  of cont acting spirits in dreams and visions ,  the Ojibway 
ascribed shamanic powers to these individuals who underwent a unique 
spiritual experience and then received further training from spirits and 
elder shamans .  Four maj or vocations were active among the early 
Ojibway. Tcis a k i  shamans revealed "hidden truths" while in communica­
tion with spirits during trances in shaking tents. Nananda wi shamans 
cured by evoking their  patron spirits to locate the causes of i l lnesses and 
by performing appropriate healiilg rituals or using herbal prescriptions .  
The Wa beno manipulated fire in order to interpret dreams, guide novices 
through contact with spirits ,  and heal the sick, while Meda shamans 
" sounded the drum" to cure sick members of isolated hunting groups .  
Duri n g  the  s eventeenth century,  Oj ibway society was beset  by 
numerous "despiritualizing crises . "  Migrations through the territory o f  
h ostile tribesmen, prolonged warfare with t h e  Iroquois ,  t h e  depletion of  
fur bearing animals by overtrapping, and the  continual intrusions of the  
French colonial trade-all left their marks . Some time during this  critical 
era Meda, or family shamans,  revitalized the shamanic ethos .  As the 
scope and depth of their visions and their shamanic talents became 
known and valued by different kinship villages, they established the 
Mide Society and the Midewiwin ceremony. Mide wiwin provided " a  
transindividual,  transclan vision focusing o n  the primoridal ancestors" 
common to all  Ojibway bands .  It offered a healing ritu al for combating 
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sickness and death, a record of archaic shamanistic practices , and an 
awareness of the Ojibway people' s common ancestry. The shamans of 
the Mide Society and their ceremony helped the Ojibway people to deal 
with the awesome mysteries and often terrifying urgencies of life. 
The shamanism that was an accepted mode of spiritual existence 
among the Ojibway people of the Great Lakes region before European 
contact has survived into the present. What distinguishes the Ojibway 
shaman as a religious type from the prophet, priest, yogi, or sage, 
according to Grim, is "the shaman's particular capacity to evoke 
resonance with the natural world," which he claims, " appears again as a 
need for our own time" (207) .  
The Shaman is a well-documented and written study of an important 
aspect of the N orth American I ndian experience.  Numerous illustrations 
help the reader gain a better understanding of shamanic practices. 
Grim's bibliography will be of interest to both the specialist and the 
general reader, but his index is rather meager. Perhaps the maj or 
weakness of the study is the author's failure to explore the legacy of 
shamanism among the contemporary Ojibway people. 
-Ronald N.  Satz 
University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire 
Alex Harris and M argaret Sartor, eds. Gertrude Blom-Bearing 
Witness. Chapel Hill :  The University of North Carolina Pres s ,  
1 984) i x ,  1 50 p p . ,  $ 1 4.95 paper. 
"This jU�1g1e  filled me with a sense of wonder that has never left me .  It  
has cast a spell  over me, and I always return to it . . .  I have seen all  this 
perish.  It started almost imperceptibly . "  Gertrude Blom, a political 
activist and refugee from E urope, arrived in Mexico in the 1 940s .  In 1 94 :3 
while working as a j ournalist she joined an expedition sent to observe the 
Lacandon Maya in the dense rainforests of Chiapas bordering Gu ate· 
mala. She encountered these people at the pivotal point when they were 
still self-sufficient and worshipping Mayan gods but beginning to feel 
the impact of the "camesinos" settlements on the edge of their jungle. In  
the 1 960s , government logging companies forged roads deep into  the 
rainforests followed by thousands of homesteaders and "la milpa que 
camina" (slash·and-burn agriculture practiced on a vast scale) .  From 
1 943  to 1 963 she worked with her husband,  the late Frans Blom, an 
archeologist and cartographer. In the last forty years, Gertrude Blom 
has  been attempting to save and document, a maj or portion t h rough 
photo-documentation, the culture and land of the Lacandon Maya and 
neighboring groups.  Gertrude Blom -Bea ring Witness speaks to her 
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effort through four essays and over a hundred of her finely printed black 
and white photographs. The book coincided with an exhibit of her work 
at the International Center of Photography in New York. 
The book opens with Alex H arris's essay introducing the remarkable 
story of Gertrude Blom's work in Chiapas. He describes her as "journalist, 
photographer, social activist, and explorer, part anthropologist, and 
ecologist, and, it would not be an exaggeration to state, part legend. " He 
assigns her to the ranks of the other great social photographic observers : 
Laura Gilpin, Dorothea Lange, and Eugene Smith. He and M argaret 
S artor, co-editor, had the difficult task of sorting through 40,000 nega­
tives at the Blom home and site of cultural study in San Cristobal de las 
Casa. Seeing her photography as documentation, Blom stated, "But I am 
not a photographer!" and gave them free rein in the selection process .  
Reducing the photographs from 40,000 to around 1 00, H arris explains 
that they chose to step away from the traditional use of her work to 
illustrate specific anthropological or historical themes "to communicate 
in a more universal and perhaps richer way, without being bound by the 
con cerns of one or another discipline. " The essay by anthropologist 
Robert M .  Laughlin explores life in the villages of Highland Chiapas. He 
quotes a Highland prayer that is spoken in couplets at  high speed to 
create a code. 
The fiery heart, 
The crimson heart 
Your lordly sun beams, 
Your lordly shadows 
Our flower, 
Our leaf 
A sliver of Your passion 





And goes on to say that "things are not what they seem . "  This matches 
H arris ' s  defense of their photographic editing approach. Next, James D .  
N ations expands on Gertrude Blom's role a s  cultural and environmental 
conservationist, giving a thorough history of the land exploitation in 
Chiapas and aspects of cultural impingements. 
The bulk of the book ( 1 00 pages) is dedicated to the exquisite black and 
white photographs that are arranged, as H arris promised, out of 
chronological order. They portray aspects of daily life and ritual events 
and are mingled with scenes before "la milpa que camina" and after in 
the j ungle or what was j ungle. As time and space in their ordering has 
been j umbled, the images, people, and details are forced to stand on their 
own or take on new relationships with the photograph on the opposite 
page, providing a different insight like the prayer poem. The book 
concludes with an essay by Gertrude Blom that reads as an historical 
lament to the destruction in Chiapas, adding that the jungles are 
burning as she writes. 
This book is a carefully executed look at Gertrude Blom's photography 
and life in southern Mexico and at the culture and land she is attempting 
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to save through the work of four decades. The wealth of detail in the 
photography and essays makes it a worthwhile book to examine closely. 
-Ruth Sundheim 
Seattle, WA 
Gerri Hirshey. Nowhere to Run: The Story of Soul Music. (New 
York: Penguin Books, 1 985) xvi, 384 pp. , $6.95 paper. 
Gerri Hirshey's  book was conceived, according to her preface, as a 
series of literary spotlights , illuminating the world of " Soul Music" and 
the musicians whose performances and recordings created it. In its final 
form, the book became a collection of semi-biographical sketches 
combining loosely connected narrative with quotations from the stars 
themselves, transcribed from Hirshey's many interviews. Her expressed 
intent was to create " a  book of voices" speaking oftheir music, their lives, 
their hopes, fears and expectations. The title is taken from the song made 
famous by Martha Reeves and the Vandellas ( 1 965) and reflects emotions 
expressed by many of the singers interviewed: impatience with the 
fickleness of the public and record companies, frustration with the 
relentless pace forced upon them by their careers, and, often, despair at 
their inability to control the careers that both enthrall and entrap them. 
"Soul music ,"  Hirshey suggests, " . . .  for a few years . . .  gave many of us 
somewhere to run-to get out of ourselves, to feel  free, if only for 2 1/2 
minutes a side. " 
The anecdotes and dialogue transcriptions have been well-chosen and 
provide unique perspectives of the musicians behind the " voices ,"  
revealing them as fully dimensional people as well as entertainers. The 
dominant figure throughout is James Brown who provided the original 
inspiration for Hirshey's book. Other notables discussed ( and quoted) are 
Aretha Franklin, Diana Ross, I s aac H ayes, Ben E. King, Wilson Pickett, 
Solomon Burke, and Sam King, to name only a few. 
Hirshey's  style is casual, her prose a light patter of slang and colorful 
descriptions. While this informal " chatty" style may have been ap­
propriate to the interviews, her indifference to context and syntax poses 
creates unnecessary difficulties for the reader. The continual flash­
backs, for example, which serve as touchstones throughout the book, are 
disorganized, disj ointed and create an illogical chronology. 
The book is represented to be history of " S oul Music," yet one looks in 
vain for a clear definition of the performance style and musical 
characteristics Hirshey refers to or considers " Soul Music" to be. Also 
lacking are coherent descriptions of the other musical styles referred to 
throughout the book: Gospel Rhythm and Blues, the sources of Soul,  or 
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Rock and Roll, which borrowed elements from all the other (con­
temporary) idioms. Except for her few remarks on the Motown sound 
( 1 86-187) ,  the only references to the music itself are Wilson Pickett 's 
comments on Rhythm and Blues'  musical roots (in the 1 2·bar phrase 
structure of Blues'  tunes (46), and producer Artie E rtegun's description of 
Soul as a backlash against musical snobbery (76) .  
Hirshey also assumes, apparently,  that her readers share a common 
understanding of all  aspects of the musical styles she refers to and, 
further, all are familiar with the many song titles tossed about through 
the text- as a substitute for discussion of the music itself. The titles are 
legion and appear in endless sequence interlaced with names of singers , 
places, concerts , recording studios and producers. At best, the stream of 
names and titles creates a kind of retrospective review of intimate shared 
reminiscences. The end result, however, is a disj ointed collection of 
superficial commentary, flippant remarks and slick prose, thinly disguis· 
ing its author' s self·complacency at being one of the "in" group, on 
first-name basis with the stars and privy to their personal lives. 
Hirshey presumably had many opportunities to question her subj ects 
about the music they and their contemporaries performed and to engage 
them in discussions of their performances and techniques. Unfor­
tunately, she seems not to have taken advantage of them or chose not to 
include the answers or ensuing discussions in her text. Definition and 
description of Soul music is complicated by the simultaneous appearance 
of Gospel ,  Blues,  Rhythm and Blues, Soul, Rock and Roll in popular 
music of the 1 960s and 1970s. Nevertheless, clarity and coherency are not 
impossible, as Peter Guralnick (S weet Soul Music: Rhythm and Blues 
and the Sou thern Dream of Freedo m, 1986); Irwin Stambler (Encyclo· 
pedia of Pop, Rock and Soul, 1977) ;  Robert Witmer and P aul Oliver ( The 
Ne w G ro ve Dictio nary of Music and Mus icia ns, 1980) ;  and many others 
have demonstrated. One can only regret that this author did not fulfill 
the responsibility she assumed or the promise made in undertaking a 
" Story of Soul M usic." 
-Gloria Eive 
EI Cerrito , California 
Jerrold Asao Hiura, ed. The Hawk's Well: A Collection of 
Japanese A m erican A rt and Literature. (San Jose:  Asian 
American Art Proj ects, 1 986) 200 pp.,  $9.95 paper. Distributed 
by University of H awaii Press.  
Given the paucity of Japanese·American art and literature in print, 
one can only welcome this collection of poetry, short fiction, black-and· 
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white prints and drawings, and calligraphy. The reader should be 
advised, however, that the title may seem to promise more than the book 
delivers; only five art�sts and five authors (poems by four and a short 
story by another) are included here. The volume thus does not provide a 
wide sampling of art or literature. 
Of the four poets included-Zukin Hirasu, Jerrold Asao Hiura, Janice 
Mirikitani, and James Masao Mitsui-perhaps the most successful are 
Mirikitani and Mitsui. Mirikitani is especially effective in her sketches of 
people-sketches that are remarkable for their vividness and fresh 
language. These lines from "Generations of Women" illustrate: 
Grandmother 
rests, 
rocking to ritual, 
the same s u n  fades 
the same blue dress 
covering her knees 
turned inward from weariness.  
The work i s  nothing. 
She holds up the day 
like sacks of meal,  
corn, barley. 
But sorrow wears like steady rain. 
She buried him yesterday 
incense still  gathered 
in her knuckles 
knotted from the rubbings, 
the massage with n ameless oils 
on his swollen gouted 
feet, his steel 
girded back, muscled from 
carrying calves and crippled plows, 
turning brutal rock.  
Mitsui excells in poems that capture the mood and imagery of haiku. 
The following poem, " Shrike on Dead Tree, " was inspired by a painting 

















The one gem In this collection is Yoshiko Uchida's short story 
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"Something To Be Remembered By," a poignant story of Mankichi Fuj ii ,  
who returns to his native village in  Japan following a forty-year soj ourn 
in America. The story deals with old age, loneliness,  and Fuj ii 's  "larger 
worry" :  the desperate desire of a man who has no family, few friends, 
and little wealth to leave some legacy to posterity. Uchida is a polished 
story teller, with a deft, vivid style. Readers may be familiar with her 
Desert  Exile ( 1 982) ,  a beautifully written recollection of her family's life 
at Topaz,  one of the government-run concentration camps during World 
War I I .  
The art work in this volume-all in black and white-effectively 
complements the text. Particularly striking are the stylized prints by 
Tom Kamifuj i .  Also found throughout the book are photographs of 
historical interest. 
-Victor N.  Okada 
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona 
June Jordan. On Call: Political Essays. (Boston, South End 
Press ,  1 985) 157 pp., $8.00 paper. 
With the publication of her second book of political essays, inter­
nationally acclaimed poet June Jordan has established herself as an 
important spokesperson for the "First World" viewpoint. Just as she 
reasonably insists on referring to the maj ority population as "First 
W orld" rather than the more familiar "Third World , "  so she opens many 
common assumptions in cross-cultural and international relations to 
examination and re-evaluation. 
The eighteen essays here collected represent the body of Jordan's 
political work in the early 1 980s.  Although a number of them have 
appeared elsewhere, the author makes the point that censorship has 
prevented prior publication of others .  Describing herself as a "dissident 
American poet and writer,"  she recounts considerable resistance to the 
publication of her work, even as her awards and prestigious speaking 
engagements become more numerous. Defying easy categorization, her 
work has countered prevailing ideologies ofthe mainstream as well as of 
the left as she reports , with courage and clarity, the documentation of her 
"political efforts to coherently fathom [the] universe, and to arrive at a 
moral j udgement that will determine . . .  further political conduct" (2) .  
Wide ranging, touching upon events as historically removed as a slave 
girl ' s  purchase in 1 76 1  and E lection Day in 1 984 and as geographically 
disparate as Lebanon and Nicaragua, the essays nevertheless have 
common themes . In an earlier era, these themes would have been termed 
populist:  trust in individual experience; confidence in the "rightness" of 
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ideas which can be broadly understood; and faith in the redemptive 
power of the la w.  Rightists in  power today would dismiss these notions as 
quaintly irrelevant or distort them to their own purpose, while the 
intellectual left would see them as dangerously naive:  hence, the censor­
ship which Jordan has experienced. 
The urgency of Jordan's  political j ourney throws some of the moral 
and political issues of our time into high relief and obscures others . Her 
description of South Africa as the Black H olocaust, and her condemna­
tion of Israel 's  support for the B otha regime are informative as well as 
compelling.  Returning from Nicaragua, her portrayal of the under­
equipped and overconfident Sandinistas is  touching and poignant. She 
is at her lyrical  best in communicating the power of an individual dream, 
particularly the personal vision of a young black woman, from whatever 
continent or time. 
However, the heartfelt love and outrage that fuel these passages are 
less useful when the tone turns analytical .  The promising sections on 
Black E nglish stop short of presenting a conscious form of expression 
grounded in shared experience. While considerable progress is  made in 
this direction,  the construct and its rationale remain ambiguous. Her 
criticism in another essay of Ferrarro' s  collected behavior in the pre­
election debates misses both the explanation for and the impact of that 
self-control. I n  several passages her frustration with censorship leads to 
a recommendation for shrill activism, a proposal as understandable as it 
is  dysfunctional .  Finally, her horror at the effect of Reagan's  policies 
leads her to pronounce him thoroughly evil,  a polarizing stance unlikely 
to lead to either understanding or change. 
Aside from these deficiencies,  the work is  undoubtedly successful in its 
fundamental task-to provide a clear, singing record of one loving and 
articulate woman's endeavor to "get real : to put [her] l ife as well as [her] 
words on the line" (67). We are all heartened, cheered, and informed by 
her efforts. 
-Linda M.  C .  Abbott 
Fresno,  California 
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Wy att M acG affey. Religion and Society in Central Africa: The 
BaKongo of Lower Zaire. (Chicago: The University of Chicago 
Press, 1 986) xi, 295 pp.,  $45.00: $ 1 6.95 paper. 
M acGaffey, professor of anthropology at Haverford College, has based 
this carefully crafted book on twenty years of fieldwork and archival 
research. This is the first systematic study of B aKongo religion. But the 
study is far more than an analysis of the religion ,  as M acGaffey 
demonstrates how B aKongo social structure and power relationships are 
embedded in its very fabric. Dividing the study into three parts, 
M acGaffey first focuses on a discussion of B aKongo cosmology, then 
describes B aKongo ritual and power, and finally deals with issues of 
change in the BaKongo religion and society. Taking the perspective of 
the B aKongo themselves,  M acGaffey explains the significance of 
B aKongo cosmology and how it is reflected in their myths and rituals, 
and in the life cycle of the B aKongo people themselves. The cosmology 
serves as the model upon which marriage alliances are based and the 
religion i s  the basis for the sacred and secular power held by priests and 
chiefs . 
The Portuguese first reached what is now Zaire in 1 483; in 1 485 the 
king of the Kongo was converted to Roman Catholicism. M acGaffey 
devotes the third part ofthe book to an analysis of continuity and change 
in religious movements among the B aKongo from 1 485 up to the present 
period. Considerable religious syncretism has taken place between the 
i n digenous BaKongo religion and Christianity in its many forms. This is 
particul arly true for the numerous indigenous independent churches 
which emerged in Zaire beginning with the church founded by Simon 
Kimbangu in 1 9 2 1 .  
T h e  subj ects with which M acGaffey deals are complex-cosmology, 
ancestral cults, magic and witchcraft, religion as a political system-but 
he m akes them accessible to readers who have a basic knowledge of 
African cultures and societies .  The study is an excellent contribution to 
our understanding of the maj or ethnic group in Zaire. One minor 
disappointment w as finding the term " man" being used in the generic 
sense (" man in his world" (42) ;  the " cycle of man's life" (45); "the life of 
man" ( 5 1 ) )  when it would have been more appropriate to simply refer to 
the " B aKongo people. " 
The text, comprised of nine chapters divided into three parts, also has a 
chronology, notes, references, an index and glossary, twelve plates, five 
figures, two tables, and two maps. It is highly recommended to in­
dividuals interested in religion ,  culture change, and African cultures and 
societies. 
46 
-Dennis M.  Warren 
Iowa State University 
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Ruthanne Lum McCunn. Sole Survivor. (S an Francisco: Design 
Enterprises, 1 985) 235 pp.,  $ 1 4.95 cloth; $6.95 p aper. 
In November, 1 942, the British freighter Benlo mond was sunk by a 
German U-boat off the coast of South America with the loss of its entire 
crew except for a young Chinese steward named Poon Lim. Through his 
resourcefulness and determination, Lim survived on a wooden raft for 
1 33 days before being picked up by a Brazilian fisherman. Sole Survivor 
is a fictionalized account of Lim's  experience, the longest such ordeal at 
sea, based largely on interviews with Lim, military and maritime 
documents, and magazine and newpaper stories. 
The book can be read from at least two points of view . On one level, it is 
a fascinating tale of survival in a hostile natural environment. Through 
trial and error, Lim learns to ration his limited supplies, fish with a nail, 
collect rainwater, catch birds,  and withstand the blazing sun, nighttime 
cold, and harsh storms .  E ach day presents fresh challenges and tests his 
will to live. On another level, this book is about a heroic figure who 
happens to be Chinese. Lim constantly draws lessons and inspiration 
from memories of Chinese village life and legends. He also has to 
struggle against racial discrimination. Because he is C hinese, for 
example, Lim had never been taught anything about the sea except how 
to put on life-preservers , and while adrift on his raft h e  is refused rescue 
by an Allied ship. Later, despite the many honors Lim receives for his 
bravery, he is unable to settle in the U . S .  due to restrictive immigration 
policies (which are eventually circumvented in his case by special 
legislation). 
The significance of Sole Survivor lies in its intertwining of the above 
two perspectives into a well-written, entertaining story (and perhaps its 
shattering of the stereotype that Asians don't value life) rather than its 
analyses or insights into various aspects of ethnicity. This book is the 
most recent work of Ruthanne Lum McCunn, a well-known Chinese­
American writer whose previous publications include Thousand Pieces 
of Gold, a biographical novel about a Chinese-American pioneer woman's 
experiences in the American Northwest. 
-Russell Endo 
University of C olorado 
A l fredo M i r ande.  The Chicano Experience: An A lternati v e  
Perspective. (Notre D ame, I N :  University of Notre D ame Press,  
1 985) ix, 271 pp. , $9.95 paper. 
D eveloped as a way to clarify and distinguish between Mexican­
Americans and Chicanos,  The Chicano Experience is  a n arrative of the 
h istory and struggles of the Chicanos living in the U nited States. 
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At the outset Mirande emphasizes the sociological differences between 
M exican-Americans and Chicanos, and criticizes the generaliz ations 
about C hicanos that sociologists have made over the years due to the 
oversight of these differences. This has resulted, he explains, in a 
misconception of the Chicano culture. The Mexican-American, he con­
tinues, is in the United States voluntarily whereas the Chicano is an 
involuntary immigrant. This basic difference lies behind many of the 
misconceptions,  and Mirande wants to set the record straight by 
explaining the Chicano's history and the true differences between these 
two populations.  
The true v alue of the work lies in the implications for all  social 
s cientists, for it gives a clear perspective ofthe Chicano-the person,  the 
v alues,  and the feelings. Although the work is directed primarily tow ard 
sociologists, there are some key psychological implications in the work 
which h ave  not been highlighted as such. Some examples ofthese issues 
are: 1) the v alue system of the Chicano who only seeks counseling after 
failing to secure help from his/her family; 2) the emotionality ofthe male 
C hicano which is often kept hidden because of machismo issues; and 3) 
the importance of religion in the Chicano culture, an issue which should 
always be considered in providing marital therapy to a Chicano couple. 
Mirande openly sides with the Chicano in his narrative, and in so 
doing fails to point out some of the problems brought about by the 
presence of the Chicano in the United States, such as a higher rate of 
unemployment among American blue collar workers in the Southwest. 
The author also emphasizes the subservient attitude of the Chicano 
working in this culture and some of the problems that it has caused, yet 
h e  fails to give any suggestions for improvement. 
The chapter describing the Chicano family should be especially 
enlightening to the Anglo reader and, in spite ofthe fact that the Chicano 
family system is often criticized because it encourages dependence, the 
author points out how those criticisms would definitely improve the 
quality of life in the United States if some ofthose practices were followed 
in Anglo families. 
The Chicano Experience is  recommended to Anglo readers who want 
to obtain an overall view of the Chicano culture, remembering as they 
read it, however, that what is being presented is only one side of a 
two-sided issue.  The work has thought-provoking ideas but, unfortun­
ately,  many of them are not obvious to the reader. The impact of the work 
would have been much greater had these implications been made clearer. 
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Conway, AR 
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Nicholasa Mohr.  Rituals of Survival: A Woman's Portfolio. 
(Houston: An Arte Publico Press Book, 1 985) 1 58 pp. ,  $7.50 
paper. 
Rituals of Survival: A Wo man 's Portfolio is a collection of six short 
stories written by the New York born Puerto Rican female writer, 
Nicholasa Mohr. Mohr has written a very effective myth-breaking 
account about six Puerto Rican women who defy all odds and survive in 
the asphalt j ungle, best known as New York City. 
The creation of these short stories is an act of love and a clear 
manifestation of the profound and sincere understanding that the writer 
has of those human beings portrayed in their daily struggle for survival .  
They represent countless Puerto Rican women not only in New York 
City,  but wherever they might be in the large cities of this country. 
The characters encountered in Rituals cannot be separated from their 
urban Puerto Rican milieu . As E neid Routte-Gomez has pointed out, 
" Mohr plunges below the surface of sentiment and uncovers the stuff of 
lives she calls 'noble' and that society at large tends to call 'wrong. ' " The 
six characters in the book are composites of women that Mohr has known 
and observed for a long time.  All of them have in common a knack for 
surviving their own circum stances with dignity . They have coped with 
all kinds of situations through different forms of confrontation or e H' 1l 
striking back with silence. 
The beauty and simplicity of Mohr's writing and the complex w hole­
ness of the people that she recreates out of so few words make it possible ,  
once the story is  concluded for the readers , to have the impression that w e  
have known these people al l  our lives.  As soon as we begin to read t h e  
book, w e  start t o  identify ourselves with these characters. W e  share their 
sorrows, their preoccupations ,  their aspirations,  and their very few 
moments of happiness .  Their struggles become our struggles and their 
ambitions our hope. 
Of the six characters, Carmela ,  the widow is the one who leaves the 
most profound and lasting impression. After careful thought and deep 
soul searching she succeeds in liberating herself from all the ties that 
society has imposed on her. As a member of a social and economic class 
considered inferior, as a woman member of a traditionally conserva­
tive culture, her struggle to free herself is valiant. She has given the best 
years of her life and has sacrificed herself to maintain a nice and decent 
home for her husband and her children.  After the death of her husband 
she decides to pick up the responsibility of her life regardless of what her 
children have planned for her. 
We suffer with the physical deprivation of Amy, the young woman who 
lost her husband in an auto accident. She is forced to move with her four 
children into a run-down apartment in the Bronx, where the family does 
not have enough food to celebrate Thanksgiving. She has to make the 
best use of her ingeniousness and the emotional security found in the 
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traditional values of her culture to resolve the most elemental problems 
in order to survive. 
Among others ,  the story of Lucy, the young woman who is spending 
the last days of her life in Welfare I sland in a hospital for people who 
suffer from tuberculosis, is a very sad and moving account of her daily 
routine waiting for her lover, Eddie. After she became ill and could no 
longer be of use to him, she was abandoned. She knew that her final days 
were fast approaching and wanted to see him for the last time, but he 
never came. 
We sympathize with the decision of Inez ,  the young orphan lady, who 
married an older man in order to leave the house of her domineering aunt 
who was very cruel to her.  Her situation became worse because her 
husband,  a very j ealous and insecure man, did not keep the promise that 
he made to her before the marriage, to allow her to pursue a career as a 
graphic artist.  But Inez was determined to reach her goal in life. After 
overcoming all kinds of obstacles, she became a prominent graphic 
artist.  
Zoraida is the young mother and wife who is accused by her husband of 
lascivious behavior while she was sleeping. She was not aware of what 
was happening while she was asleep. On recommendation of her 
parents, a spiritualist is brought to the house hoping to fin d  a solution to 
the problem, but unfortunately, the spiritualist could not find a solution 
and the situation deteriorated. Zoraida tried desperately to be a good 
mother and good wife but was aware that there were things that were 
beyond her control. 
R i t u a ls of Su rvival  portrays six women at very important and decisive 
moments of their lives , when vital decisions that affected their futures 
were made. We see the mental processes and reactions to everyday life 
situations .  Mohr in a very subtle way opens the door to women's 
thoughts on depression, deviant behavior, all  kinds of inhibitions and 
other important matters , in many cases subj ects that women never talk 
about. "These are women who d on't  j ust survive , "  Mohr said.  " They 
survive with great nobility. And they manage to make a world for 
themselves, a world for their children . "  
-Luis L.  Pinto 
Bronx Community College of CUNY 
Jamshid A. Momeni,  ed.  Race, Ethnicity, and Minority Housing 
in the Uni ted States.  C o n tr i b u t i o n s  i n  E t h n i c  Studi e s: 1 6 . 
(We stport,  CT: Greenwood Press,  1 986) x x v ,  224 pp. , $35.00.  
In virtually every U.S .  city , residents are  aware of ethnic divisions 
among the residential sections of the urban area.  Demarcation of zones 
may he clear or nebulous, but it is present despite decades of "melting 
pot" rhetoric from opinion leaders. In this collection of articles edited by 
Jamshid A. Momeni of Howard University, contributors examine the 
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relationship between ethnicity and the location and quality of housing in 
the United States. 
The approach is that of the social sciences. Most of the authors are 
sociologists,  and the focus is on analysis of data that reveal the 
characteristics of housing occupied by members of minority groups.  Five 
of the eleven articles examine the housing situation of multiple ethnic 
groups;  others focus on single groups: blacks, Hispanics, Indians, and 
Asians. 
Certain findings recur as various authors analyze the data relevant to 
their topics: Americans reside in ethnic isolation from one another, 
members of ethnic minorities generally reside in less desirable housing 
than non-Hispanic whites ,  and little positive change has occurred in the 
housing situation of the nation's ethnic minorities in recent years . 
Evidence indicates that the principal problem is one of minority access to 
more desirable housing. H abits of segregation limit the choice of places 
where a minority group member may live. Correlation techniques reveal 
only modest association between housing cost and degree of segregation. 
In a free market for housing, buyers and sellers (or renters and 
landlords) would reach agreements based primarily on economic con­
siderations ,  and minority group members would be expected to reside 
wherever their economic conditions permitted. In the actual housing 
market, in which limitations are placed by noneconomic forces on 
housing acce s s ,  analysts  find that members of  minority groups 
generally pay more than non-Hispanic whites for equivalent housing. 
Limitations on access, coupled with limitations on financial resources,  
translate into inferior housing for most minority group members, as  
revealed by statistics on overcrowding and lack of complete facilities.  
Although two of the eleven chapters focus on federal housing policy , 
rigorous analysis of that policy is absent. John M .  Goering (" Minority 
Housing Needs and Civil Rights E nforcement") demonstrates con­
vincingly the persistence of minority concentration in less desirable 
housing despite the Fair Housing Act of 1 968.  Clearly government has 
made no more than token efforts to enforce the statutory commitment to  
a free market in housing. A chapter on the politics of fair housing 
enforcement would have been helpful. 
Despite shortcomings, which include reliance on data that are growing 
old as an increasing number of years separate the present from the 1 980 
census, readers will find this volume useful. Writing is consistently clear.  
The authors assume little methodological sophistication on the part of 
readers and offer clear explanations of the results of statistical analyses.  
References and a selected bibliography offer access to the wider literature 
of minority housing studies. 
This volume is  more useful a s  introduction than as  p ath breaking 
analysis. In that respect it is successful.  
-V agn K.  Hansen 
High Point College 
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T oshio Mori.  Yokohama, California. (Seattle: U niversity of 
W ashington Press, 1 985) xxvii, 1 66 pp. ,  $7.95 paper. 
The reprinting of this book makes accessible to a new generation of 
readers the pioneering short fiction of the man William Saroyan called 
"the first real J apanese-American writer" (Introduction to first edition).  
First announced by the Caxton Printers for publication in 1 942 and 
fin ally published in 1949 ,  Yokohama, California suffered a vexed debut 
and a short life of obscurity and neglect. Given but scant notice by 
reviewers, M ori' s  slim collection was received even by his ethnic peers 
more out of loyal curiosity than any shock of recognition. A unique record 
of J apanese American life in Northern California in the decades j ust 
before World War I I ,  the book became one ofthe lost volumes of American 
literature. 
M ori is not, in the usual sense, a rhetorical writer. He is far from his 
best when discursive, and though his readers know that his characters 
must of necessity exist in the larger world of social, political, and 
historical forces, they become aware that Mori' s  concern is with illumina­
tion of the inner life of community, family ,  and self-the cultural matrix 
that is " Lil' Yokohama." Only two ofthese pieces post-date Pearl H arbor, 
and, bearing as they do the weight of history and selfconsciousness, 
" Slant-Eyed Americans" and "Tomorrow Is  Coming, Children" serve to 
remind us that Mori' s true achievement is in the crafting of the mood 
piece, the vignette, the spare parable of the otherwise unexamined 
life: "The Woman Who M akes Swell Doughnuts, "  "The Seventh Street 
Philosopher," "The Finance Over at Doi' s . "  Mori 's  gift is to write in such 
a way as to discover, polish, and redeem the simple and seemingly 
insignificant in Japanese American life. 
E specially redeemed by Mori' s spare and simple prose are the private­
yet-public interactions offamily and individual with each other and with 
the community itself, as in "My Mother Stands on H er Head," where 
I s himoto-san's Model-A grocery business challenges the family budget, 
and "Say It  With Flowers ,"  in which a young clerk in a flower shop 
struggles to reconcile ethical awareness and the "business sense." 
Similarly preserved for us in Mori' s prose are the intense, unvoiced 
generational struggle of "The Chessmen,"  the zenlike eccentricities of 
" H e  Who H as a Laughing Face," and the celebration of selfdiscovery and 
growth in "The Six Rows of Pom Pons" and "Toshio Mori ." 
Mori' s fiction gives voice and life to the inarticulate, repressed, and 
enigmatic, those who communicate in gestures, whispers, and gnomic 
speech. In doing so it evokes (as others have observed) the memory of 
Wines burg, Ohio; the Seventh Street Philosopher, for example, is 
reminiscent of Anderson' s  Dr. Parcival and Dr. Reedy. Yet Mori' s 
supplicants before life resist despair, enduring their troubles with 
stubbornness, humor, and pride. Mori' s characters at times live quirky 
lives, but seldom become grotesques. And even as it restricts and limits, 
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his J apanese American comm unity nurtures and protects .  Mori' s ethos 
is one of knowing compassion: each human self must make its own 
discoveries, acknowledge its own limits in time and place, live through 
its own pain, and define its own j oy.  H e  reveals to us the dance of our 
living, "the dancing of emotions before our eyes and inside of us,  the 
dance that is  still but is the roar and the force capable of stirring the earth 
and the people" ("Swell D oughnuts") .  
The 1 985 Yokohama, California includes two photographs ofMori and 
an added introduction by Lawson In ada. Along with The Chauvinist 
and Other Sto ries (Los Angeles, 1 979) ,  it v alidates both M ori' s devotion 
to craft and a rich phase in the life of his people. 
-N eil N akadate 
Iowa State University 
Alan Takeo M oriyama.  Imingaisha:  Japanese Emigra tion 
Companies and Hawaii 1 894-1 908. (HoHolulu: University of  
Hawaii Press, 1985)  xix, 260 pp. , $ 1 9.95.  
When the sugar cane plantation owners in H awaii realized how 
effective the immigrant Japanese workers were, the planters were faced 
with a decision. If they continued to bring in more workers, Hawaii could 
eventually have more Japanese living there than any other ethnic group. 
But if the planters did not bring in more J apanese,  the production-and 
profits-might decline. Hence a decision was made to continue bringing 
in more laborers from Japan. The ethnic balance of H awaii was changed. 
"In sum the planters chose to place the economic welfare of the 
plantations ahead of all other considerations. " 
This is one of the points made in Imingais h a  which traces the 
development and impact of the role emigration companies played in the 
history of Hawaii and in the history of J apan.  Moriyama, an associate 
professor of international relations at Yokohama N ational University. 
has made a significant contribution. U sing records and archives from 
emigration companies in J apan,  J apanese government agencies, U . S .  
government a n d  Hawaiian Kingdom, t h e  author offers considerable 
details and insights on the emigration process from 1894 to 1 908.  
At that time,  Japan encouraged tenant farmers, laborers ,  and fisher· 
men to migrate, because these workers would send money back home. 
Besides,  sending them abroad would help relieve unemployment in 
J apan.  Other n ations also sought workers from Japan,  China,  P ortugal, 
Austria,  Norway, Germany, the U . s . ,  Italy, Poland, Malaya, and even 
Siberia.  So  too did Mexico, Australia,  New Zealand, Peru, India, C anada, 
and Brazil .  From 1 868 to 1 94 1 ,  776 ,000 J apanese emigrated. Between 
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1868 and 1 929, 231 ,206 went to H awaii-and 1 25 ,000 who had emigrated 
left from 1895 to 1 908, the period studied in this book. 
Initially, to expedite the emigration process,  the J apanese government 
was in charge of screening potential emigrants. Later it allowed private 
firms to recruit laborers from Southwest J apan and send them to Hawaii. 
The firms would be supervised by the government. Unlike China,  or 
other nations,  Japan would not allow its citizens abroad to be mistreated, 
although such occasions did occur. Still ,  there were many controls ,  and 
not all workers were allowed to enter Hawaii. 
An intricate emigration process developed. Clearance had to be 
obtained from J apanese authorities;  workers were required to post bond; 
they had to pass a physical examination. On arrival ,  laborers were 
cleared by H awaiian officials ,  and finally by the plantation operators . 
Later on,  the Japanese counsel in Hawaii would become involved, 
especially if some workers lodged complaints . 
I n  addition to describing the emigration process, the author offers 
descriptions of living and working conditions.  Some workers complained 
about pay,  living arrangements and racism. "A number of J apanese fled 
the plantations before their contracts were over. Some did so because of 
poor living conditions,  others because of low wages,  and finally some 
because of ill-treatment by overseers . "  Some went on strike. 
After H awaii became part of the U nited States, the Organic Act 
terminated all  "Contracts of E mployment-Alien Labor." Still, the 
sugar planters continued to bring in workers. After 1 908, workers from 
Japan went to H awaii as "independent emi grants" which meant that 
they were not sponsored by the J apanese government or private 
agencies. Between 1908 and 1924,  when Congress passed the Gentlemen's  
Agreement-which terminated Japanese migration to the U.S .-another 
48 ,000 Japanese went to Hawaii on their own. 
This book is a valuable contribution to helping understand not only the 
history of Hawaii and how one ethnic group became the dominant one, 
but also to understan ding the emerging foreign policy of Japan vis a vis 
encouragement of sending its citizens abroad. Imingais ha,  which was 
based on Moriyama's dissertation, provides insight into the inner 
workings of the complex emigration process of that time. Of its 260 
pages, 97 are appendices, notes, and an index. The author goes into 
considerable detail. Fortunately, he also provides tables and charts to 
help the reader. 
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San Jose State University 
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Jeanne Moutoussamy-Ashe. Viewfinders: Black Women Pho­
tographers. (New York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1 986) xix, 2 0 1  
pp.,  $ 1 9.95. 
This is a book that is important for what it begins and for what will 
fol low it, as well as for what it is .  It demonstrates that there have been 
hundreds of black women photographers, working almost from the time 
the camera was invented, whose contributions, and even existence, have 
not been documented. M ainstream histories of photography h ave in­
cluded few black photographers and no black female photographers. I 
expect this book to stimulate others to research the many women 
photographers mentioned here, as well as those who are missing, and I 
hope they do this research before the materials are lost. 
Jean Moutoussamy-Ashe is a practicing black woman photographer, 
and has done extensivp- research, much of it in the Schomburg Center for 
Research in Black Culture in New York, supplemented by interviews 
with some of the photographers and their survivors. The book is 
organized chronologically, with an " Historical Overview" for each 
period covered ( 1 839- 1 9 10 ,  1 9 1 0- 1 930, 1 930- 1 950, 1 950- 1 970, and 1 9 70-
1 985). More detailed writeups,  which generally include biographical and 
business information, and sometimes a small portfolio of their pictures,  
are given for selected individuals. At the end of the book are short 
"bio-bibliographies" of the women covered in the text, plus some others , 
followed by general listings of names (organized by time periods) and 
then a "geographical index" (also including time periods) of the women 
covered. There are footnotes and a selected bibliography, followed by an 
index. 
The "Introduction" states that "The photographers . . .  [profiled in this 
book] were selected because of their accomplishments in the field of 
photography . . .  ' accomplished' refers to their ability to document their 
community or personal lives. Their inclusion here illustrates their 
ambition and drive to produce work, often while confronting adversity" 
(xviii). Unfortunately, how these selection criteria were applied to each 
individual profiled is not stated, so reasons for inclusion or exclusion are 
not clear. There is also no  discussion of the selection process used to 
choose the photos displayed in the book and no discussion about the 
people in the photos and how/why/when the photos w ere taken. In 
addition, the discussion gives only spotty information on the context of 
the historical times and the situation of blacks and others at each time 
period, and only occasional reference to the photographic equipment and 
processes used by the women and the effects that these had on their 
output. 
As an anthropologist interested in visual media and their production,  I 
am acutely aware that photographs do not take themselves, but rather 
are the products of p articular times and places, and of p articular cultural 
expectations about who should take pictures, of whom, at what times and 
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places, and w hat should be in the resulting photographs.  For this reason, 
what I find in this book raises more questions than it answers. In 
common with many other books by and about photographers, there is 
almost no discussion of this social/cultural side of photograph produc­
tion, except occasionally, as for example the interview with a man who 
hired his "C amera Girls" in a nightclub during WWII. Somewhat more of 
this kind of information can be found in another book by the pho­
t o gr a p h i c  s p e c i a l i s t  at  t h e  S c h o m b u r g  C e n t er w h o  a s s i s t e d  
Moutoussamy-Ashe. This book i s :  Black Pho tographers 1 984- 1 940: A 
Bio-Bibliograp hy,  by Deborah Willis-Thomas (NY: Garland, 1 985).  Un­
fortun ately, Willis-Thomas mentions almost no female photographers , 
so her book can be used as a supplement to Viewfinders , but not a 
substitute for it. 
E ven though the book does not cover all that I would like, what it does 
show is another side to black life than the poverty-stricken one so  often 
pictured in photographs ofthese time periods. The photographs included 
show black people as they wanted to be seen, well-dressed, in comfortable 
surroundings, as members of stable groups and families , in many parts 
ofthe country. The lives ofthe women covered, and the photographs they 
took,  should cause us all to begin to ask new questions about their lives 
and to examine our stereotypes. For example: was photography an 
accepted profession for women? How was their work viewed by their 
communities? How did they get their technical knowledge of pho­
tography? How did they go about setting up their businesses? Who were 
their customers? How did they stand in relation to white female 
photographers of their time period? 
I recommend this book for the stimulation that it will bring to those 
who will research their pasts and the new questions that they will raise 
about those p asts-and their own potentials. 
-David M.  Johnson 
North Carolina A&T University 
with 
-Yolanda Burwell 
University of North C arolina, Greensboro 
M ark Naison. Communists in Harlem During the Depression. 
(New York: Grove Press, Inc. 1984) xxi, 355 pp., $7.95 paper. 
The Communist Party and its relationship to blacks in the United 
States is a difficult subj ect to fully research. Necessary critical informa­
tion must lie in still secret vaults in Washington and in Moscow. 
N aison's former dissertation is a praise-worthy effort to unravel fact 
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from fantasy as it applied to Black Harlem and the Party. 
Readers, however, must be aware that more studies are required about 
other cities and other regions of the United States in order to fully 
understand what went on and what was planned in the U .S .  For 
example, Nell Painter's The Narra tive of Hosea Hudson:  His Life As a 
Negro Communis t in the  South  m akes it clear that the forced inter­
racialism of the Party in Harlem would have been suicidal in the South. 
Ethnic pluralism in New York, which affected the Party's behavior in 
New York, was not a Southern factor. So what were the conditions in the 
West, the Midwest, the Southwest, the South and the E ast for the Party 
and blacks? Naison is not being attacked for the book he did not write, 
but his work cries out for more works . Other writers on American 
communism slight the Party's  relations to blacks. 
The Party considered Harlem the center of black life in the U.S. H arlem 
was where the top Party people were sent. If  the Party was successful 
here, the Party reasoned, then the other black communities would surely 
follow. The Party overturned the already existing radical black leader­
ship in H arlem, warred with the black nationalist organizations, courted 
the black intelligentsia,  promoted mass demonstrations, encouraged 
black cultural expression and pushed for black presence in the trade 
union movement. But the Party also supported the 1 939 Soviet-N azi pact 
after several years of promoting the Popular Front; vitiated black 
campaigns for economic justice in order to have a greater toe-hold in the 
unions; and, by involving itself in the electoral process,  compromised its 
strength as a street-wise pressure movement for blacks. Finally, sending 
in whites, and insisting that the whites (largely Jews) be a part of all 
black efforts in Harlem, ensured that Party membership, which never 
rose higher than 1 000, would become a revolving door. 
What is even more critical is that the p arty of the oppressed was more 
successful with the middle class artistic and intellectual blacks than 
with economically marginal migrants who were nationalists and not 
really obsessed with inter-racialism.  M any black leaders and artists (like 
Langston Hughes) stuck with the Party in its tortuous twists and turns 
when the black masses were dropping out. The Party sent black middle 
class leaders like William Patterson,  Ben Davis,  Jr. , and J ames Ford to  
H arlem. They,  in turn, worked easily with Paul Robeson and Adam 
Clayton Powell, Jr. , and were able to fight civilly, but not always, with 
the middle class NAACP, the Urban League, and black business and 
church leaders. Wben the Party first moved into Harlem it went after the 
lower class,  but by the end of the depression it was most successful with 
the most successful blacks. The question remains :  was that by intent or 
was that a sign of its failure? 
This work, the 1984 winner of the American Political Science Associa­
tion's  Ralph J .  Bunche award, has pages of notes at the end of each 
chapter. While these notes are useful, they slow up the reader, making the 
book a chore to read rather than a pleasure. The bibliographical essay is 
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useful in depicting the enormous amount of interviewing done over a 
long period of time. The index is complete. The work would have been 
helped by the inclusion of photographs. The cover photograph showing a 
C o m m unist  fun eral m arch through H arlem honoring an Italian­
American comrade Alfred Luro is better than a thousand words. Count 
the few blacks and the many white comrades. 
-W. A. Jordan III  
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona 
Peter Naj arian. Daughters of Memory. (Berkeley, CA: City Miner 
Books, 1 986) 157 pp. ,  $8.95 paper. 
Daugh ters of Memory is Peter Naj arian's third work of fiction. The 
first, Voyages ( 1 9 7 1 )  is a classic story of a young man born to immigrant 
Armenians beginning to come to terms with his family and communal 
past against the New Jersey backdrop. Written with lyricism and 
simplicity, it is one of the finest novels by an Armenian American writer. 
N aj arian continued to explore the various parts of his psyche in the less 
accomplished second book, Was h  Me On Home, Mam a  ( 1 978) .  But it is 
only in this latest work that his growing maturity as a writer combined 
with his developing gifts as a visual artist produce an unusual story 
about the interweavings of personal and collective history. 
As in earlier works,  the narrator is on a quest for the eternal feminine. 
Yet it is  only in this latest story that she enfolds all of history with her 
limitless capacity to arouse desire and inspire art. Although the narrator, 
Zeke, is ostensibly in love with a contemporary woman named D olores , 
the most vital feminine force in the story is his mother, a splendid 
character who appeared in middle age as the Melina of Voyages. There 
her strength as an Armenian woman emerged not only through her 
survival of the genocide of 1 9 1 5 , but from her rare courage in coming to 
America and claiming a life for herself by doing the unconventional: divorc­
ing herself from an arranged m arriage and marrying the man she really 
loved. Here, this mother appears later on in life, and in prose that 
captures the beauty of aging as completely as any other passages in 
contemporary fiction, Naj arian pays homage to the spirit of a woman 
who becomes increasingly identified with the universal the closer she 
moves to the end of her life:  " She's an old woman with a face like Sitting 
Bull' s ,  her lips disappearing as she takes her teeth out and brushes them 
with baking soda . . .  [her nails] less nail than fungal crust, chtonic and 
recyclable, her feet like the ground itself, the bunions and calluses like a 
transition into the world of rocks and trees" ( 1 1 7) .  
This portrait o f  a woman w h o  h a s  anchored her son's life with the 
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simplicity and durability of granite is supported by delightful vignettes 
of old Armenian women of Fresno chewing on gossip as naturally as they 
suck pumpkin seeds . Naj arian has a sure sense of the rhythms and 
preoccupations of these women, the way their thoughts are translated 
from Armenian dialect into American English. The humor and love he 
brings to these exchanges, interspersed throughout the book, are one of 
its maj or delights; as their miniature dialectics evoke the tragedies ofthe 
Armenian past, the mundane betrayals of a transplanted life, and the 
underlying vitality of their common sense. The old women become an 
Armenian American version of a Greek chorus; their wisdom is no less 
deep for being homegrown; they've seen it all and time has contracted to 
a still point from which they see things whole and pure. 
As the narrator pursues his own vision of wholeness, his travels take 
him back to the lost country. In Voyages, the protagonist Aram 
Tomasian fled to England to recover his Armenian and American 
identities; toward the end of Daughters of Memory, Zeke makes his way 
back to Turkey, once the Armenian homeland. The passages which 
describe this odyssey are refreshing for any Armenians numbed to the 
usual knee j erk clich�s about the filthy Turk and the unerasable hatred of 
one people toward another. Naj arian's depiction of the unspeakable is 
j ust as graphic as that of any other Armenian writer, but he sees farther. 
Seventy years after the events of 1915 ,  nature has taken over the 
historical and political absolutes of the past; the Turkish villages Zeke 
visits in the back country of Anatolia are spotted with individuals who 
were once Armenian. But now they look, speak, act Turkish; or is it, that 
the Turks now look no different from the Armenians? Both are hospitable 
and finally harmless .  
There is a steady mood of reconciliation in these pages,  a mood 
sustained by N aj arian's meditation on the role of art in history. After a 
catalogue of the dead, in which he invokes the spirits of a representative 
handful of family acquaintances who were either starved, enslaved, 
raped, or humiliated, Naj arian brings together the world of art and life 
j ust as surely as he has just united the Turk and the Armenian: "the 
terror of history impossible to draw, all drawing a transformation and 
every suffering doomed to become art" ( 1 40).  This conclusion is not so 
different from the one that Naj arian's countryman, Arshile Gorky, 
reached w hen he turned to the world of abstraction to redeem the p ain of 
exile.  But if the focus of Gorky's myth was the old country itself, for 
Naj arian it is the ever·elusive female who reincarnates as all the women 
he has ever loved, known, or seen. The drawings, p articularly the 
abundance of nudes, in the volume are thus an appropriate support to the 
text: stripped of specific roles and status, these women are laden with the 
mystery and the memories of the author's past and the desire that keeps 
him drawn and drawing. 
As the book ends, the tension between desire and reconciliation is 
maintained. After watching Zeke make love to a Turkish prostitute, we 
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flash back to Fresno where the Armenian crones reaffirm the harmony of 
the life cycle: 
What is [your granddaughter] studying? 
Life, she says she's studying life. 
What do you mean she's studying life? 
That's what she told me, she said she was studying life sciences. 
Is there any money in that kind of subject? 
There's money in everything. 
Not in raisins.  There's no money in raisins anymore. 
You wait, in a few years there'l! be money in raisins again too ( 1 57). 
Written with one of the finest prose styles in contemporary American 
fiction,  Daughters of Memory helps the Armenians catch up with 
ourselves and points us toward the love that redeems history. 
-Margaret Bedrosian 
University of C alifornia, D avis 
R. C arlos Nakai. Changes: Native American Flute Music, LP 
Record CR-6 1 5  or Cassette CR-6 1 5 - C ,  1982,  $8.95;  and Cycles: 
Native A merican Flute Music, Cassette CR-6 14-C,  1985,  $8.95.  
C anyon Records Productions, Inc . ,  P.O.  Box 1 79 1 1 ,  Phoenix, 
Arizona 850 1 1 .  
Perhaps humans are most ethnocentric when it comes to matters of 
food and music.  " Soul food" has become a dimension for defining ethnic 
groups-the dishes may be chitlins,  bagels ,  tacos or other such foods.  As 
society becomes more open, these foods pass from the ghettos and barrios 
to the community at large. One would hope that some inter-ethnic group 
understanding and appreciation might accompany the sharing of 
varying gustatory pleasures . Music represents another dimension of 
ethnic group identity. As with learning to eat different foods,  one might 
comprehend something of the spirit of another people by listening to 
their songs-their soul music. 
The flute, the rattle,  and the drum represent the triumvirate of 
American Indian musical instruments . The music for these instruments 
has been handed down from generation to generation. The musicological 
system represented has a very long tradition if one can j udge from 
fragments of flutes and rattles preserved in archaeological sites dating 
eight to ten thousand years ago. Thus, listening to Native American 
music today can put one in touch with a traditional sense of time which is 
one of the dimensions of American Indian ethnicity . 
R. Carlos Nakai is a Navaj o-Ute musician and educator who performs 
traditional Native American songs and composes new melodies on a 
hand· crafted flute of red cedar heart-wood. During the approximately 
twenty-two minutes of Changes we can listen to a collection of fourteen 
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songs on solo flute. Included are Zuni,  Lakota, and Blood songs as well as 
Nakai's impressionistic compositions based on traditional melodies. The 
j uxtaposition of these pieces provides a nice case study in continuity and 
change.  Even more dramatic, in this respect ,  is the music recorded on 
Cycles. This tape,  including eight compositions,  constitutes the sound 
track for a multi·image show, " Our Voices,  Our Land , "  which was 
prepared at the Heard Museum in Phoenix, Arizona.  H ere, Nakai plays 
his flute against background music which he composed for the synthe· 
sizer. The electronic instrument often simulates the beat of the drum, 
that which Native Americans sometimes refer to as  the heartbeat of their 
people.  Some of the pieces are embellished with rattles of differing tones.  
The tape may take some listeners a second or even third time around to 
ful ly appreciate what is going on.  The result cannot be measured 
objectively.  But subj ectively,  " there you have it": the melding of the old 
and the new, the millennia·old triumvi rate and the epitome of twentieth· 
c e n t u r y  s o u n d  e n g i n e e r i n g  t e c h n o l o g y .  P u n s  a s i d e ,  t h e  
reviewer finds the results electrifying. What better way to appreciate­
and pass on to students-the fact that American Indians ( and others) 
can maintain their traditional heritage and ethnicity while participating 
in the larger society around them? 
In sum, I highly recommend the records and cassettes of  Nat ive  
American music  by R. Carlos Nakai for use in the  classroom or ,  as they 
say, "for your listening pleasure ."  
-David M.  Gradwohl 
Iowa State U n iversity 
Robert J.  Norrell. Reaping the Whirlwind: The Civil Rights 
Movement in Tuskegee. (N ew York: Vintage Books, 1 986) x ,  254 
pp.,  $9.95 paper. 
Reaping the Whirlwind is a case study of the black American struggle 
for ci vii rights and racial democracy in a unique community of th e  Black 
Belt South. It  i s  a story of Tuskegee' s white political hegemony and the 
black elite' s  early cooperation with and l ater mild challenge to that 
dominance. In 1 880, as a result of collaboration between white politicians 
and Tuskegee's black leadership, the Democrats secured political control 
of the Alabama state legislature. The fol lowing year, as pay-off for the 
deal , Tuskegee Institute was established with Booker T. Washington at 
the hel m ,  and the goal became one of m aking Tuskegee a model 
community for s afeguarding racial cooperation through black political 
subordination. Tuskegee's  white merchants,  former slaveowners, and 
educators alike encouraged black educational opportunities ("separate 
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and unequal" ) .  In exchange, the black community was expected to 
dissolve their political organizations and to give up the civil and political 
rights they had enj oyed during Reconstruction. Despite the acquisition 
of Tuskegee Institute, Afro-Americans in Tuskegee and throughout 
Black Belt Alabama were increasingly disenfranchised, rigidly segre­
gated,  and lynched and brutally terrorized without legal protection by 
the turn of the century. Under these circumstances, black Tuskegeeans 
sought to practice Washington's problematic social philosophy: to 
d e v e l o p  e c o n o m i c  i n d e p e n d e n c e  a n d  h i g h  m o r a l  c h a r a c t e r  
a n d  w ait patiently for whites voluntarily t o  extend political and racial 
democracy. 
Ro bert J. Norrell chronicles and analyzes black Tuskegeeans' quest for 
economic self-sufficiency and educational advancement in the local 
culture of white racism. Tuskegee Institute and the Veterans Administra­
tion hospital ,  established in 1 923, provided both a source of racial dignity 
and a foundation for an emerging black academic and professional 
bourgeoisie.  However, Tuskegee's black bourgeoisie came to realize the 
practical limitations of Washington's social ethics. Regardless of the 
black elite's achievement of economic independence, educational ad­
\' ancem ent, and moral uplift ,  Macon County's white ruling class rej ected 
the view that the black educated and professional elite were as competent 
as the poorest and most ignorant white to vote. 
From the early 1 940s to the mid- 1 960s , Tuskegee' s black bourgeoisie 
modified Washington's  political ideas and sought, through the courts 
and the U . S .  Congress ,  to overturn their exclusion from the electoral 
process .  Under the leadership of Tuskegee I nstitute professor Charles 
Gomillion and the Tuskegee Civic Association, Macon County blacks 
forged a political movement to register black voters, resulting in a black 
m aj ority at the polls .  However, Gomillion's  idea of "civic democracy" 
represented a call not for black political power but biracial power sharing 
so as not to frighten whites who predicted a black take-over of Tuskegee 
politics and governance. In the late 1 960s, a younger generation of black 
political aspirants rose to power. Claiming to represent the interests of 
grass-roots blacks whom the old leadership ignored, the emergent 
political actors renounced Gomillion's  theory and practice of racial 
harmony and sought to institute a l argely all-black political administra­
tion in Tuskegee. 
N orrell provides an articulate and sensitive study of the civil rights 
struggle in Tuskegee. The author's strength is in presenting the complex­
ities of race and class politics:  the conflict between black and white 
Tuskegeeans and the tensions within the black community between 
elites and non-elites. He also demonstrates an awareness of the limits of 
electoral politics in advancing Afro-American social development. A 
maj or problem, however, is Norrel l 's  failure to place his study within the 
broader context of the civil rights movement in Alabama. How did 
political actors , ideas, organizations,  and events in Tuskegee compare, 
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contrast ,  a n d  interact with t h o s e  in S e l m a ,  Birming h a m ,  a n d  
Montgomery where much of t h e  modern civil rights struggle occurred 
and received extensive media coverage? The author does not say. Despite 
this reservation,  however, Reaping the Whirlwind is an engrossing and 
carefully crafted book that deserves wide and serious reading. 
-Floyd W. Hayes, III 
San Diego State University 
Felix M. Padilla. Latino Ethnic Consciousness. (Notre Dame, 
IN:  University of Notre Dame Press, 1 985) ix, 187 pp.,  $20.95.  
An analysis of the concept of Hispanic or Latino as a form of an ethnic 
conscious identity and behavior separate from the individual ethnic 
identity of Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, Cubans and another 
Spanish speaking groups is the subj ect of L a tino Ethnic Consciousness.  
Its focus is Chicago Mexican American and Puerto Rican populations.  
Padilla makes a great contribution to the understanding of the factors 
that play a prominent role in Latino ethnic mobilization in Chicago. He 
offers an illuminating analysis of the external and internal factors and 
conditions which have led to the ethnic change manifest in the emergence 
of this new Latino or Hispanic ethnic identity in the North American 
urban setting. 
After a detailed analysis of the social context of Chicago's Spanish 
speaking populations he goes on to comment on the challenges that the 
social scientist confronts in his or her effort to explain when this group 
form is the actual expression of a collective ethnic identity and solidarity 
rather than the distinct and separate identities of Mexican Americans or 
Puerto Ricans. 
H e  fo l lows J o h n  Pitt' s articul ation o f  " B l ack c o n s ciousnes s , "  
and concludes that "Latinismo" should be viewed a s  a social product. 
From this point of view "Latino" ethnic identification and consciousness 
may not be viewed as the product of individual Mexican American, 
Cuban, Puerto Rican groups,  nor as existing independently of their 
intergroup social relations and behavior. 
It is his contention that Latino ethnic behavior represents a collective 
generated behavior which transcends the boundaries of individual 
national and cultural identities of the different Spanish speaking 
populations and emerges as a distinct and separate group identification 
and consciousness.  The m anifestation of a Latino ethnic identity and 
consciousness is operative when two or more speaking groups,  in this 
instance Puerto Ricans and Mexican Americans, interact as one during 
certain situational contexts . This means that instead of representing the 
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more historically fixed or inherited type of group form and identity , as in 
the anthropological sense, Latino or Hispanic group identification and 
solidarity has emerged over time as a p art of the process of intergroup 
relations and communications between two or more Spanish speaking 
groups.  
P adilla has uncovered ample evidence to prove that Latino ethnic 
i d entity a n d  consciousness  among Puerto Ricans  a n d  Mexican 
Americans in Chicago community organizations began to emerge in the 
early 1 970s .  I n  recognition of the frustrations and anger of the Spanish 
speaking working class because of this population's marginal participa­
tion in the American economy as well as subj ection to discrimination by 
American firms,  a coalition of various Puerto Rican and Mexican 
American community organizations was formed in June of 1 9 7 1  to 
alleviate these conditions. 
The Spanish Coalition for Jobs was formed as a response to the 
m arginal integration of Spanish speaking workers in the labor force in 
American industries and corporations,  such as the Illinois Bell  Tele­
phone.  
The issue of poverty and racial inequality pushed into the limelight by 
the Civil  Rights Movement and its  repercussions also influenced the 
involvement of the polity in the social and economic life in American 
society. During the 1 960s a number offederal programs were instituted to 
help the poor people of this country in developing new ways of dealing 
with the urban problems of poverty, unemployment, poor housing and 
lack of opportunities.  It is  Padilla' s contention that these programs were 
not intended, primarily, to alleviate the problems of the poor, but rather 
to alleviate the problems that the poor were causing for government at all 
levels.  
One leading factor responsible for stirring Latino ethnic mobilization 
among Puerto Ricans and Mexican Americans in Chicago during the 
1 9 70s was the Affirmative Action Policy which was incorporated into the 
Civil Rights Act of 1 964. This policy represented the instrument or 
mechanism used by leaders from the two communities to make claims 
against institutions and structures found to be discriminatory against 
Spanish speaking workers at citywide level . 
Padilla feels that our contemporary society is a leading promoter and 
activator of ethnic assertiveness and that Latino Hispanic ethnicity 
adds a special case to this trend. In Chicago, the political center has 
influenced Puerto Ricans and Mexican Americans to politicize their 
demands as a Latino unit in a citywide context. 
In this study Padilla has shown conclusive evidence that for Mexican 
Americans and Puerto Ricans in Chicago the community organization 
has come to represent the significant social process from which they are 
learning what it means to be "Latino" or Hispanic. It is community 
organizing, or other similar kinds of group associations and actions 
involving participation of more than one Spanish speaking group, that 
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brings forth " Latino"  ethnic identification and solid arity among 
Hispanics. Padilla has introduced a new and promising approach for the 
future study of Latino ethnic mobilization in this country. 
-Luis L. Pinto 
Bronx Community C ollege of CUNY 
Pepetela (Artur Pestana) Mayombe: A Novel of the A ngolan 
Struggle.  A fr i c a n  W r i t e r s  S e r i e s  2 69 .  ( P or t s m o u t h ,  N H :  
H einemann, 1 986) Trans. Michael Wolfers. 1 84 pp. ,  $7.50 paper. 
Mayo mbe: A No vel of the A ngolan Struggle, by Pepetela, is a story of a 
guerrill a  base in 1 9 7 1 .  The writer, Artur C arlos M auricio Pestana dos 
S antes, fought in C abinda Province with the MPLA forces that he 
portrays. Fearless, the commander-martyr and main protagonist echoes 
the author's dual commitment as author-revolutionary: 
I never ceased making up stories in which I was the hero.  As I was n ot the type to 
remain j ust m aking up stories, I had only two courses open in life: to write them or to 
live them. The Revolution gave me an opportunity to create them in action .  If it had 
not been for the revolution, I should certainly have ended up as a writer. 
Pestana uses two main literary devices to generalize his n arrative. 
First,  he gives his protagonists attributive n ames.  Theory is the school· 
master, fighting in p art to find acceptance even though he is of mixed 
blood. Struggle is the action fighter, uninterested in revolutionary theory 
or promotion beyond the ranks. Ungrateful is a traitorous thief; N ew 
World, the survivor; Miracle, the bazooka marksman. 
The main n arrative is interrupted at intervals by interspersed " first­
hand" entries of an italicized p age or two in which v arious characters 
explain their p asts and the motivating force for j oining the guerrillas.  
These rather lyrical episodes show off Pestana's style. For example,  
Muatianyua describes Luanda and his penniless father's death from 
tuberculosis contracted from working in the  diamond mines: 
The diamond went into his chest, s ucked his  strength, s u cked until he was dead. 
The sparkle of diamonds is the tears of the Company workers. The h ardness of 
diamond is an illusion; it is nothing more than drops of sweat crushed by the ton,; of 
earth that cover them. 
The Operations Chief, a peas ant, cannot communicate easily with 
Fearless,  but does write about him. " H e  cannot sleep. His Base is 
occupied by the enemy. He was the one who built it. Fearless is a n  
intellectual; an intellectual cannot bear h i s  child to die. We are u s e d  to it. 
Our children died from the bombs, from the machine guns, from the 
foreman's whip ."  Similarly, in the epilogue the C ommissar writes 
feelingly of Fearless 's  death. "I  evolve and I develop a new skin. There 
are some who need to write to shed the skin that no  longer fits .  Others 
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change country. Others a lover.  Others a name or a hairstyle. I lost a 
friend."  
The narrative events, therefore, not the style, differentiate the various 
guerril las .  By portraying characters of differing tribal origins, of 
v arying levels of education, of contrasting rural or urban backgrounds 
from peasant to cosmopolite, the author underscores the tensions 
disrupting relationships among the soldiers at M ayom be base. Pestana's 
generalized names and his metaphoric style ,  however, add an allegorical 
tone which depersonalizes the characters and detracts from plot interest. 
The first-person " autobiographical" notes are interpersed in the 
straight narrative in which Fearless dominates the dialogue with other 
ch aracters .  Few events occur. An inefficient, incapable supply officer, 
Andre, is demoted and returned to Brazzaville, not because he had 
harmed the revolutionary cause, but because he was caught with Ondine, 
the Commissar's fiancee. Ondine's uneasy engagement is first explained 
and later resolved by Fearless, who has a brief liaison with her. His last 
words, however, urge the C ommissar to "try to win her back. You are 
made for each other." 
I n  the final chapter, the commiss ar, trying to outdo Fearless,  leads a 
hopeless assault .  Miracle has mowed down some tanks in cross-fire. 
Struggle is fatally wounded. Fearless tries to cover for the C ommiss ar' s 
retreat. " H  urling a first grenade down the embankment, he ran forward. 
Theory followed him immediately . Truth likewise." But Fearless is 
struck, and dies, leaning against a giant mulberry tree. "Such is 
Mayom be, the giants are such only in part . . .  at the trunk, the rest is lost 
in the mass . "  A final author note,  " Such is the fate of Ogun, the African 
Prometheu s , "  repeats the dedication theme: "To the guerril las  of 
M ayombe who dared to challenge the gods . . .  the tale of Ogun ."  
66 
-Charlotte H .  Bruner 
Iowa State University 
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Kenneth R. Philp, ed. Indian Self-Rule: First-Hand Accounts of 
Indian- White Relations from Roosevelt to Reagan. (Salt Lake 
City: Howe Brothers, 1 986) x ,  343 pp.,  $2 1 .50;  $ 1 2 .50 paper. 
This book is a summary of a truly historic conference held at Sun 
Valley, Idaho, from August 17 to 20, 1983. Organized by the Institute of 
the American West, under the leadership of E. Richard H art, Alvin M. 
Josephy, Jr. , and Vine D eloria, Jr. , the conference brought together over 
400 persons interested in Indian affairs from around the country; 
included were most of the people who do research and write on 
contemporary Indian affairs and many of the  participants in p ast and 
present Indian affairs. For example, present were four p ast Commis­
sioners of Indian Affairs-Robert L. Bennett, Alexander McNabb, 
Philleo Nash, and Ben Reifel . Moreover, the speakers and p anel members 
included more Indians than non-Indians; by my count, there were thirty­
one Indians acting in these capacities and eighteen non-Indians. The 
caliber of p articipants is very impressive. Vine Deloria, Jr. , was not 
there, but his brother Philip S.  (Sam) Deloria gave a major address ,  and 
other Indians present included W. Roger Buffalohead; Joe De La Cruz, 
then President of the N ational Congress of American Indians; Susan 
Shown Harjo ,  currently President of the NCAI; LaDonna H arris ;  Helen 
Peterson; Ada Deer; H ank Adams; Gerald Wilkinson; Alfonso Ortiz ; 
Francis McKinley; Robert Burnette; and E arl Old Person.  Prominent 
non-Indians included H art, Josephy and Philp, J ames Officer, Sol Tax, 
Charles Wilkinson, H azel Hertzberg, Wilcomb Washburn, and Gary 
Orfield. Others not named might j ust as well have been on these lists, and 
there were participants of equal stature (for example, Lawrence Kelly 
and Simon Ortiz) ,  who were not on panels. 
The overall theme of the conference was the Indian Reorganization 
Act, whose fiftieth anniversary occurred the next year, but all phases of 
Indian policy were included. (The only comparable previous meeting 
focusing on the IRA was a symposium sponsored by the American 
Anthropological Association in 1 953, although it was on a much smaller 
scale . )  E ach day of the conference had a specific focus;  the first day 
concentrated on the Indian New Deal,  the second Termination, the third 
Toward Self-Determination, and the last Indian Self-Rule in the Past and 
the Future. Along the way, a large number of topics was discussed,  
including the Indian Claims Commission, relocation, and the W ar on 
Poverty. Oren Lyons gave an eloquent presentation ofthe  views of many 
traditional  Indians ,  and tribal council  leaders fro m  many n ative 
American societies with written constitutions were present in significant 
numbers. H ank Adams represented militant leaders from the 1 960s,  
although some of the contemporary militants were not present. 
The richness ofthe presentations was matched by the opportunities for 
informal exchanges and for semi-formal evening discussion meetings in 
which there were some extremely interesting discussions of where 
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Indian leaders see themselves and their societies heading. In addition,  
members of the staff of the Institute of the American West did interviews 
with a number of people at the conference. Tape recordings of the entire 
proceedings were made by the public radio station at the University of 
Utah and are available for purchase from the University and for use at 
several University libraries. The book abridges all of this record, 
unfortunately without informing readers when material was deleted. 
The net result is a book that summarizes an extremely important and 
stimulating conference. Available here is an indication of the best 
thinking going on in Indian country today, as well as precious nuggets 
for the historically inclined. In this reviewer's  opinion, the best overall 
statements made at the conference were those by Sam Deloria and Roger 
Buffalohead, addresses fortunately reproduced at length. Among the 
most interesting historical material was a panel on  John C ollier during 
which Lucy Kramer Cohen discussed the Indian activities of her 
husband, Felix Cohen. Overall, this volume provides as good a short 
statement of what is going on in Indian country today as is available 
anywhere; even the variety of viewpoints is  enlightening in a way that a 
synthesis by a single author could n ot be. Persons interested in Indian 
affairs ,  from a scholarly or a practical point of view, or from both, should 
read this volume. 
The photographs are mostly from the 1 930s, there is an excellent 
bibliography on " Recent Indian-White Relations," and a short index. 
The editor is author of a book and a number of articles about John Collier, 
the principal architect of the Indian New Deal.  
-Elmer Rusco 
University of Nevada, Reno 
M onte Piliawsky. Exit 1 3: Oppression and Racism in A cademia. 
(Boston: S outh End Press, 1 982) xvii, 252 pp. , $7.50 paper. 
The first half of Exit 1 3: Oppression and Racism in A cademia presents 
a case study ofthe University of Southern Mississippi. (The title refers to 
th e  I-59 exit leading to H attiesburg.) Monte Piliawsky concentrates on 
the early 1 970s ,  during part of which time he held an appointment in the 
Department of Political Science at USM. He portrays a university 
controlled by a bigoted administration and describes in great detail the 
arbitrary and decentralized authority exercised there. His depiction of 
the University's leadership reveals it as comical if insensitive at one 
extreme and viciously racist and vindictive on the other. USM is 
consistently characterized as lacking intellectual integrity and academic 
standards .  
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Piliawsky presents the USM case study primarily as a backdrop to the 
second half of the volume. This consists of five loosely connected 
chapters, apparently intended to demonstrate that USM is broadly 
representative of American higher education.  Piliawsky maintains that 
capitalist control of higher education continues to stratify and voca­
tionalize the U niversity, that moves to purge dissenters on the campus 
are growing, that "the capitalists" are further institutionalizing racism 
and sexism in academia, and that the condition of blacks in Mississippi 
and in the U.S. has shown little or no improvement in recent years. 
Little of this is new, and Piliawsky adds less than we m ight hope. His 
theoretical framework consists of a deterministic Marxism of the sort 
that has long since given way to the more subtle and less functionalist 
formulations of Apple, Giroux, or Willis. Piliawsky often asserts that 
"the capitalists" or "the business establishment" determines the direc­
tion and content of American education,  yet aside from some remarks 
about the business background oftrustees and the self-interests of "white 
male leaders ,"  he provides no account of the intricate and frequently 
contradictory relationships between schooling and industry. Nor does he 
recognize that students, faculty, and even administrators often resist the 
imposition of the "needs of capital" onto the ethos of the University. 
Finally, his theory depicts the business establishment as more unified 
than even their staunchest apologists would maintain.  
Piliawsky draws upon a thin and selective array of data to support his 
case. Corroborating evidence is almost routinely drawn from secondary 
sources. There is little indication that his villains in the first half of the 
volume were ever interviewed or if the situation at USM has  changed in 
the decade between the events described and the publication ofthe book. 
Finally, literature that would have challenged Piliawsky's  thesis tends 
to be neglected (most noticeably, William J .  Wilson's  The Declining 
Significance of Race) .  
All of this is unfortunate, because Piliawsky raises questions that need 
to be at the forefront of research on higher education.  We need to know 
more about the influence of the business community on schools,  about 
restrictions on academic freedom, about the continuing underrepresenta­
tion of women and minorities on American campuses, and about the 
often stagnant and sometimes deteriorating position of blacks. We have, 
however, long since exhausted the value of accounts that begin and end 
with concepts of uncontested capitalist domination and unexamined 
allegations of racism and sexism. 
What we require now are more incisive accounts of how and why 
discrimination persists in higher education that do not treat racism and 
sexism as  purely derivative of capitalist relations  of producti o n .  
Piliawsky's volume contains ,  b u t  does n o t  develop,  some of the mattrial 
needed for this effort. H e  lists as a major  purpose of his book the 
assessment of the endurance of Mississippi's closed society of white 
supremacy and the suppression of dissent. He also notes feminist 
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scholarship, much of which challenges the primacy of the explanatory 
power of capitalism. A more rigorous analysis of the interplay between 
economic and cultural forces holds more promise for the understanding 
and resolution of educational inequity in our society than does a further 
reliance on a mechanistic and outdated theoretical model. 
-David B.  Bills 
University of Iowa 
Marjorie Pryse and Hortense J.  Spillers, eds. Conjuring: Black 
Women, Fiction, and Literary Traditions. (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1 985) 263 pp.,  $29.95; $ 1 0.95 paper. 
The centrality of black women's fiction writers may have been a fact 
before the publication of Pryse's and Spiller' s compilation,  but this 
critical  anthology establishes such fiction as a main literary current of 
late 20th century American literature. The writers included do more than 
enlighten; they exorcise racist and sexist stereotypes and restore many 
authors to rightful places of recognition where male critics (black and 
white) failed to place them. 
Through their able scholarship, the writers underline the pressing 
need for re-examining the "canon-ization" process of the academic and 
publishing establishments. The work demonstrates a fine organization.  
Pryse's excellent introduction clarifies the oyer-all approach, providing 
new readers with exciting points of departure for a reading or a re­
reading of these fictionalists .  The essays make readers and critics alike 
think carefully about avoiding incorrect interpretations because of 
inadequate research or biased mindsets. 
The chronological and topical arrangements of the essays make clear 
the tradition of these writers, "metaphorical conjure women," who 
through the magic of their creations reveal their searches for self­
understanding. As Pryse points out, as "mediums,"  they enable readers 
and themselves to "recognize their common literary ancestors ,"  and to 
see themselves as "a community of inheritors'. "  The essays' arrangement 
shows the significance and the potential impact of this group of writers. 
E arl y essays examine the work of the foremothers . Frances Smith 
Foster points up the distinct contributions of early Afro·American 
female autobiographers such as J anine Lee, N ancy Prince, and H arriet 
E. Wilson, all of whom attacked in different ways sexism and racism in 
their self-portraits which are not stereotypes of either the "true woman" 
or the "victimized slave woman." 
Minrose C .  Gwin's  examination of the work of H arriet Jacob and 
Elizabeth Keckley highlights their victimizations and shows how their 
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writings re-ordered their experience, helping them to "create themselves 
anew . "  C l audia Tat e ' s  ' essay on Pauline H o pkins and Deborah 
McDowell 's  on Jessie Redman Fauset j ustifiably rescue these two artists 
from obscurity where they were placed by biased critics.  Feminine 
perceptions and new readings demonstrate how Hopkins meant her 
work to be  an effort toward racial improvement and how Fauset clearly 
showed how sexism infringed upon female development. The critics by 
expanded, keen analyses support their theses well. 
Minrose C .  Gwin's  sympathetic treatment of Margaret Walker's 
Jubilee shows well how she adapted folk traditions in this story of a 
foremother Vyry. The essay reveals how the book celebrates the "human 
community," and shows the compassion and "black humanism" of the 
main character who by her forgiveness of the white "mistress" offers a 
real model of reconciliation betwen women of both races. 
Ann Petry's novel The Street is credited for its complex and distinct 
creation in two essays, one by Bernard Bell and the other by Pryse.  Bell 
analyzes how Petry's  use of naturalism debunks the myths of the 
progressive city and the innocent rural town. Pryse tells of the main 
character Lutie Johnson aspiring to follow Ben Franklin's ethic, but who 
is not awake to the stigma of race placed upon her by members of the 
white society. Pryse especially credits Petry's  use of a deistic framework 
in the book to accomplish the de-mythologizing. 
Other essays concentrate on Toni Morrison, and two contemporary 
writers, Paule Marshall and Toni Cade B ambara. Thelma T.  Shinn 
discusses Octavia Butler's science fiction tales as interrelated in their 
depiction of black women using power but with compassion. The black 
women mentors teach others the proper exercise of such power. 
Two capstone essays end this landmark anthology. Christian's essay 
emphasizes the achievements of the foremothers,  showing that their 
work was mainly written for white audiences. She indicates the shift that 
comes with Gwendolyn Brooks' Maud Martha and the work of Zora 
Neale Hurston. Writers following these two write for a black community 
of readers, even as they thematically stress the interrelationship of 
sexism and racism. Works in the seventies and eighties stress a women's 
culture as needed for self-understanding. Christian states that styles 
vary, but common themes are community responsibility, survival, and 
the possibilities of healing. 
Finally, Spiller spells out the implications of these essays for ethnic 
studies scholars. In this sense, the anthology is outstanding for the 
directions it suggests. The community of black women fictionalists is  a 
"community conscious of itself, "  sharing a "thematic synonymity ."  The 
essay leads us to see the vital need for redefining tradition and 
eliminating the exclusivity resulting from canon "fable-making. "  These 
writers h ave no allegiance to any literary hierarchy. The essays dovetail 
and in so doing strengthen the aims of the anthology. 
Spiller' s words provide us with a statement of hope for the future of 
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American literature and society. One cannot read these essays and not be 
moved by their significance in a society where mutual respect could 
support us all as individuals in our searches for self-understanding. 
-Cortland Auser 
Bronx Community College 
M aria E stes S anchez. Chicana Poetry: A Critical Approach to an 
Emerging L iterature. (Berkeley: University of C alifornia Press, 
1 985) 377 pp. ,  $35.00; $ 1 0.95 p aper. 
S anchez's reason for writing this book was to "contribute to an 
emerging body of literature that traditionally has had no voice in 
dominant academic discourse, . . .  [and to work] toward an understanding 
ofthe ambiguities suggested in the identities of the Chicano Scholar and 
the C hicana Feminist. " There is no question that the author has been 
successful. 
The book contains detailed analyses of some of the works offour of the 
most prominent Chicana poets today: Alma Villanueva, Lorna Dee 
C ervantes, Lucha C orpi, and Bernice Zamora. A better selection of poets 
could not have been made. Sanchez stated that these poets were chosen 
because "their work dramatically demonstrates the range of socio­
cultural positionings that make up the label Chicano." Because each of 
the poets h ails  from a different locale in the Southwest, thus having been 
exposed to entirely different, albeit related, cultural experiences, the 
author was successful in providing a wide cross section of the Chicana 
experience.  Also p articularly n oteworthy in this regard were the 
differences in the linguistic styles of the poets . Some of the works were 
entirely in E nglish ,  some in Spanish (translations were provided) , and 
others contained a blending in various degrees of the two languages. 
This is appropriate insofar as most Chicanos in their language usage fal l  
somewhere along this continuum. 
The work appropriately begins with a description of the emergence of 
both C hicano and Chicana literature and carefully illustrates the 
differences b etween the two as well as some of the reasons for these 
differences . The chapter continues to illustrate some of the maj or 
contrasts between this style and some of the more traditional styles of 
Anglo literature. I t  is through these sociocultural descriptions that one is 
able to understand and appreciate the unique position in which the 
Chicana finds herself, trying to exist both in a Chicano and an Anglo 
world. The author continues these sociocultural descriptions in each of 
the chapters that follow, relating them to the works of the various 
included poets. A true understanding of the Chicana experience would 
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not be possible to an outsider had not these sociological/sociocultural 
descriptions been so  carefully drawn and formulated. What is  most 
outstanding is that these were written so as not to detract from, but 
rather to enhance the works which are included and to help the reader to 
appreciate more fully the meaning and the experience of the poetry. 
The selection of the literary works and the excellent commentary 
accompanying them makes this book serve as a paradigm for reading 
and understanding Chicana literature. While it is true that this genre is 
still emerging, this work should help to move C hicana literature out of 
the closet and into the classrooms of literary scholars.  
-Glen M .  Kraig 
C alifornia State University, S an Bernardino  
P aul A. Scanlon, ed.  Stories from Central and Southern Africa. 
(Exeter, NY: H einemann (Series No. 2 54),  1 983) 207 pp.,  $6.00 
paper. 
Any work in the prestigious paperback African Writers Series com­
mands immediate attention and respect. As policy makers and policy 
breakers wrestle about the South African question-newly discovering 
the horrors of an inequality that has existed for more than 300 years-it 
is refreshing to look at this collection of twenty-two short narratives.  
They provide a proper cultural baseline for the current struggle. Like it or 
not, what lies underneath the political turmoil are cultural values. 
Although the stories are from nine countries in S outhern and Central 
Africa-Moz ambique ,  Zimbabwe,  B otswana ,  Lesotho ,  S w azil and .  
M alawi, N amibia and South Africa-South Africa,  the  symbol of 
institutionalized racism,  dominates the collection,  much as South Africa 
culturally,  politically and economically shadows all else in Southern 
Africa. S outh Africa remains the distillation of the E uropean settler 
experience in Africa with all its complexities and incongruities .  The state 
and society have constructed and reinforced racial inequality as a first 
principle of life .  Most of the stories bear witness to the desolation 
resulting from that choice. 
The resentment, hostility , humiliation and guilt and sin buzz about the 
closed bottle of oppression like maddened hornets. The reader wants to 
smash the bottle and scatter the contents to the winds .  
A number of the contributors to this collection-E skia (Zik)  Mphahlele,  
Alan Paton and Nadine Gordimer-are world famous.  Yet their depiction 
of the evil in S outh Africa is n o  more powerful than that o f  the lesser 
known writers .  In sum, S outh Africa's sickness pervades. 
The African Writers Series has previously published other important 
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works in South Africa. Seven South African Poets (A WS 64) ,  So u t h  
A frica n  People 's Plays (A WS 224) ,  Africa S o u t h  Contemporary Writings 
(A WS 243) ,  and Black Poets in South Africa (A WS 1 64) .  They do not 
cancel out this collection.  They merely point out that the cries of pain 
ha ve  flowed out of South Africa too steadily for anyone to say " I  did not 
know." 
The costs of bearing these tales to the deaf have been enormous.  C an 
Themba, author of Will to Die, one of the leading South African 
j ournalists, drank himself to death in exile in neighboring Lesotho.  N at 
N akasa, one of Themba's colleagues, fel l  from a 23-story apartment 
building in New York City while attending H arvard's Nieman Program. 
N akasa had to go into exile to come to the U.S. He was twenty-five when 
he left South Africa. E ach contributor catalogs a personal chamber of 
horrors.  
All collections are uneven. E ach critic finds someone or some story that 
" should" h ave been included. The absence of any work by Peter 
Abrah ams who now writes out of Jamaica (see his latest novel ,  The Vie w  
from Coyoba, termed by some as the  ultimate novel of the black diaspora) 
is  unfortunate. Abrahams, who l ater was a colleague of George Padmore, 
Kwame Knrumah, and Jomo Kenyatta in the Pan-African struggle in 
E ngland, had earlier described how i mportant black Americans were as 
role models for South Africans.  His work is thus a living refutation to 
Paul Scanlon's  view, that "to me the ' B ack to Africa call '  would always 
remain a black American myth, at best a rallying slogan and an 
emotional focus.  A political weapon and little besides ."  Scanlon, who has 
taught literature in B otswana, Swaziland, Nigeria,  J amaica, and 
B arbados,  should know better. The role of black Americans in moving 
the issue of South Africa to the front burner of international affairs 
makes any further comment unnecessary. 
This is a classic collection, not the latest word from Southern Africa. 
What is important is that this old wine has traveled well .  The headlines 
make sense when you realize the daily horrors that the twenty-three 
contributors (five are women) have portrayed. 
74 
-W. A. Jordan III 
C alifornia State Polytechnic University, Pomona 
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Bo Scholer (ed.) Coyote Was Here: Essays on Contemporary 
Native A merican Literary and Political Mobilization. (Aarhus, 
D enmark: University of Aarhus, 1 984. (Special I ssue of The 
Dolphin, No. 9).)  Distributed by N avaj o  Community College 
Press, $ 12 .50 paper. 
Scholars doing research in ethnic literature have long been aware of 
the political nature of much ofthat literature. Although many critics find 
politicizing of literature difficult to deal with in their assessment of the 
artistic value of the works, it is dishonest to ignore this reality. Scholer 
has provided thirteen essays by creative writers and critics which define 
both the nature of the literature and the power of the political views 
which inform much of the creative output of contemporary American 
Indian writers.  According to SchIHer, " politics and aesthetics go hand in 
hand." Scholer and other E uropean critics have done much to focus 
international attention on American Indian writers .  Often their 
" outside" view provides insights about culture and p olitical conflict 
which is difficult to assess from within. 
Perhaps the strongest element of Scholer's book is that the essays 
include information on American Indian women from Zitkala S a  to those 
who are writing today: Wendy Rose, Anna Lee Walters, Leslie Silko, 
Paula Gunn Allen, Joy H arjo ,  Lind a  H ogan, M ary TallMountain, and 
C arol S anchez. Missing from the discussions are materials on N.  Scott 
Momaday and J ames Welch; their contemporaries Ray Young Bear, 
Gerald Vizenor, and Simon Ortiz do receive attention, however. 
Wendy Rose, in her essay on white shamanism, m akes a strong 
political statement about white writers who usurp and distort American 
cultures in their attempts to "be Indian."  Such cultural imperialism is 
repugnant to N ative American writers. H er essay is reinforced in the 
interview with C arol Hunter in which she extends her criticism to the 
racism she identifies in the feminist movement. 
The anthology includes three groups of essays according to Scholer's 
introduction. Several of the essays provide 'an overview of American 
Indian literature, discussing tribal origins of contemporary poetry and 
fiction. Some of the essays focus on the writers themselves, as in the 
interview C arol  H unter has with Wendy Rose and in Ortiz ' s  personal 
account of the interplay between his life and his writing. Ortiz writes :  
"There were always the stories . . .  they were the truth. "  The links 
between tribal origins and contemporary expressions are examined and 
discussed by many of the contributors. The bulk ofthe book is made u p  of 
essays which focus on themes and works by individual writers.  H ere the 
reader finds detailed analyses of works by Zitkala Sa,  Simon Ortiz, Leslie 
Silko, Ray Young Bear, and Gerald Vizenor. J oseph Bruchac, a writer , 
himself, discusses the Long House tradition and its expression in 
contemporary poetry. The volume concludes with Ward Churchill 's  
commentary on politics and poetry which he illustrates with several 
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poems. 
The use of coyote in the title reminds readers who know the personality 
of this trickster of his duplicity. As Scholer points out, coyote in various 
forms is present in each of the writers in the anthology; so too is coyote a 
pervasive force in the universe: the force of human greed as well as folly. 
S choler calls C oyote "a symbol ofthe unfailing and indomitable creative 
spirit that characterizes contemporary N ative American writers ." As a 
force of greed, coyote is responsible for the present situation in the 
country, for it was greed that drove E uropeans to steal Indian land, 
women, and now, the very identities and ideas of Indian writers .  The 
folly is in the humor that many Indian writers maintain in spite of their 
situations.  Perhaps Scholer is also satirizing the false expectation that 
white writers h ave that they can imitate Indian writers and thereby 
become something which they are not. Transformations are possible, but 
only for those who are "real" tricksters. 
-Gretchen M .  B ataille 
Iowa State University 
Ian Smart. Central American Writers of West Indian Origin: A 
New Hispanic Literature. (Washington, D . C . :  Three Continents 
Press,  1 984) 1 49 pp., $20.00; $ 12.00 paper. 
I an Smart has made, as he himself asserts in the "Author's  Foreword," 
a very limited approach to the very complex body of literature written by 
Central American authors of West Indian origin. In fact one wonders if 
indeed his most insistent premises are verifiable: "the region comprises 
one cultural area in which common factors have forged a more or less 
common way of looking at life . . .  share an identifiable Weltan­
schauung." His emphasis lies on the commonness of the West Indian 
experiences which he perceives to be African. To be sure, there are many 
critics who would take issue with him, some of whom he does allude to. 
The truth is that he treads on perilous, indeed highly controversial, 
ground.  Many critics would indeed demand that we look at the nuances 
of differences among the authors as a way of perceiving the complexity of 
the C aribbean experience. To be sure, there has been a "shared" history 
to a point, but it is this very j uncture which makes all the difference. 
Generally, critically speaking, one is concerned more with those areas of 
differences, no matter how minute, which do indeed distinguish one 
entity from another. 
To be sure, Smart himself is inimitably qualified to write this work 
since he is at once a native Trinidadian and a scholar,  currently teaching 
Spanish at Howard University. Nevertheless, one wonders at the very 
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narrowness of the work, an examination principally of four authors, 
representing two countries ,  Panama and Costa Rica. It is from this 
extremely narrow sample that he derives all-inclusive generalizations. 
Puerto Rican authors, for example, are not ever mentioned until the 
concluding chapter, and then only in passing. 
Another rather questionable technique used in this critical work is the 
author's basic approach; i.e. he begins the work with a precursory, even 
scanty review of several "N on-West Indian Precursors . "  His intent to use 
these authors as a contrast to the West Indian authors who are indeed 
" authentic" -w hile understandable-appears suspect in so short a 
critical investigation. It would appear that he would have been more 
convincing had he, indeed, treated more C arribean authors living in 
Central America and extracted a more conclusive generalization. In 
addition while this does not ultimately affect the v alue of the criticism 
itself, the many typographical errors in the text do tend to disenchant the 
reader. 
Not withstanding the limitations the author has imposed upon himself 
and the question which his primary premise invites,  Smart has con­
tributed significantly to the discipline of critical scholarship. E ach 
chapter has been enriched with copious notes and a comprehensive 
bibliography has been included. While he has concentrated primarily on 
four authors, he has structured the work in a scholarly fashion so that the 
reader can follow the categories he establishes : language, religion, 
identity, exile, the plantation, mestizaje ,  interracial love, the journey. 
Within each category, he offers multiple examples, many of which are 
quotations from the texts under scrutiny. In addition,  the total unity of 
the opus depends on his establishing the associational links between 
various authors and their works.  Indeed, much of his study depends on 
this particular technique of networking. He does not, however, venture 
far afield from the representative authors he has chosen to study. 
The book is particularly valuable to the non-Caribbean scholar, not 
only because it deals with Caribbean authors as reviewed by an author 
who is himself a product of one of the countries investigated, but also 
because of the generalizations he makes. He does, of course, bring to 
criticism a circumspect view of experience and knowledge which is in 
itself a new perspective.  The result, obviously, is that the English­
speaking reader is introduced to many concepts previously unfamiliar. 
For example, the novel term "green hell ,"  while new to the uninformed 
reader, introduces a new and fascinating concept to be considered along 
with the traditional "fire and brimstone" and Dantean "Ice World" 
vision.  Undeniably the j argon and myths appear fresh because they 
represent new perspectives. Often he quotes an author's Spanish, but 
Smart offers remarkably fine E nglish translations, so  that even the 
bilingual scholar does not reject the translation. The critic, then, 
provides a sort of gloss  to the text of those poets whom he quotes. This 
concession to scholarship, especially for the initiate, I find particularly 
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valuable. 
Finally then, it appears that Smart has indeed offered a scholarly work 
treating a very n arrow sampling of Hispanic C aribbean authors writing 
in  Central America. As valid as the study may be as related to the few 
authors investigated, the fact remains that one wonders at the validity of 
the ultimate generalization. "I see Africanness as the basis of a new 
culture, an identifiable Weltanschauung, 'a  spirit' that is peculiarly 
C arribean."  His avowedly central thesis embracing the entire geo­
graphical area appears to be not only a gross overgeneralization, but also 
one which was arrived at prior to this study and as such is assumed 
rather than validated by this work. 
-La Verne Gonzalez 
San Jose State University 
Den n i s  J. Starr. The Italians of New Jersey: A Historical 
Introduction and Bibliography. (N ewark: New Jersey Historical 
Society , 1 985) ii, 1 30 pp., $ 1 4.95.  
This volume does  not  aim to be a definitive history of the  Italians of 
New Jersey, but it is an excellent model of regionally grounded scholar· 
s h i p ,  offering not only the story of one state, but an excellent synthesis of 
the scholarship on the Italian role in that "greatest migration of peoples 
in hi:; tory" to the new world at the end of the nineteenth century. "From 
1 8 9 1  to 1 9 1 5  more Italians entered the United States than did im­
migrants from any other country ."  
Pl acing the story in comparative context, Starr states that the mass 
movemen t of Italians to the United States differed from that to Argentina 
and Brazil .  Those who came to the U.S.  were predominantly from 
southern Italy and "were neither as welcome nor  as successful as quickly 
as those in the cities of Buenos Aires and Sao Paulo . "  Italian immigrants 
to the U . S .  were regarded as a "source of cheap labor and m aligned as a 
group that undermined the nation's  institutions and cultural values . "  
Italians are the l argest ethnic group of N e w  Jersey a n d  have left their 
imprint on the state's political and social history. In 1 984 New Jersey 
had the largest (numerically and proportionally) state delegation of 
Italian American descent in the U.S .  House of Representatives. Starr 
places this contemporary success story in the historical context of a 
twentieth century history of "Americanization" campaigns in the 
schools and churches, campaigns that aimed to remove "socialistic, 
an archistic and plebian" characteristics from the thinking of Italians.  
"Americanization" contributed not only to political, but to religious 
disorientation: as early as 1 907 , . Italians in Trenton celebrated the 
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festival of the Virgin with U.S.  flags and militarist propaganda. 
Losing the rich religious values of the old world (the Italian peasant 
oral tradition taught values more millennial, more equalitarian, and 
more woman-centered than the values of the church) , today's Italian 
Americans have become good church-goers and supporters of the 
"American Way" of capitalism-with almost total suppression of the 
role of Italian Americans as nonviolent anarchists and socialists in the 
early twentieth century. 
A first-rate historical study of Italians on the state level deepened by 
national reference and a full n ational bibliography, this ethnic history 
(like most Italian American studies in this genre) does not probe deeply. 
Avoiding larger questions D ennis Starr states, "ethnic consciousness 
has hindered the Italian Americans' full assimilation in the economy; for 
this reason it may be a declining force in the lives of New Jersey's Italian 
Americans . . . .  Assimilation . . .  would undermine the very need for an 
ethnic identity. "  
Assimilation t o  what? Do we want more U.S .  citizens " assimilated" to 
the values of U.S .  racism and sexism at home and imperialism abroad? 
Perhaps Italian Americans need to recover the millennial and equali­
tarian values Italians held in the old country, as well as the radical 
values they held in this country-before they were "Americanized." 
-Lucia C .  Birnbaum 
Berkeley, CA 
Paul J.  Strand and Woodrow Jones, Jr. Indochinese Refugees in 
A merica: Problems of A daptation and Assimilation. (Durham, 
NC: Duke University Press,  1 985) x ,  182 pp., $32.50. 
Since the fall of Saigon in 1 975, over three-quarters of a million 
Indochinese refugees have come to the United States .  Numerous studies 
have been conducted on their adj ustment to American society and o n  
resettlement policies a n d  programs. This book covers these very topics 
and is organized into three sections.  The first part provides some 
b ackground on the cultures and political histories of the maj or Indo­
chinese groups and on federal and state policies and programs.  The 
second investigates problems experienced by the Indochinese, particu­
l arly with regard to their health, education, language abilities,  and 
employment and is based on a 1981  needs assessment survey of refugees 
in the San Diego area.  The third section of  the book presents p olicy 
recommendations. 
This book has a number of attractive features. It is one of the few 
attempts to date to examine most ofthe maj or aspects ofthe Indochinese 
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experience in America. It makes detailed comparisons between Indo­
chinese groups and important distinctions between the earliest wave of 
migrants and later arrivals .  This book contains useful information from 
the survey of San Diego refugees, including basic demographic data and 
multivariate analyses of factors such as employment status and health 
care utilization. Finally, Strand and Jones, who are professors at San 
Diego State and the University of Houston respectively ,  write in a clear, 
direct manner which makes it easy to understand their ideas. 
Unfortunately, this book has at least two general shortcomings. By 
trying to cover so much ground in relatively few pages , the book (perhaps 
inevitably) treats some subjects in an incomplete or even superficial 
manner.  This is especially the case with the background material on 
Indochinese cultures and histories. Also,  the description of Indochinese 
problems should have incorporated more of the recent research in this 
area. A second shortcoming has to do with the book's overall perspective 
on adaptation. While the authors are aware that various Indochinese 
social and cultural patterns and practices are likely to persist, they give 
little attention to the positive value of retaining (much less reinforcing) 
any of  these. Consequently, the potential significance of such patterns 
for successful resettlement is unnecessarily deemphasized. One policy 
recommendation (one of nineteen at the end of the book) is apt to be 
controversial : "In the case of Indochinese refugees , the United States 
should seek support for local resettlement in Indochina and provide the 
appropriate funds for that effort if suitable locations are found."  In the 
absence of further clarification, this recommendation seems to suggest 
that the government endorse a policy of returning Indochinese migrants 
to their homelands. 
On balance, Indochinese Refugees in A merica is a noteworthy contri­
bution to the literature on ethnic groups, primarily because of the scope of 
its coverage. And, despite some flaws, it should prove to be a useful 
resource for government policymakers, social service providers, and 
college courses on race relations and Asian-American studies. 
-Russell Endo 
University of Colorado 
s. J. Tambiah. Sri Lanka: Ethnic Fratricide and the Dismantling 
of Democracy. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1 986) 
xi,  198 pp.,  $ 1 7.95.  
Is it  possible to analyze a political dilemma as con voluted and 
desperate as the turmoil existing today between the Sinhalese Buddhists 
and Tamil Hindus of Sri Lanka that has cost nearly 5 ,000 lives during 
the last five years alone? S .  J .  Tambiah succeeds most admirably in 
offering a clear assessment of historical, sociological, and other factors 
contributing to the current crisis in Sri Lanka. This is no mean feat 
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considering that Tambiah is not a dispassionate observer but rather, as a 
Tamil ,  has experienced first-hand the effects of the increasing pol ariza­
tion of the two ethnic groups.  
Tambiah attempts to make sense of the motivations behind  the 
n ationwide riots of 1 983 in which government forces collaborated with 
the Sinhalese to destroy Tamil businesses and to terrorize the Tamil 
population i n  general .  I t  is, for the most part, a well-balanced essay ,  
structured first to present issues from Sinhalese and Tamil  poin ts of view 
and then to discuss the facts pertinent to the issues .  A case in point is  the 
current perception of mutual ethnic exclusivity. The Sinhalese, enmeshed 
in a fundamentalist nationalist B uddhism, desire a pure indigenous ( i .e . , 
Sinhalese) Sri Lankan population and want the Tamils to return to 
southern Indian where they originated. However, Sri Lankan Tamils feel 
n o  c o l l e c t i v e  t i e s  t o  s o u t h e r n  I n d i a ,  h a v i n g  e m i g r a t e d  
centuries ago.  They consider themselves Sri Lankans,  but, being denied 
access in their homeland to educational ,  governmental , and administra· 
tive opportunities,  have called for a separate Tamil state within Sri 
Lanka. To shed light on this conflict , Tambiah cites archeological 
evidence indicating that both ethnic groups origin ated in southern 
I n dia.  He counters the perception of traditional enmity between the two 
groups as unfounded, emphasizing the past symbiosis ofthe two cult ures 
through intermarriage, complementary rel igious rites ,  and CoolJl' rat ive  
governmental administration.  
Following an exhaustive study of the myriad issues in the Sri  Lankan 
conflict, the essay concludes with a brief discussion of Sri  Lanka as a 
case study to explain the international trend towards use of i nstitu­
t ional ized violence ,  inc lud ing the s o rt practiced b �' u ncli,.;r" i p l i n ed 
elements in the army and police,  rather than reasoned cooperatio n  to 
settle internal conflicts. Although Tambiah does not greatly e x p a n d  
upon this  paralleL his analysis  and prescriptions for the resoluti o n  of the 
Sri Lankan conflict may serve as an outline for an effective response to 
other internal conflicts such as that in Northern Ireland. 
My sole criticism of this essay is  the author's tendency to document  
Sinhalese excesses thoroughly while mentioning,  but not  analyzing.  
Tamil  aggressions against the Sinhalese.  
Tambiah' s  command of his subj ect and scholarly documentation can 
do much to contribute to the stabilization of the Sri Lankan political 
scene should Sri Lankan leaders conscientiously undertake his prescrip­
tions .  He is able to maintain a high degree of obj ectivity and use his 
personal experience to advantage, displaying compassionate under­
standing of each side's grievances.  Tambiah writes to e n able  both  
Sinhalese and Tamils to grasp more fully the  underlying causes of t h e  Sri 
Lankan conflict and to point the way to a negotiated sett I P nw n t  o f  
differences before all semblance o f  democracy is destroyed.  
-Proshanta K .  N a n di 
Sangamon State University 
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N gugi w a  Thiong'o. Decolonising the Mind: The Politics of 
Language in African Literature. (Portsmouth, N H :  H einemann, 
1 986) xiv, 1 1 4 pp.,  $ 1 0.00 paper. 
"This  book, Decolonising t h e  Mind, is my farewell to English as a 
vehicle for any of my writings. From now on it is Gikuyu and Kisw ahili 
all the way." This declaration by N gugi wa Thiong'o is one he has every 
right to m ake. M any of us, however, will hear it as a casting-off of the 
l arge and appreciative readership he enj oyed from the days when, as 
J ames Gugi, he instructed and enriched us with Th e River Between and 
other fine works of art. To be sure,  one can sympathize with any 
African's hatred of colonization ,  can feel with him a rage against the 
West, the whites-E uropeans and Americans-even when he over­
generalizes and reifies his feelings.  O ne m ay not agree with him, but one 
can understand his wish to " hit back. " One can also understand his 
desire to d evote himself wholly to writing to and for his  own people, to 
entertain and instruct them in their own language. One can understand 
these feelings even though one may not share them. 
But when N gugi wa Thiong'o tries to persuade one that the noblest and 
most effective way to combat "imperialism, led by the U . S .  [which] 
p resents struggling peoples of the earth and those calling for peace, 
democracy and socialism with the ultimatum: accept theft or death" is to 
cease writing in E nglish to that language's m any potential reformers 
and reformees and instead to write to a much smaller number who m ay 
read Gikuyu and Kiswahili, one must disagree. And when he further 
asserts that the African peoples "have to speak the united language of 
struggle contained in each of their languages" because "a united people 
can never be defeated," one must question j ust how united are the various 
peoples speaking 600 to 800 different and alien languages (most of which 
lack devices for written expression).  If each group maintains devoutly its 
own language and refuses a continued use of a major E uropean written 
language for at least some of its educational and societal needs. how will 
any group even discover any other group's structure and culture'? H ow 
would it learn whether there are similarities or diversities, whether they 
are compatible or incompatible? After all ,  H ausas,  Ibos ,  and Yorubas 
recently fought a savagely bloody war. 
S omew hat paradoxically the su bstance and structure of N gugi' s book 
are both a virtue and a defect. "The lectures on which this book is based 
h ave given me a chance to pull together in a connected and coherent form 
the main issues on the language question in literature," writes N gugi. 
These lectures, as a matter of fact, were occasioned by historical events 
and are worth remembering. They evoked a lot of impassioned oratory­
at times unclear and abstruse-concerning "rights" and "values" of 
" n ative" languages. What N gugi 's  part was in these various colloquia 
should be remembered. At the same time, lectures are less well docu­
mented, less an alytical than critical essays not directed to an assembled 
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group of persons who may be expected to listen less attentively to another 
person's paper than to concentrate upon the opinions which they wish to 
assert. The colloquium provides, therefore, a temptation to overassert 
and falsely to generalize which is difficult for most people to resist. 
Hence, the present book reiterates-as the lectures did-and is less a 
"pulling together in a connected form" than one might wish. In closing, 
Ngugi quotes a poem of Bertholt Brecht which urges man to overthrow 
all masteries over man. N gugi adds, "That is what this book on the 
politics of language in African literature has really been about: n ational ,  
democratic, and human liberation." To Brecht's and N gugi 's  desire for 
such a truly brave new world of men and women, one easily adds one's 
own-even though one is not persuaded that N gugi's "native languages" 
provide a way towards it. 
-David K. Bruner 
Iowa State University 
Lydio F. Tomasi, ed. Italian A mericans: New Perspectives in 
Italian Immigration and Ethnicity.  (New York: C enter for 
Migration Studies, 1 985) x, 486 pp. , $ 1 7.50.  
There are those who have heralded the 1 980s as "The Decade of the 
Italian American" as many of the 20 million Americans of Italian 
descent achieve increasing prominence in politics, business,  education 
and the arts. This new role assumed by Americans of immigrant stock 
has necessitated revised patterns of investigation addressing the impact 
of socio-economic mo bility, the effects oftransmigration and the growing 
phenomenon of  exogenous marriage.  For example,  of  the Italian 
American women born since 1 950, between two-thirds and three-quarters 
have married outside the ethnic group. Finally, the size and multi­
generational sampling provided by the Italian American population 
invites careful study of rural versus urban assimilation patterns, 
analysis of the relationship of soj ourner settlement patterns to politico­
economic conditions in the homeland, and an investigation of the 
myriad variations of acculturation affected by class, age and extent of 
social support network. 
All of these subj ects are addressed in an extraordinary volume of 
proceedings of the Conference of the Italian Experience in the United 
States held at C olumbia University in 1 983, sponsored by the Italian 
Government and organized by the University 's  Center for Migration 
Studies. Thirty of the papers presented are compiled in this handsome, 
well-indexed and well-annotated volume accented by an artistic rendering 
by Frank Stella. 
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While the book achieves editor Lydio Tomasi's obj ective of providing a 
publication of interest to the many who are or are associated with Italian 
Americans,  multiple authorship results in an unevenness and a some­
times distracting variation of style. Nevertheless,  the reader's under­
standing of today's Italian American is richly enhanced by such essays 
as Humbert Nelli ' s ,  "Italian Americans in Contemporary America," 
which documents their contributions to the common culture as their own 
process of acculturation. Of equal interest is N ampeo R. McKenney's 
enlightening essay based on the 1 980 census,  "A Sociodemographic 
Profile of Italian Americans." 
Among the papers representing a variety of approaches ranging from 
political science and social history to psychohistory and microhistory, 
one o f  the most in teresting is Rudolph Vecoli's "The Search for an Italian 
American I dentity-Continuity and Change" which carefully traces the 
changing self-image of the Italian American through the third genera­
tion where rapid upward mobility has caused a reorientation of both kin 
relation ships and v alues. By the 1 970s Italians represented approxi­
mately one-third of the City University of N ew York system and one-half 
the student body of Ford ham University .  I n  addition,  in 1 979 the median 
i n come of Italian Americans ($2 1 , 700) in New York State was $ 1 ,500 
h igher than the median income of all families in the state,  a far cry from 
the street peddlers and sweatshop workers of earlier decades. 
Of eq ual interest is Joseph Velikonj a's study of the geographic regions 
investigated i n  current Italian studies research demonstrating that 
while two-thirds of Americans of Italian descent continue to live in the 
Northeast, researchers have focused upon the life patterns of Italian 
Americans in the Sun belt and the Far West as well .  The extent of the 
current study is documented in several essays summarizing research 
proj ects on immigrants and their descendants in the United States and 
C anada.  Researchers on both sides of the Atlantic are examining the 
ethnic  press and media, community structures, mental health and the 
various roles of Italian immigrant women and their descendants, the 
latter representing by far the largest area of research. 
Particul arly helpful is the volume's useful compendium of resources in 
Italy and the United States for the study of Italian American history. 
This information is complemented by sections in the Velikonj a and 
Samuel B aily essays which outline areas of needed research, ranging 
fro m  the study of social space in village networks to migrant networks in 
receiving communities. 
The final section of the volume examines the various dimensions ofthe 
Italian Ameri can experience, cataloguing contributions in the arts, the 
history of the Italian press,  and the impact of Italian politics, particu­
larly in the 1 930s, on the social structure of Italian immigrant com­
munities,  a topic rewardingly pursued by Philip V. C annistarof in 
" Genevoso Pope and the Rise of Italian American Politics, 1 925- 1 936."  
Additional papers tracing the interactions within the Italian American 
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communities of Greenwich Village, Long Island and Tampa underscore 
some key differences as well as the enduring commonalities shared by 
the descendants of the 4 .5  million adventurers who, leaving Italy 
between 1879 and 1924,  established in their adopted American homeland 
a communal life centered on the family, enriched by the teachings and 
traditions of the Roman C atholic Church, and largely predicated upon 
the values of campanilis mo or village life. 
-Gloria Lothrop 
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona 
Wen-Shing Tseng and D avid Y. H.  Wu, eds. Chinese Culture and 
Mental Health. (Orlando, FL: Academic Press ,  1985) 412 pp., 
$49.50; $29.95 paper. 
Tseng and Wu have performed a creditable task in editing this book 
that involved twenty-nine delegates from the Conference on Chinese 
Culture and Mental Health ( H awaii, 1982) .  Their purpose was to have 
" insiders" produce a definitive work on the Chinese culture and its 
interaction with the mental component of health.  The Chinese are 
described in the preface as "having a history of at least 5000 years of 
civilization,"  with China comprising " . . .  one quarter of the world 's  
people ," but having people  of the Chinese culture who l ive in various 
geographical areas,  including " . . .  Mainland China,  Taiwan, Hong 
Kong, Singapore, Australia,  Canada, and the United States ."  
Ai; one who is "outside" hoth ,  the Chinese culture and the field of 
mental health, I hesitated to review Tseng and Wu's book. However, I am 
pleased that I proceeded, as I found it to be  a reference that will be 
invaluable for teaching community health and interpersonal skills for 
medical students. I expect that persons from a variety of disciplines will 
find it equally as useful .  
The organization of the book is such that it can be read as a whole or in 
sections or even by separate chapters. O verall ,  the book conveys the 
feeling that it was written with the reader in mind.  The impression given 
is  that skillful educators are at work. The editors encouraged repetition 
but not redundancy, they provided essential detail ,  and knew precisely 
how to time them both . 
The format of the book enhanced the educational goal.  The editors 
authored the opening and closing chapters in which they provided 
cogent introduction and conclusions,  respectiyely. Their use of four 
organized questions probably helped the writers as much as it helps the 
reader. The book has thematic continuity; the editors provide additional 
continuity by providing introductions for each of the six sections rather 
than let the twenty-six chapters stand alone. 
For a book that contains so much that is  basic to wholesome 
introspection,  the title is an austere one.  The book is more than Chinese 
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culture and mental health. It is about education as a system (Chapters 1 2 
and 20)  and as a value (recurrent theme); intra-cultural, child develop­
l1wnt  practices ( C hapters 9 -12 ) ;  and sociopolitical considerations as 
related to designating official languages in Singapore (Chapter 13) or 
gaining dominance in Hawaii (Chapter 15) .  Although the book includes 
discllssions of psychopathologic con ditions and treatment thereof, it is 
decidely about health more than il lness.  Thus,  while there is no error in 
assigning the chosen title ,  it simply does not stimulate the potential  
r e a d e r  a n d  s u m m a r i z e  t h e  c o n t e n t  to b e  e n c o u n t e r e d .  
The editors' inclusion of a glossary containing transliterations of 
characters of the Chinese alphabet provides little meaning for the reader 
who does not understand the language. A more effective tool would have 
been maps or other figures depicting demographic characteristics of the 
various areas where Chinese ethnic groups are located. 
If the authors had included the academic discipline or j ob title of the 
contributors,  the reader would have been assisted in understanding the 
dynamiC's  of the interdisciplinary collaboration which the editors ap­
plauded.  One cannot make very valid concl usions on the academic biases 
of the author by simply knowing where they work. 
With only a few exceptions,  chapters are well-documented, using as 
appropriate,  well-known sources from the broader area of ethnic and 
cultural studies .  The various methods of investigation of the studies 
performed or reported by the a uthors ranged from q ualitati ve descripti ve 
to quantitative longitudinal techniques.  
To assess the strength of the index, I selected a few words ,  checked the 
i n d e x  entry against my recal l  of treatment of the topic .  The words I 
selected were " acupuncture ,"  "education,"  and " women ."  Education was 
adequately indexed; acupuncture and women were quite inadequately 
referenced in the index. 
This book may be an important contribution to the field of ethnic 
studies, concentrating on the Chinese as an entity, but I believe it holds 
even more importance as a tool for teaching broad consideration of 
ethnic and cultural factors . The concepts of intra-group studies as used in 
the book provide a framework for understanding that the cultural 
heterogeneity within a group as distinct and historical as the Chinese 
mitigates against determinations on the basis of simply racial group or 
ethnic identity. The discussions of intra-group variability suggest more 
examination of the tendency of researchers, politicians,  and educators 
among others in the U .S .  to label and categorize people and their 
heha viol'S hy such meaningless apparitions as "minority group opinion" 
and " Hispanic health . "  Tseng's and Wu's book can be used to i l lustrate 
that the C hinese, although holding some common cultural bonds,  are 
very diverse and hold m ultiple ethnic and cultural identities . The book 
could be used as a case study to discuss th at a label such as black is even 
less synonymous with ethnicity but is only an indicator of a composite of 
such factors. 
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Although my VIew of the content of the book is fro m  that of an 
"outsider," I feel confident in judging that it makes a valuable contribu­
tion to the broad concern of ethnic and cultural understanding. It is a 
scholarly work that should be read and referenced by many. 
- Ella P. Lacey 
Southern Illinois University,  Carbondale 
Jules Tygiel. Baseball's Great Experiment: Jackie Robinson 
and His Legacy. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1 983) xii, 
392 pp., $ 1 6.95.  
The relationship of black Americans to baseball has never been 
explained completely, Jules Tygiel believes, because previous accounts 
have failed to place the events and personalities "into a social or 
historical context."  To rectify this, he has researched meticulously 
( thirty-two p ages of notes and references) the well-known J ackie 
Robinson story and widened his focus to deal with black Americans and 
their baseball athletes from 1945 to 1 970. His thesis is t�at J ackie 
Robinson and professional baseball in general form a p aradigm and a 
foreshadowing for the American integration process,  p articularly the 
civil rights movement of the 1 960s. 
Possibly one way of viewing this process is to examine a quasi-secret 
document prepared during July-August, 1946,  after Rickey's  choice, 
J ackie Robinson,  was playing with the triple-A Montreal Royals. This is 
the official " Report" of a maj or league steering committee which 
consisted of Larry M acPhail as chairman, both major league presidents,  
and Tom Yankey ofthe Red Sox, Sam Breadon ofthe C ardinals, and Phil 
Wrigley of the Cubs. According to Tygiel, the report is "a damning 
document. " It  tried to explain away the all-white m aj or leagues,  by 
insisting the real fault lay not with the baseball establishment "which 
was free of prej udice," but "with ignorant protestors, inadequate black 
athletes, and selfish Negro League owners . "  It  asserted that the leagues 
would suffer fin ancial losses,  and it had no suggestions as to how to 
bring blacks into the m aj ors.  " For Rickey, who had dared to confront the 
problem unilaterally, the document expressed nothing but mildly con­
cealed contempt and condemnation ."  Compare these assertions to 
Tygiel ' s  concluding remarks after integration had been strongly 
developed in the big leagues; the behavior of Robinson and subsequent 
black big leaguers " demonstrated the possibilities of interracial co­
operation and dramatized the plight of black Americans ."  
The  peripheral issues that Tygiel had to examine include a history of 
race relations in organized baseball;  the rise and demise of the N egro 
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leagues; the 1 930s attempt by " a  small coterie of young black sports­
writers and the American Communist Party" to push integration into 
the minor and m aj or leagues; a careful survey of early black players such 
as John Wright and Roy Partlow; the role of Bill Veeck and his signing of 
Larry D oby;  the incipient near-rebellion of some white maj or-league 
b allplayers in 1 947 ;  the callous treatment of early black m aj or-league 
ballplayers, and the more than twelve years it took to establish full 
integration,  for the Red Sox held out until 1 959 before promoting 
"Pumpsie" Green to Fenway. 
E ven to a lifelong Brooklyn Dodger fan who now teaches a college 
course called "Sports in American Life," which features a segment on 
racism in sports and who saw, sitting in the fifty-five cents bleacher seats 
in Ebbets Field, Robinson play magnificently in the late forties and early 
fifties with the other boys of summer, this volume offered new material 
and brought new insights. Tygiel stresses, for example, Jackie' s change 
when in 1 949 after two years of bearing insults, intimidations,  and 
i nj uries with patience and restraint, he was allowed to become "proud, 
defiant and combati ve," a figure to foreshadow the militant stance ofthe 
burgeoning civil-rights movement. 
For the richness of factual information, for the clear and direct style, 
and for the sensible, closely reasoned and cogently sustained thesis, this 
is an indispens able volume. Its final paragraph which illustrates 
Tygiel 's  sensitivity and intelligence, can serve as a coda to this review: 
In the three and a half decades since Robinson and Rickey elimin ated baseball's 
color line,  the elements that contributed to the desegregation of baseball-direct 
confrontation and personal courage, economic pressures, and moral persuasion by 
the m a s s  media-have been re-created i n  many other areas of American life. The 
concept of a N egro League or an all-white team has become alien; black drin king 
fountains and seating section s  have become obsolete. Legislated segregation has 
disappeared not merely in fact, but from the national consciousness.  And if the 
vision of an integrated and equal society, free from racism and discrimination, 
w hich impelled Rickey and Robins o n  to launch their " great experiment," remains 
u n fulfilled, their efforts have brought it closer to reality. 
-Stewart Rodnon 
Rider College 
A n n a  L e e  W alter s .  The Sun Is No t Merciful. ( Ithaca,  N Y :  
Firebrand Books, 1 985) 1 33 pp. , $ 1 3.95; $6.95 paper. 
Anna Lee Walters' first collection of short stories has already won two 
awards, the Virginia McCormick Scully Literary Award for "the best 
published work during 1 985 reflecting the life, history or heritage of the 
Western Indians" and the 1 985 American Book Award from the Before 
C olumbus Foundation. 
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The awards attest to the power of Walters' storytelling. The eight 
stories collected here display a range of approach and technique:  first­
person narration in "The Warriors ,"  in which a woman recalls her 
poignant youthful  encounters with a beloved uncle, and omniscient 
narration and hard realism in the tragic " Going Home."  In the title story 
Walters experiments with time and verb tense, revealing through a 
gradual unfolding process the courage and dignity of Lydia and Bertha, 
to whom neither the sun nor the process of law has been merciful .  
"Apparitions" is related through the point of view of five-year-old 
Wanda,  while  "The Laws" and "The Resurrection of John Stink" and 
"The Devil  and Sister Lena" combine traditional omniscient storytelling 
approaches with occasional subj ective point of view. "The Laws" is  a 
powerful fable about power and community, while "The Devil and Sister 
Lena" ventures into the realm of the supernatural. "Mythomania" 
represents a complete departure, an excursion into pure allegory , and is 
the least successful  venture in the collection.  
Walters is a fabulist,  and from her fables emerge clearly recogniz able 
positions.  In this respect,  she resembles early modern populist and 
consciousness-raising writers in America, authors like Hamlin Garl and 
and Charles Chesnutt. In  general,  the stories convey a pessimism about 
the possibilities of communication across racial /ethnic boundaries , 
whether the circu mstances are a little Navaj o  girl being molested by a 
salesman or a m ature woman trying to deal with a bigoted Christian 
preacher, or whether the story concerns two sisters hoping to save their 
family home from an irrigation proj ect or a community confronted with 
alien laws and law enforcement officers . Conservation of traditi on and 
community independence and cohesiveness within a larger, usually 
hostile, society are high values.  
The stories are sparely written, clearly focusing conflicts on several 
level s .  As a classroom text, the book is appropriate to secondary as well 
as college students, and would prove useful  in courses focusing on 
"issues" as well as in literature courses. Walters can construct an 
excellent plot and has a sure grasp of ch aracter. H er prose, however. is 
astonishingly monotonous; it coul d be compared to Gertrude Stein ' s ,  
except that Walters is clearly not  attempting to render the  min utiae  of 
perceived reality as Stein apparently was. The style can be effective, as in 
the presentation of a five-year-old's point of view, but the overall  effect, 
especially in  stories like "The Sun Is Not Merciful" or "The Resurrection 
of John Stink,"  in which subtle and complex issues are to be  dis­
tinguished, tends to produce irritation and even a sense that the subj ect 
is receiving less mature treament than it is due .  
-Helen Jaskoski  
California State University, Fullerton 
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G i lbert Ware. William Hastie: Grace Under Pressure. (New 
York:  Oxford University Press, 1 984) x ,  305 pp. ,  $25.00.  
Willi (l 1 l !  Ha s t ie: G race Un der Pres s u re is  a book written about the life 
and works of William H. Hastie, the first black federal judge. Gilbert 
Ware.  who was a professor of political science at Drexel University in 
Philadelphia at the time of the publication of this book,  is  to be 
commended for his ability to capture and convey the essence of the 
person and leadership of William H astie. 
The book is divided into sixteen chapters plus an epilogue. The book is 
well organized and easy to read. It begins with the ancestry of H astie and 
ends with his last accomplishment. This book is an excellent example of 
the presentation of an ethnic experience. 
The fi rst few chapters present the upbringing and education of young 
H astie .  The author is clever in his ability to show how the black 
experience shaped Hastie 's  life and also prepared him to become 
successful  in life .  The author is  careful to include family and significant 
others including blacks and whites that helped to shape young H astie 's  
life ancl to  prepare him for the many struggles that he would have to 
endure through out his career as a lawyer . 
The rem ainder of the book presents the many accomplishments and 
struggles of Hastie, a lawyer 'of unusual talent and versatility , who was 
educated at Amherst College and Harvard Law School. Ware presents 
Hastie as a man with unusual courage, will ,  determination, tact, and 
humility .  
S ome of the accomplishments of Hastie include his work in the 1 930s 
with the New Negro Alliance, an organization (with the help of H astie) 
that helped to ensure historic rights to picket. He is known for his work 
with the NAACP where he was instrumental in outlawing segregation 
on interstate carriers. He developed a cadre of black lawyers who became 
civil rights warriors. 
H astie is also known for his work in the Virgin Islands. As a member of 
the Organic Act of 1936,  he was able to ease the Virgin Islands out of 
colonial ism.  He also served as federal j udge of  the Virgin Islands from 
1937·39 and as the governor of the Islands from 1 946·49. 
As an aide in the War Department, Hastie was also instrumental in the 
integration of the armed forces. He was active in securing the black votes 
th at enabled Truman to become president of the United States .  Ware's 
last compelling presentation of Hastie's accomplishment is his appoint· 
men t  to the U .S .  Appellate Bench in 1 950. 
The only weakness that I see i n  this book is the placement of  the 
photographs of Hastie, his family, and significant others. The photo· 
graphs are placed in the middle of the book without any discussion of 
them. They do not, however, detract from the content ofthe book as such.  
In summary, this is  a fascinating book which should be read by people 
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in general and blacks in particular. It should definitely be added to every 
library. 
-Allene Jones 
Texas Christian University 
Joel Williamson. The Crucible of Race: Black- White Relations in 
the A merican South Since Emancipation. (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1 984) xviii, 561 pp. , $25.00. 
Almost twenty years ago Joel Williamson, professor of history at the 
University of North C arolina at Chapel Hill, began work on this book, 
envisioned as the definitive history and reinterpretation of black·white 
relationships in our time. Along the way he modified his conceptions 
many times and detoured in 1 977-78 to write New People, a study of the 
physical and cultural mixing of blacks and whites. 
Williamson's  central thesis as it ultimately evolved is that black-white 
relationships had assumed their present form by 1 9 1 5,  molded since 1 850 
i n  t h e  " C r u c i b l e  of R a c e "  by t h e  i n t e r p l a y  of t h r e e  w h i t e  
"mentalities" :  Liberalism, holding that blacks had the possibility of 
making progress;  Conservatism, believing that blacks are, and always 
will be, inferior to whites; and Radicalism, seeing blacks as retrogressing 
toward their "natural state of savagery" with no place in the American 
society of the future. According to Williamson it was the Conservative 
mentality-the belief in black inferiority-which triumphed in 1 9 1 5  and 
"persists strong and essentially unchanged" in white American thought­
both Southern and national-until the present. 
How well does Williamson's thesis hold up? Although the Conservative 
mentality had reasserted itself by 1 9 1 5, and did dominate white thought 
at least until World War II and perhaps into the 1 960s,  there has been 
substantial tempering in the last short generation,  with more whites 
assuming more liberal attitudes toward blacks. The thesis, then, as 
Forrest McDonald said in an earlier assessment, is " outmoded," and 
thus only p artly correct.  C ertainly the existence of the  N ational 
Association for Ethnic Studies and m any others in which blacks and 
whites work together in complete equality is indication that white 
attitudes toward blacks are not monolithically Conservative. 
Williamson' s  book is also weakened by numerous efforts at psycho­
analysis,  sometimes accompanied by such conditional words as "if, "  
"seemingly," "it i s  possible," and "conceivably."  Only o n e  example 
should suffice: in analyzing late Victorian white male sexual thought 
and behavior in relation to rape by blacks, Williamson says (308) "White 
men were proj ecting upon black men extravagant sexual behavior 
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because they were, at varying levels, denying ordinary sexual behavior 
to themselves . "  And yet on the previous page he had said "It seems 
unlikely that white men, in fact, much denied themselves sexual pleasure 
with their wives or with white women in general . "  
O ccasional typographical errors , u s e  o f  inappropriate words, and 
uncritical use of sources further mar the book. For example: "sterile" for 
"impotent" (309) ,  "disciples" for "discipline" (446) ,  "functually" for 
" functionally" (522) ,  and the United States with 8,000,000 people in 1 902 
and later, rather than the correct 75,000,000 and more (446) .  
But,  aside from these shortcomings, The Crucible of Race has great 
v alue as an excellent historical narrative of black-white relationships in 
America.  Virtually every significant person,  event, and episode­
historical and literary-is treated, with detail rarely found elsewhere. 
There is no bibliography and only two illustrative figures or charts,  but 
the index is thorough and the extensive notes show that the author has 
drawn deeply from his sources . 
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GRAY, James L .  Afro-A merican Poetry a n d  Drama, 1 760- 1 9 75: A Gu ide 
to Information Sources. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3 , 1 ( 1 980)  52-53.  
GREEN,  Michael D .  Indian- Wh ite Relations in the United States:  A 
Bibliography of Works Pu blis hed, 1 9 75- 1 980. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 
3( 1983) 38. 
GREEN,  Michael D .  My Wo rk A m o ng the Flo rida Sem inoles .  Exp . 
Sights and Sounds, 3(1 983) 1 6- 1 7 . 
GRE EN, Michael D .  The Kit Carson Campaign: The Last  Great Na vajo 
War. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 4 ( 1 984) 82-83. 
GRIGSBY, E ugene, Jr. Carl Gorm a n 's Wo rld. Exp. Sigh ts and So u nds, 
5( 1 985) 32-34. 
GRIMSHAW, Patricia. Indians in a Wh ite A us tralia: A n  Accu u n t  of 
Race, Class and Indian Immigration to Eastern A us tralia. Exp. Sigh ts 
and So unds, 6 (1 986) 2 1-22. 
GUIMARY, Donald L. American Indian and Alaska Na tive  Newspapers 
a nd Periodicals, 1 826- 1 924. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 6( 1 986) 46-47.  
GUYOTTE,  Roland L. A Study o n  t h e  Historiography of the  Britis h Wes t  
Indies, t o  t h e  End o f  the Nineteenth Century. Exp. Sigh ts and Suunds .  
3( 1 983) 1 7- 18 .  
GUYOTTE , Roland L. The Wolf by the Ears :  Th o m as Jefferson and 
Sla very. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 1( 1981 )  2 1 -22. 
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HALL. Raymond L. Multieth nic Education: Th eory and Practice. Exp. 
Sigh ts a n d  So u nds. 2(1982) 1·2 .  
H ALL, Raymond L. Th e Other Side of Racis m :  A Philosop h ical Study of 
Rla el,> R a ce Co n s cio u s n ess .  Exp. Sigh ts and So unds, 2( 1 982) 46-47.  
HANSEN.  Vagn K. Et h n icity: INTER COCTA Glossary-Concepts and 
Ter m s  Us ed in Eth nicity Research, Vol. 1 .  Exp. Sights and Sounds, 
6( 1 986) 66-67. 
HANSON-SMITH, Elizabeth. Kentucky Da ughter. Exp. Sights and 
Sounds .  5( 1 985) 72-73. 
HARRIS ,  Adl ean .  Bla ck Studies : Pitfalls and Po tential. Explorations in 
Et h n ic Studies . 2 , 1 ( 1 979) 34-36. 
HARRIS,  Adlean. Free Black Heads of Ho usehold in the New Yo rk State 
Federa l  Census,  1 790- 1 830. Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 2( 1 982) 1 3- 1 4 . 
HARRIS ,  Adlean. So Spoke the Uncle (A insi Parla L 'oncle).  Exp. Sights 
a ll d  So u n ds, 6 ( 1 986) 62-63. 
HARiUS,  Marvin. Th e Italian Experience in Tex as. Exp. Sights and 
S u u n ds,  4 ( 1 984) 1 0- 1 1 .  
H E E ,  Kimberly S .  Race, Ethnicity, a n d  Socioeconomic Status. Exp. 
Sigh ts and Sounds ,5 (1985) 88-89. 
H E I M E R L, J o h n .  Wisconsin Indians. Exp. Sights and Suunds, 4( 1 984) 
4/:l-49. 
H E N RY, Paula M .  Rebels and Victims: The Fiction of Richard Wright 
and Bernard Ma lam ud. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 4, 1 ( 1 98 1 )  8 1 -82.  
H E RRNST ADT, Richard L. Confirmation: A n  A n thology of African 
Am erica n Wo men. Exp. Sigh ts and So unds, 3( 1 983) 2-4. 
H E RRN STADT, Richard. Jean Toom er, A rtist.  Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 
5( 1 985) 49-50. 
H E RRNSTADT, Richard L. Savages and Naturals: Black Po rtraits by 
Wh ite Writers in Modern A merican Literature. Exp. Sights and So unds, 
4( 1 984) 1 7- 1 8. 
H E RZOG, Kristin .  Wo men and In dians on the Fro ntier, 1 825- 1 91 5. Exp. 
Sights and Sounds, 5( 1 985) 64-66. 
HICKOK,  Kathleen . We A re Mesquakie, We A re One. Exp. Sigh ts and 
Sou nds, 1 ( 1 98 1 )  1 3 . 
1 0 2  Explo rations in Sights a n d  Sounds No. 7 (Summer 1 987) 
H IURA, Barbara L. A merican Eth nicity. Explorations in Ethnic Studies 
2,2( 1 979) 1 9-22.  
HIURA, Barbara. Bilingual Education Research Handbook: Stra tegies 
for the Design of Multicultural Curriculum; Language Issues in Multi­
cultural Settings. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 3(1 983) 32-34. 
H IURA, Barbara. Pau Hana. Exp. Sights and So unds, 4( 1 984) 8 1 -82. 
H I URA, B arbara. Studies in A merican Indian L iterature: Critical 
Essays and Course Design. Exp. Sights and So unds, 4( 1 984) 1 -2 .  
HIURA, B arbara. The Black Aged: A Diverse Pop ulation. (Video) .  Exp. 
Sigh ts and Sounds, 6( 1 986) 86-87. 
HIURA, B arbara. Un Nuevo Dia. (Journal) .  Exp. Sigh ts and So unds, 
2( 1982) 49. 
HOILMAN, Dona. Literature by and a bo u t  the A merican Indian. 
Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3,2(1 980) 56-60. 
H OILMAN, Dona. Miracle Hill: The Story of a Na vajo Boy. Explorations 
in Ethnic Studies, 4 , 1 ( 1 98 1 )  78-80. 
HOILMAN, Dona. Tales from the Mo h a v es.  Exp. Sights and So u n ds .  
1 ( 1 98 1 )  1 2 .  
HUSAIN, Asad. Wo rld Minorities, Vol. 2 .  Exp lora tions In Ethnic 
Studies, 2,2( 1979) 44-46.  
ILLOVKSY, Michael. A Cross- Cultural Study of Minority Elders in San 
Diego (Seven Groups). Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3, 1 ( 1 980) :34-39. 
IRBY, Charles C. Asean Sho rt  Sto ries. Exp. Sigh ts and So u n ds .  4( 1 984) 
83-84. 
IRBY, Charles C .  Co tton Fields No Mo re: So uthern ARricultu r(' 1 865-
1 980. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5( 1 985) 29-30. 
IRBY, Charles C .  Jo urney To w ard Hope: A His tory of Bla chs in 
Oklahoma. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 3( 1 983) 1 3- 1 4 .  
IRBY, Charles C .  Oscar Micheaux, Film Pioneer. (Film).  Exp. Sigh ts a n d  
Sounds, 4 ( 1 984) 86-87. 
I RBY, Charles C. The Hu man Geography of Tropica l Africa .  Exp. Siuh ts 
and Sounds, 3( 1 983) 43-44. 
I RBY, J ames B .  Breaking Silence: An A n thology of Co n tempora ry 
A s ian A m erican Poets. Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 4 ( 1 984) 1 1 - 1 2. 
Explorations in Sights and Sounds No. 7 (Summer 1 987) 
JAMISON,  W. Thomas Reading Ladders for Human Relations. Exp.  
Sights and Sounds,  2(1 982) 41 .  
JASKO SKI,  H elen. For Those Who Come After. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 
6 (1 986) 45-46. 
J O H N S O N ,  D avid M. "A las,  A las, Ko ngo ": A Social His t o ry of 
Indentured Im migration into Jamaica, 1 84 1 · 1 865. Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 1 ( 1 98 1 )  29-30. 
J O HNSON,  D avid M.  Caribbean Ethnicity Revisited. Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 6( 1 986) 3 1 -32. 
J O H N SON,  D avid M.  Dread; The Rastafarians of Jamaica. Exp. Sigh ts 
and Sounds, 4 (1 984) 63-64. 
J O N E S ,  Lillian H. Eq ual Rights: The Male Stake. Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 3(1 983) 22-24. 
KALLOWA Y,  Lois J .  Dutch Americans: A Guide to Information Sources. 
Exp lo ra tions in Ethnic Studies 3 ,2(1 980) 68-69. 
KHATER, Akram. A ra bs in the New World. Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds ,  
5( 1 985) 1 -2 .  
KIM, Kwang Chung.  Minority Economic, Political and Social Develop­
ment.  Explorations in Ethnic Studies 2,2( 1979) 22-24. 
KOE HLER, Lyle. A rchaeological Perspectives on Ethnicity in A m erica: 
Afro-A m erican and Asian American Culture His tory. Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 1 ( 1 98 1 )  31 -33. 
K O E H LE R, Lyle. Chilula; People from the A ncient Redwoods. Exp. 
Sigh ts and Sounds, 4(1 984) 44-47.  
KOEHLE R, Lyle.  Drinking Beh avior A mong South wes tern Indians: A n  
A n t h ropological Perspective. Exp. Sigh ts a n d  Sounds, 2( 1 982) 42-43. 
KOE HLER, Lyle. Long La nce: The True Story of an Impos ter. Exp. 
Sights and Sounds, 4( 1 984) 77-78.  
K O E H LE R ,  Lyle.  Ma rriage in Cha nging Jap a n :  Co m m u nity and 
Society. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 3(1 983) 1 9-20. 
KOE HLER, Lyle. Son of Tecun Uman: A Maya Indian Tells His Life. 
Exp. Sights and Sounds, 4 (1 984) 73-75. 
KOEHLER, Lyle. Studies in Ethnicity: The Eas t European Experience 
in America. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 3 (1 983) 46-47.  
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KOE H LE R, Lyle. The Imperial Os ages: Spanis h·Indian Diplo macy in 
the Mississippi Valley. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5( 1 985) 28. 
KOE HLER, Lyle. Th e Modocs a nd Their Wa r. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 
6( 1 986) 54-55. 
KOE HLER, Lyle. The Natio ns Within: The Pas t  and Future of A m erica n 
Indian Sovereignty. Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 5(1 985) 26-27.  
KOE HLER, Lyle.  The Sweetness of the Fig: A bo riginal Wo men in 
Transition. Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 3( 1 983) 20-22. 
KOPPE LMAN, Kent L. The Mind of Frederick Do uglass.  Exp. Sigh ts 
and Sounds, 6( 1 986) 50-5 1 .  
LAFKY, James L .  Black Litera ture for High School Students. Explura· 
tions in Ethnic Studies, 2,2( 1 979) 34-35. 
LAFKY, James L. Racial Equality in America. Newsletter, 2,3( 1977)  
1 7· 1 8. 
LARNER, John W. ,  Jr. Canadian Ethnic Studies - Special Issue: Eth nic 
Radicals. Exploratiuns in Ethnic Studies, 3 ,2(1 980) 50 .  
LARNER,  John W. ,  Jr. The Canadians.  Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds,  1 ( 1 98 1 )  
39. 
LATTIN,  Vernon E. Na m be- Year One. Explorations in Eth nic Studies. 
1 ,2( 1 978) 54-55. 
LATTIN, Vernon E. Rain of Scorpions and Other  Writings. Ne wsle t t er .  
2 ,2(1 977) 20-22. 
LAUGHLIN, Margaret. Beco ming A merican, Th e Odyssey of a Refugee 
Family. (Film).  Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 5( 1 985) 48-49. 
LAUGHLIN, Margaret. Im migra nts, Mino rities and School. (Video ) .  
Exp. Sights a n d  Sounds, 5( 1 985) 1 7- 1 8. 
LAUGHLIN, Margaret. Multicultural Educatio n  and t h e  A m erica n 
Indian. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 3(1983) 35-36. 
LAUGHLIN, Margaret A. Multicultural Education In a Plu ralistic 
Society. Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 3( 1 983) 1 4- 1 6. 
LAUGHLIN,  Margaret A. Teach ing i n  a Pluralis tic Society. Exp. Sigh ts 
a nd So unds. 3( 1 983) 14 - 16. 
LAU GHLIN,  Margaret A. Th ree Wh o Dared: Pruden ce Cra n dall. 
Margaret Do uglass, Myrtilla Miner- Ch ampions of A n l e- bellu lII Black 
Education. Exp. Sights and Sounds. 6( 1 986) 29-30. 
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LEE ,  D .  John. Chinese Gold: The Chinese in the Mo nterey Bay Regio n. 
Exp. Sights and Sounds, 6(1 986) 48-49. 
LEWIS, Marvin A. Contemporary Chicano Theatre. Newsletter, 2 , 1 ( 1 976) 
3 1 -32. 
LINDSEY,  Shawna and D avid Beharry. Sewing Wo man. (Film) .  Exp. 
Sights and So unds, 3(1 983) 52-53. 
LIN E B AU G H ,  B arbara.  Th e Neglected Dimension:  E t h n icity I n  
A m erican Life. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 2(1 982) 35-36. 
LIPSCOMB, LaFayette W. Black Colleges in America: Challenge, De­
velopment, Survival. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 2 ,2(1 979) 32-34. 
LOWE , John. Exo rcising Blackness: His torical and Literary Lynching 
a nd Burning Rituals. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 6(1 986) 34-36. 
LUCAS, Emma Turner. Black Empo werment: Social Work in Opp ressed 
Co m m unities. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 1 ,2 (1978) 47-48. 
LUDWIG, Mary A. Ethnicity, Class and Gender in A ustralia. Exp. 
Sigh ts and Sounds, 6 ( 1 986) 5-6. 
LUDWIG, Mary A. New Nationalisms of the Developed Wes t: To ward 
Explanation. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 6(1 986) 8 1-83. 
LUE BKE,  Barbara F.  Blacks and White TV/Afro-A mericans in Tele­
vision Since 1 948. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 4 (1 984) 49-50 . 
LUE BKE,  Barbara R. Living History 1 925- 1 950: Family Exp eriences of 
Times Remembered. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3 ,2 (1980) 54. 
LUE BKE, B arbara F. The Pretend Indians: Images of Native Americans 
in the Mo vies. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 1 ( 1981)  6-7. 
MACARUSO, Victor. Ro und Valley Songs. Exp. Sigh ts and So unds, 
5 (1 985) 56-57. 
MACARUSO, Victor. Seeing Through the Sun. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 
6( 1 986) 38-39. 
MACK, Carl, Jr. Hus tling and Other Hard Work: L ife Styles in the 
G hetto.  Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 2 ,  2 ( 1 979) 31-32. 
MACLAM, H elen. Black African Literature in Englis h: A Guide to 
Info rmation Sources. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3 ,2(1 980) 55. 
MAHMOUD, El-Kati. Pan-African Dream. Newsletter, 1 , 3(1 976) 21 -22.  
MAHMOUD, El-Kati. Race and Economics. Newsletter, 2 , 1 ( 1 976) 30-3 l .  
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MAROUKIS, Thomas C. Detained: A Writer's Prison Diary. Exp. Sights 
and Sounds, 4(1 984) 57·59. 
MARTINELLI,  Phylis C ancill a .  Greek A mericans,  Struggle a n d  
Success.  Exp. Sights a n d  Sounds, 1 ( 1981)  23.  
MARTINELLI, Phylis Cancilla. Our Way: Family, Paris h and Neigh­
borhood in a Polis h-A merican Community. Exp lorations in Ethnic 
Studies, 3, 1 ( 1 980) 65-67.  
MATTAI, P. Rudy. The Case for Affirmative A ction for Blacks in Higher 
Education. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 4(1 984) 25-27. 
MA YNOR, Louise C .  New Native American Drama: Three Plays. Exp. 
Sigh ts and Sounds, 1 ( 1981)  10- 1 1 .  
MCCORMICK, Theresa E .  Looking Through a Sq uared Off Circle. Exp. 
Sights and Sounds, 6 (1 986) 7-8. 
McDONALD, D avid R. The Quapaw Indians: A His to ry of the Down­
stream People. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 1 ( 1 9 8 1 )  5 .  
MEISENHEIMER, M arilyn.  Norwegians in Wisconsin. Exp. Sigh ts and 
So unds, 4 (1 984) 22-23. 
MEISENHEIMER, M arilyn. The Wels h in Wisco nsin.  Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 4(1 984) 19 .  
MIELKE, David N. Ethnic Studies: the People of A merica. (Filmstrip) .  
Exp. Sights and Sounds, 1 ( 1981)  42-43. 
MIELKE , David N.  Prejudice: Perceiving and Believing, (Film). Exp. 
Sights and So unds, 1 ( 1981)  42-43. 
MILLER, Elaine King. New Writing fro m  the Middle East. Explorations 
in Ethnic Studies, 2 ,2 (1 979) 43-44. 
MILNER, Clyde A. The In vasion of America: Indians, Colo nialism, and 
the Cant of Conquest. Newsletter, 2 , 1 ( 1 976) 26-29. 
MO HAPATRA, M anindra Kumar. The Sociology of the Pales tinians. 
Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3 ,2(1 980) 69-70.  
MORRISON, Kenneth M .  A merican Indian Policy in the Jacksonian 
Era.  Newsletter, 1 , 2 ( 1 975) 20 .  
MORRISON, Kenneth M .  The Prairie People: Continuity and Change in 
Po tawatami Indian Culture, 1 665- 1 965. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 
2 ,2 (1 979) 39- 4 1 .  
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MOSES,  Wilson J .  Exodus ters: Black Migration to Kansas After Re­
construction. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3,2(1 980) 74-75. 
MOSES,  Wilson J .  In Search of Canaan: Black Migration to Kansas, 
1 8 79-80. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3,2( 1980) 74-75. 
M OWRY, Hua-Yuan Li. The Newspaper Editor and Other Sto ries. Exp. 
Sights a nd Sounds, 3(1983) 4-5. 
M OWRY, Hua-Yuan Li. Tho usand Pieces of Gold. Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 3(1983) 27-28. 
MUELLER, Charles. A rtis ts in Exile: A merican Odyssey. Exp. Sights 
and Sounds, 4(1 984) 40-42. 
NAKADATE , Neil. Transforming the Past:  Tradition and Kins h ip 
A mo ng Japanese A mericans. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 6(1 986) 89-90. 
OKIHIRO, G ary Y.  Ethnic Autonomy-Co mparatiue Dynamics: The 
A mericas, Europe and the Deueloping World. Explorations in Ethnic 
Studies, 3,2(1 980) 4 7-49. 
OKIHIRO, G ary Y. The Africans: A n  Ethnological Account.  Exp. 
Sigh ts and Sounds, 1 ( 1 981 )  26-28. 
O S BORN, N aney M. Wolf That  I Am: In Search of the Red Earth People. 
Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5( 1 985) 51-52.  
PANIAGUA, Ernestine. The Romanians in America and Canada: A 
G uide to Info rmation Sources. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 1 ( 1981 )  38. 
PARMING, Tonu. Natiues and Strangers: Ethnic Groups and the 
Building of A merica. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 3, 1 ( 1 980) 32-34. 
PATTERSON, Wayne. What Price Paradise ? Changing Social Patterns 
in Ha waii.  Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 3(1983) 48-49. 
PETT, Steve. Eclipse. Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 5( 1 985) 38-39. 
P I N T O ,  Luis L .  Fa m i ly Ins tal lments :  Mem o ries of G r o w ing Up 
Hispanic. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5( 1 985) 66-68. 
PORTER, Curtiss E. Song of Solomon. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 
3,1 (1 980) 42-49. 
POTTS, J ames B .  The Black Press in the South, 1 865- 1 9 79. Exp. Sigh ts 
a nd Sounds. 6(1 986) 79-80. 
PURDY, John. Storyteller. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 2(1982) 39-40. 
RA Y, Melvin. Marriage Pro blems in Africa. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 
6( 1 986) 24-25. 
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RE ID, G.W. Black New Orleans, 1 860- 1 880. Newsletter, 2 ,2( 1 977)  22-23. 
ROACH ,  Rebecca. Culturgrams: The Na tions A round Us; Vol. 1 ,  No rth 
and So uth A m erica, Wes tern and Eastern Europe. Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 6( 1 986) 83-84. 
ROBERTS, Charles E. Genocide and Vendetta: Th e Indian Wa rs of 
No rthern Califo rnia. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 2(1 982) 6- 7. 
ROBERTS, Charles E. Songs fro m  This Earth on Turtle 's Back. Exp. 
Sights and Sounds, 5( 1985) 1 5- 1 6. 
ROC H E ,  John P. "Special Issue:  Theory and Methods in Migra tion and 
Ethnic Research " In ternational  Migration Review. Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 4(1 984) 70-7 1 .  
R O D N O N ,  Stew art. E t h nic  Persp e c t i v e s  in  A m erican L i t e r a t u re:  
Selected Ess ays on the European Co ntri b u tion. Exp. Sights and So unds, 
4( 1 984) 69-70. 
RODNON, Stewart. Jewish Writers of No rth A m erica: A Gu ide to 
Info rmation Sources. Exp. Sights and So unds, 2( 1 982) 3 1 -32. 
RODNON, Stewart. Off the Co u rt .  Exp. Si!{h ts a n d  So u nds , 4 ( 1 984 )  8-9 .  
RO D N O N ,  Stewart. Tw e n t i e t h - Ce n t u ry A m erican-Je w i s h  Fi c t i o n  
Writers. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5( 1 985) 84-86. 
RODNON, Stewart. Wilma. Exp. Sigh ts a nd Sou nds, 4( 1 984)  72-7 :1 .  
RODRIGUE Z ,  Joe. Desert Im migra nts:  Th e Mexicans of El Pa s o . 1 88()-
1 920. Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 2 ( 1 982) 1 8- 1 9. 
RODRIGUEZ, Joe. The Lost Land: Th e Ch icano Image of the SO ll t h ll 'Cs t .  
Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5( 1 985) 22-23. 
ROEMER, Kenneth M. A Bra n c h  of California Redwood. Exp. Sigh ts 
and So unds, 4 ( 1 984) 61 -63. 
RUSCO,  Elmer R.  A merican Indian Culture and Research Jo u rn a l  
7, 1 (1 983) Special Water Righ ts Issue.  Exp. Sights and Sounds. 5( 1 985) 
5-7. 
RUSCO, Elmer R. Ci vilization and the Story of the A bsentee Sh a ll 'n ecs.  
Exp. Sights and Sounds, 1 ( 1 98 1 )  1 -2 .  
RUSCO ,  Elmer R. Th e Nazi/ Skokie  Co nflict: A Ci vil  L i bert ies Ba t t /c.  
Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 2 ( 1982) 24-25. 
RU SCO,  Elmer R. Tribal  Dispossession and the O t t a w a  In dia n Un i­
versity Fraud. Exp. Si!{h ts and Sounds, 6( 1 986) 85-86. 
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RUSCO,  Elmer R. Zuni: Selected Writings of Frank Ha milton Cushing. 
Explo rations in Ethnic Studies, 3 , 1 ( 1 980) 57-59. 
SAMUEL, V. Thomas.  Mino rity Education and Cas te: The A merican 
System i n  Cross- Cultural Perspective. Explo rations in Ethnic Studies, 
3 , 1 ( 1980) 50-52.  
SARABIA, Louis .  Gunpowder Jus tice: A Reassessment of the Texas 
Rangers. Explo ra tions in Ethnic Studies, 3 , 1 ( 1 980) 60. 
SARNA, Jonathan D.  The Book of Mo rdechai: A Study of the Je ws of 
Libya.  Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 2(1982) 20-2 1 .  
SATO, Masayuki. Pinoy: The Firs t Wa ve. Explorations L n  Ethnic 
Studies , 2 ,2 (1979) 4 1 -42.  
SATO, Robert T. Unders tanding and Co unseling Ethnic Minorities. 
Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3 ,2( 1980) 46-47. 
SCARBE RRY-GARCIA, Susan. Smoothing the Ground: Essays on 
Na t i  v e  A m erican Oral Litera ture. Exp. Sights and Sou nds, 4 (1984) 79-8 1 .  
S C ARBERRY-GARCIA, Susan. Star Quilt. Exp. Sigh ts a n d  Sounds, 
5( 1985)  86-88. 
S C H E RINI ,  Rose. Italian America ns: Into the Twiligh t of Ethnicity. 
Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5 ( 1 985) 2-3. 
S C H O E N ,  Carol.  Neigh bors in Co nflict: The Irish, Germans, Je ws a nd 
Italians of New Yo rk City, 1 929- 1 94 1 .  Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 
3 ,2( 1 980) 66-67.  
S C H O E N ,  Carol.  Red Ribbon o n  a White Horse. Exp. Sights and So unds, 
2 ( 1 982) 48. 
S C H USTE R,  Helen. The Indian A rts and Crafts Boa rd. Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 5 (1 985) 70-7 1 .  
S C OTT, C arol J .  A merica n Indian Women, Telling Their Li ves. Exp. 
Sights and Sounds, 5( 1 985) 12 -13 .  
S E GAL, Bernard E .  The Economy of Socialis t Cuba:  a Two-Decade 
App raisal. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 3( 1983) 28-30. 
SELLER, Maxine S. Songs of Ourselves. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 
4( 1 984) 33-35. 
SELLER, Maxine S.  The Ethnic Fro ntier: Gro up Survival in Chicago 
and the Midwes t. Explora tions in Ethnic Studies, 2 ,2(1979) 25-27. 
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SHEROHMAN, James. Blacks in Suburbs: A National Perspective. 
Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3 ,2(1980) 60-65. 
SHUGART, Caroline. Gathering Wha t  the Great Nature Pro vided: Food 
Traditions of the Gitskan. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 4 (1984) 67-68. 
SIEBER, George W. Native A mericans and Nixon:  Presidential Politics 
and Minority Self Determination 1 969- 1 9 72. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 
4( 1984) 27-29. 
SIEBER, George W. New Directions in Federal Indian Policy. Exp. 
Sights and Sounds, 5 (1 985) 14-15 .  
SIEBER, George W. Plains Indian Raiders. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 
5( 1985) 54-55. 
SIEBER, George W. The End of Indian Kansas: A Study of Cultural 
Revolution 1 854- 1 8 7 1 .  Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 2 ,2 (1979) 37-39. 
SIEBER, George W. The New Deal and A merican Indian Tribalism: The 
Administration of the Indian Reorganization Act, 1 934-45. Exp. Sights 
and Sounds, 1 ( 1 98 1 )  36-37 .  
SILET,  Charles L.P.  The Celluloid Black: His to ry of Blacks in Film. 
(Slide/Tape). Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5 ( 1 985) 40-4 1 .  
SILET, Charles L.P.  Native A mericans o n  Film and Video. Exp. Sights 
and So unds, 2 (1982) 44-45. 
SIMMONS, Terry. Community-Based Research: A Handbook for Na tive 
Americans. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5 (1985) 34-35.  
SINGER, Jeff. Ethics in Nigerian Culture. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 
4(1984) 4-5. 
SKJERVOLD, Christian K. His toric Resources in Minneso ta; A Report 
o n  Their Ex tent, Location, and Need for Preservation. Exp lo rations in 
Ethnic Studies, 3 , 1 ( 1 980) 39-40. 
S KLAR, Dusty. City College and the Jewish Poo r: Education in New 
Yo rk, 1 880·1 924. Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 2 (1 982) 22-23.  
SPE CTOR, Alan. Ethnopolitics, A Conceptual Framework.  Exp. Sights 
and Sounds, 2 ( 1 982) 37-38. 
STAMPE R, Virginia.  Ongka: A Self Account by a New G uinea Big Ma n. 
Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3 ,2(1980) 72-73. 
ST ANKE, Michael.  J. Henry Highland Garnet: A Voice in Black 
Radicalism in the Nineteenth Century. Exp lora tions in Ethnic Studies, 
1 , 1 ( 1 9 78) 78-79.  
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STEWART, Dennis . Exploring Buried Buxton. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 
5(1985) 30-3 1 .  
STEWART, Dennis. Son o f  a Mo ther. Exp. Sights a nd So unds, 5 ( 1 985) 
79-80. 
SUNSERI,  Alvin R. The Changing Mexican-American. Ne wsletter, 
2 , 1 ( 1 976) 33.  
TAYLOR, Orville W. No Chario t Let Down: Charles to n 's Free People of 
Colo r o n  the Eve of the Ci vil Wa r. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 6 (1 986) 4 1-42 .  
THERIAULT, George F.  The Canadian A lternative: Cultural Pluralism 
a nd Canadian Unity. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 2(1982) 5. 
TRAYNHAM, Warner R. Black and White Styles in Conflict. Exp. Sights 
a nd Sounds, 3(1 983) 24-25. 
TURNER, Fay the. Jamaica Woman: A n  A nthology of Poems. Exp. 
Sights a nd Sounds, 4(1984) 54-56. 
TURNER, Fay the. The Wes t  Indian No vel and its Background. Exp. 
Sights and Sounds, 5(1985) 63-64. 
V ALDES,  Ricardo A. The Sun Rises Late Here. (Record). Exp. Sights and 
So unds, 1 (1981)  40-41 .  
V ALDES,  Ricardo A .  Tomas and the Talking Birds. Explo rations in 
Ethnic Studies, 2 ,2(1979) 36-37. 
VANDYKE, Annette. The Woman Who Owned the Shadows. Exp. 
Sights and Sounds, 5(1985) 3-5 . 
WALKER, Robbie Jean. The Siren in the Night. Exp. Sights and So unds, 
5(1985) 4 1 -43.  
WALSH, Helen Kathleen. The Make-Belie ve Indian: Native A mericans 
in the Mo vies. (Slide/Tape). Exp. Sights and Sounds, 2 (1982) 50. 
WALTER, John C.  Hard Trials on My Way: Sla very a nd the Struggle 
Against It, 1 800-1 860. Explorations in Ethnic Studies. 2 ,2 (1979) 27-29. 
W ARSHAWSKY, Robert. Culture Clash.  Exp. Sights and Sounds, 
4( 1984) 52-53.  
WASHINGTON, Delo.  Black Manhood; The Building of Civiliza tion by 
the Black Man of the Nile. Exp. Sights and Sounds,6(1986) 80-8 1 .  
WASHINGTON ,  Delo. Praisesong for the Widow. Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 6( 1986) 49-50. 
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WEBER, Brom. The Ethnic Image in Modern A merican Litera ture 1 900-
1 950, Vols. I and II. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 6(1986) 1 2-14 .  
W E B STER, Regina E .  Blacks a n d  Media:  A Selec ted, A n nota ted 
Bibliography, 1 962-1 982. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 6( 1 986) 78. 
WELCH, Ashton. Wesley Black A mericans in North Carolina and the 
South. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 5(1985) 24-25. 
WHITAKER, Faye Pauli. The New Feminist Criticism:  Essays on 
Women, Literature and Theory. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 5( 1985) 77-78. 
WHITE , C aroline. La Partera: Story of a Midwife. Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 1 ( 1981 )  8-9. 
WHITEFORD, Michael B .  Kinship Ideology and Practice In Latin 
America. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 6( 1 986) 76-77. 
WI GET, Andrew. Anishinabe: 6 Studies of Modern Chippewa. Exp. 
Sights and Sounds, 2(1982) 33-34 . 
WIGET, Andrew. Left Handed: A Na vajo A uto biography. Exp. Sights 
a nd Sounds, 2(1982) 1 2 .  
WILLIAMS, James H .  Cities, Suburbs, a nd Blacks. Exp. Sights a nd 
Sounds, 6( 1 986) 4 .  
WILLIAMS,  Jimmy L. Black A m erican Literature: A Critical His tory. 
Newsletter, 1 ,2 (1975) 22-23. 
YOUNG, Linda P. I Be Somebody. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 5(1 985) 
43-44. 
ZAK, Michele. Num ber Our Days. Exp lorations In Ethnic Studies , 
3 , 1 ( 1980) 60-62. 
ZANGER, Martin. Red, White, a nd Black:  The People of Early A merica. 
Newsletter, 1 , 1 ( 1 975) 15-16 .  
ZANGER, Martin. The Village Indians of the Upper Missouri: Th e 
Mandans, Hidatsas, a nd A rikaras. Exp lorations in Ethnic Studies, 
1 ,2 ( 1978) 40-46. 
ZIMMERMAN, Zora Devrnj a.  Here for Good: Wes tern Europe 's New 
Ethnic Minorities. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5(1985) 20-22. 
ZIMMERMAN, Zora Devrnj a.  Immigrants a nd Their Children in the  
United States: A Bibliography of  Doctoral Dissertations, 1 885-1 982. 
Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 6( 1 986) 39-40. 
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Index of Authors, Titles and Reviewers 
A m erican Indian Culture and Research Jo urnal. 7 , 1 ( 1983).  Special Water 
Rights Issue.  Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 5(1 985) 5-7. Reviewed by Elmer 
RUSCO.  
Ethnic  Studies: the  People of  A merica. (Filmstrip) .  Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 1 ( 1 98 1 )  42-43. Reviewed by David N.  MIELKE. 
Mu ltic u l t u ral  Education and the American Indian. Exp. Sigh ts and 
Sounds, 3( 1 983) 35-36. Reviewed by Margaret LAUGHLIN. 
Nes h n a be/� : Th e  People. (Film).  Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 2( 1982) 5 1 -52. 
Reviewed by David M.  GRADWOHL. 
Un Nuevo Dia. (Journal) .  Exp. Sights and Sounds, 2(1 982) 49 .  Reviewed 
by Barbara H IURA. 
Prejudice: Pe rcei ving and Believing. (Film). Exp. Sights and Sounds, 1 
( 1 9 8 1 )  42-43.  Reviewed by David N .  MI " LKE. 
ABRAHAM, Sameer Y.  and N abeel Abraham, eds.  A rabs in the Ne w 
Wo rld. Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 5 ( 1 985) 1 -2 .  Reviewed by Akram 
KHATER. 
AC H E B E ,  Chinua and C . L. Innes, ed. African Short Stories. Exp. Sights 
a n d  Sounds. 6 ( 1 986) 1-2 .  Reviewed by David K.  BRUNER. 
ADAM, Barry D.  The Survival of Domination. Explo rations in Ethnic 
Studies, 2 ,2(1 979) 24-25. Reviewed by Georgina ASHWORTH.  
ALBA, Richard D .  Italian A mericans: Into the Twilight o f  Ethnicity. 
Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 5(1 985) 2-3. Reviewed by Rose SCHERINI .  
ALFORD, Thomas Wildcat. Ci viliza tion and the Sto ry of the A bsen tee 
Shawnees. Exp. Sigh ts and So unds, 1 ( 1 9 8 1 )  1-2. Reviewed by Elmer R. 
RUSCO.  
ALI , S .  H usin. The Malays: Their Pro blems and Future. Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 3 ( 1 983) 1 -2 .  Reviewed by Kirk ENDICOTT. 
ALLE N,  Paula Gunn. The Wo man Who Owned the Shadows. Exp. 
Sigh ts a nd Sounds, 5( 1985) 3-5. Reviewed by Annette VANDYKE. 
ALLE N, Paula Gunn, ed. Studies in American Indian Literature: Critical 
Essays and Co urse Design. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 4 (1984) 1 -2 .  
Reviewed by Barbara HIURA. 
ALLE N,  Robert L. Relucta nt  Reformers: Racism a nd Social Reform. 
Exp. Sights and Sounds, 4 (1984) 3-4. Reviewed by Linda M.C .  ABBOTT. 
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AMADI, Elechi. Ethics in Nigerian Culture. Exp. Sights and So unds, 4 
( 1 984) 4-5. Reviewed by Jeff SINGER. 
ANTHONY, Michael. A ll Tha t  Glitters. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 4 (1 984) 
6-7. Reviewed by LaVerne GONZALEZ.  
ASHE,  Arthur with Neil Amdur. Off the Court. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 
4(1984) 8-9 . Reviewed by Stewart RODNON. 
ASHTON, Elwyn T. The Welsh in the United States. Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 5 (1 985) 8 .  Reviewed by Phillips G. DAVIES.  
ASHWORTH, Georgina, ed. World Minorities, Vol. 2. Explorations in 
Ethnic Studies. 2 ,2(1979) 44-46. Reviewed by Asad HUSAIN. 
ATHEARN, Robert G. In Search of Canaan: Black Migration to Kansas, 
1 8 79-80. Exp lorations in Ethnic Studies, 3 ,  2 ( 1980) 74-75. Reviewed by 
Wilson J .  MOSES. 
AVERY, Evelyn Gross.  Rebels and Victims: The Fiction of Richard 
Wright and Bernard Malamud. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 1 ( 198 1 )  3-4. 
Reviewed by Edith BLICKSILVER. 
A VERY, Evelyn Gross .  Rebels and Victims: The Fiction of Richard 
Wright and Bernard Malamud. Exp lora tions in Ethnic Studies, 4 , 1 ( 1 9 8 1 )  
8 1 -82 . Reviewed by Paula M.  HENRY. 
BA, Mariama. So Long a Letter. Exp. Sights and Sounds. 5 (1985) 9. 
Reviewed by Anne E .  FREITAS. 
BAIRD, David W. The Quapaw Indians: A His tory of the Downstream 
People. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 1 ( 1 98 1 )  5 .  Reviewed by D avid R.  
McDONALD. 
BANKS, James A. Multiethnic Education: Theory and Practice. Exp. 
Sights and Sounds, 2 ( 1982) 1-2 .  Reviewed by Raymond L. H ALL. 
BARAKA, Amiri and Amina Baraka. Confirm a tion: An A n thology of 
African A merican Women. Exp. Sights a nd So unds, 3 ( 1 983) 2-4 . 
Reviewed by Richard L. HERRNST ADT. 
BARNES,  R. H .  Two Cro ws Denies It: A His tory of Co n tro versy in 
Omaha Sociology. Exp. Sights and So unds, 5 ( 1 985) 10-1 1 .  Reviewed by 
David M. GRADWOHL. 
BATAILLE, Gretchen M. Inside the Cigar Store: Images of the A merican 
Indian. (Slide/Tape). Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3 ,2 ( 1 980) 78-79 .  
Reviewed by Janice BEAUDIN. 
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BATAILLE , Gretchen M. and Charles L.P. Silet. The Make-Belie ve 
Indian: Native Americans in the Mo vies. (Slide/Tape) Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 2 ( 1 982) 50.  Reviewed by Helen Kathleen WALSH .  
BATAILLE , Gretchen M. and Charles L.P. Silet, eds. The Pretend 
India ns:  Images of Native A mericans in the Mo vies. Exp. Sights a nd 
Sounds, 1 ( 1 9 8 1 )  6-7.  Reviewed by Barbara F. LUEBKE. 
BATAILLE , Gretchen M. and Kathleen M. Sands. American India n 
Wo men, Telling Their Li ves. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5(1 985) 1 2 - 1 3 .  
Reviewed by C arol J .  SCOTT. 
BATAILLE , Gretchen M. ,  David M. Gradwohl, and Charles L.P.  Silet, 
eds. The Worlds Between Two Ri vers: Perspectives on American Indians 
in Io wa.  Explo rations in Ethnic Studies, 2 , 1 ( 1 979) 3 1 -32 .  Reviewed by 
William Bedford Clark. 
BA YOR, Ronald H. Neighbors in Conflict: The Irish, Germans, Jews 
and Italians of New York City, 1 929- 1 94 1 .  Explorations in Ethnic 
Studies, 3 ,2 (1980) 66-67.  Reviewed by Carol SCHOEN. 
B E LFIGLIO,  Cav.  Valentine J .  The Italian Experience in Texas.  Exp. 
Sights a nd Sounds, 4 (1984) 10-1 1 .  Reviewed by Marvin HARRIS 
B E RLINER, Paul with KUDU. The Sun Rises Late Here. (Record) . Exp. 
Sights a nd Sounds, 1( 198 1 )  40-4 1 .  Reviewed by Ricardo A. VALDES.  
BEYER, Bernd,  ed .  The Elders Wro te. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5 ( 1 985) 
60-6 1 .  Reviewed by Gretchen M. BATAILLE. 
BLACKMAN, M argaret B .  Du ring My Time: Flo rence Edens h a w  
Davidson, a Haida Woman. Exp. Sights a n d  Sounds, 6 (1986) 2-3.  
Reviewed by Gretchen M. BAT AILLE . 
BLACKWELL, James E .  and Philip H art. Cities, Suburbs, a nd Blacks. 
Exp. Sights and Sounds, 6( 1 986) 4 .  Reviewed by James H.  WILLIAMS.  
B LALOCK,  Hubert M. ,  Jr .  R a c e  and Ethnic Relations. Exp. Sights a nd 
Sounds. 2 (1982)  3-4.  Reviewed by H ardy T. FRYE. 
BLASSINGAME,  John W. Black New Orleans, 1 860-1 880. Newsletter, 
2 ,2 ( 1977) 22-23. Reviewed by G.W. REID.  
B LICKSILVER, Edith. The Ethnic American Woman: Pro blems, Pro­
tes ts, Lifes tyles. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3 ,2(1 980) 76-77.  Re­
viewed by Elvira Craig deSILV A. 
BOTTOMLEY, Gill and Marie De Lepervanche, eds. Ethnicity, Class 
a nd Gender in A us tralia. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 6 (1986) 5-6 Reviewed 
by Mary A. LUDWIG. 
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BOURAOUI,  Hedi, ed. The Ca nadian A lternative: Cultural Pluralis m 
a nd Canadian Unity. Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 2(1982) 5. Reviewed by 
George F.  THERIAULT. 
BRAKEL, Samuel J .  A m erican Indian Trib a l  Co urts: The Cos t of 
Separa te Jus tice. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3 , 1 ( 1 980) 54-56. Re­
viewed by Laurence FRENCH.  
BRITO, Silvester J .  Looking Through a Squared Off Circle. Exp. Sigh ts 
a nd Sounds, 6(1 986) 7-8. Reviewed by Theresa E. MCCORMICK. 
BROWN, Anthony D .  et al.  New Directions in Federal Indian Policy. 
Exp. Sights and So unds, 5( 1 985) 14 - 15 .  Reviewed by George W.  SIEBER. 
BROWN, Lloyd W. West  Indian Poetry. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 6 
( 1 986) 8-9. Reviewed by LaVerne GONZALEZ.  
BRUCHAC, Joseph,  ed.  The L ight From A nother Coun try: Poetry fro m 
A merican Prisons.  Exp. Sights and Sounds, 6( 1 986) 9-10 .  Reviewed by 
Neal BOWERS. 
BRUCHAC, Joseph,  ed.  Breaking Silence: A n  A nthology of Con tem­
porary Asian A merican Poets.  Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 4 ( 1 984) 1 1 - 1 2 .  
Reviewed by James B .  IRBY. 
BRUCHAC, Joseph, ed.  So ngs from This Earth o n  Turtle 's Back. Exp. 
Sights and Sounds, 5( 1985) 1 5- 16 .  Reviewed by Charles E. ROBERTS. 
BRUNER, Charlotte H . ,  ed. Un winding Threads: Writing by Wo men in 
Africa. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 6(1 986) 1 1 - 1 2 .  Reviewed by Virginia 
ALLEN. 
BRYANT, Barbara, producer. Just  a n  Overnight Guest.  (Film). Exp. 
Sights a nd Sounds, 4( 1 984) 84-85. Reviewed by Gretchen BATAILLE . 
B U E N KE R ,  John,  Ron Podeschi ,  and Paul Sendry.  Im m igra n ts ,  
Mino rities and School. (Video) .  Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5( 1985) 1 7- 18 .  
Reviewed by Margaret LAUGHLIN. 
BUSS, Fran Leeper. L a  Partera: Story of a Mid wife. Exp. Sigh ts and 
Sounds, 1 (1981)  8 -9 .  Reviewed by C aroline WHITE.  
B UTCHER,  Philip ,  ed.  The Minority Presence in A merica n Litera t u re 
1 600-1 900, Vols. I and II. Exp. Sights a nd So unds, 6( 1 986) 1 5- 16 .  
Reviewed by Alice A. DECK. 
BUTCHER, Philip,  ed. The Ethnic Image in Modern A m erica n Litcra tu  re 
1 900- 1 950, Vols. I and II. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 6(1 986) 1 2- 1 4 .  
Reviewed by Brom WEBER. 
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CAFFE RTY, Pastora San Juan and William C. McCready. Hispanics in 
the United Sta tes: A New Social Agenda. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 
6( 1986) 16 - 17 .  Reviewed by Homer D . C .  GARCIA. 
CALDER, Angus, Jack Mapanje ,  and Cosmo Pieterse ,  eds.  Summer 
Fires .  Ne w Poetry of Africa. Exp. Sigh ts and So unds, 5(1985) 1 8-20.  
Reviewed by David K.  BRUNER. 
C ARRANC O ,  Lynwood and E stle Beard. Genocide and Vendetta: The 
India n  Wa rs of No rthern Califo rnia. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 2 ( 1982) 6-7.  
Reviewed by Charles E. ROBERTS. 
CASTAN E DA, Alfredo, Richard L. James and Webster Robbins .  The 
Educ a tional Needs of Minority Groups. Newsletter, 1 ,2 ( 1975) 2 1 -22 .  
Reviewed by Burton E.  ALTMAN. 
CASTLE S ,  Stephen. Here for Good: Wes tern Europe 's New Ethnic 
Mino rities. Exp. Sights and So unds. 5( 1 985) 20-22. Reviewed by Zora 
Devrnj a ZIMMERMAN. 
C A  V AIOLI ,  Frank J .  and Salvatore J .  Lagumina. The Peripheral 
A m ericans.  Exp. Sights and Sounds, 6( 1986) 18 .  Reviewed by Phillips G .  
DAVIE S .  
C HAVE Z,  John R. The Lost Land: The Chicano Image of t h e  South west.  
Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5( 1 985) 22-23. Reviewed by Joe RODRIGUE Z .  
C H U ,  Louis .  Ea t a Bo wl o f  Tea .  Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3 , 1 ( 1 980) 
67-69. Reviewed by C .Lok C HUA. 
C H UA, Rebecca. The Ne wspaper Editor and Other Sto ries. Exp. Sigh ts 
a nd Sounds, 3(1 983) 4-5. Reviewed by Hua-Yuan Li MOWRY. 
C H UNN,  Jay C . ,  II, Patricia J .  Dunston, and Fariyal Ross-Sheriff, eds. 
Me ntal  Hea lth and People of Color: Curriculum Development and 
Cha nge. Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 4 ( 1 984) 1 2 - 1 4 .  Reviewed by Linda M . C .  
ABBOTT. 
C I N E L, Dino. Fro m Ita ly to San Fra ncisco: The Im migra nt  Experience. 
Exp. Sights and Sounds, 4(1 984) 14 - 16 .  Reviewed by Jay AVELLINO. 
CLARK, Thomas A. Blacks in Suburbs:  A Na tional Perspective.  Ex­
plora tions in Ethnic Studies,  3 , 2 ( 1 980) 60-65.  Reviewed by James 
S H E R O H MAN. 
CLARKE,  Sebastian. Jah Music: The Evolution of the Popular Jamaican 
So ng. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 3 ( 1 983) 5-7 .  Reviewed by William S. 
COLE .  
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CLIFTON, James A. The Prairie People: Continuity and Cha nge in 
Potawatami Indian Culture, 1 665- 1 965. Explorations in Ethnic Studies 
2,2( 1979) 39-4 1 .  Reviewed by Kenneth MORRISON. 
M .  COOK, David and Michael Okenimkpe. Ngugi wa Thiong'O: An 
Exploration of His Writings. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 4 ( 1 984) 1 6- 1 7 .  
Reviewed by Jean BRIGHT. 
" 
COOKE,  John, ed. Perspectives on Ethnicity in New Orleans. Explora­
t i o n s  i n  E t h n i c  S t udies,  3 , 2 ( 1 98 0 )  5 1 -5 2 .  Reviewed by Frank J .  
CAVAIOLI. 
COOLEY, John R. Sa vages and Naturals: Black Portraits by White 
Writers in Modern A merican Litera ture. Exp. Sights and So unds, 4 (1 984) 
1 7-18 .  Reviewed by Richard L. H ERRNSTADT. 
CORDASCO, Francesco and George Bernstein. Bilingual Education in 
A merican Schools: A Guide to Information Sources. Exp lorations in 
Ethnic Studies, 3 ,2 (1980) 52-53. Reviewed by Rosa FERNANDE Z .  
CORDASCO,  Francesco,  e d .  Italian A mericans: A Guide t o  Information 
Sources. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 2 , 1 ( 1 979) 37-38. Reviewed by 
Frank J .  CA VAIOLI. 
CORTEZ ,  Jane. Coagulations: New and Selected Poems. Exp. Sights 
a nd Sounds, 6( 1 986) 1 9-20. Reviewed by Aisha ESHE-CARMEN. 
CRAIN, William C .  Theories of  De velopment: Co ncep ts a nd Applica­
tions. Exp. Sights and So unds, 6 ( 1 986) 20-2 1 .  Reviewed by W. Gary 
CANNON. 
CROW, Jeffrey J .  and Flora J .  Hatley, eds.  Black Americans in North 
Carolina and the South. Exp. Sights a nd So unds, 5 (1 985) 24-25. Reviewed 
by Ashton Wesley WELCH. 
CUMMINGS, Betty Sue. Say These Na mes (Remember Them). Exp. 
Sigh ts and Sounds, 5 ( 1 985) 25-26. Reviewed by Gretchen M. BATAILLE . 
CURRAN, Barbara A. The Legal Needs of the Public: The Final Report 
of a Na tional Survey. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 2 , 1 ( 1 979) 45-47 .  
Reviewed by Laurence A. FRENCH.  
DATHORN,  O . R. Afric a n  L i tera t ure t n  t h e  Tw e n t i e t h  Ce n t u ry .  
Newsletter, 2 , 1 ( 1 976) 29-30 . Reviewed by Jean M.  BRIGHT. 
DAVIES,  Phillips G.  The Wels h in Wisconsin. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 
4( 1 984)  1 9 .  Reviewed by M arilyn MEISENHEIMER. 
DAVIS,  Angela Y. Wo m e n, Race and Class. Exp. Sights a nd So unds, 
3( 1 983) 7-8.  Reviewed by E dith BLICKSILVER. 
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DAVIS, Susan Schaefer. Patience and Power, Women's Li ves in a 
Mo roccan Village. Exp. Sights a nd So unds, 4( 1 984) 20-2 1 .  Reviewed by 
E dith BLICKSILVER. 
DAY, John F. Bloody Ground. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 2(1982) 8-9 . 
Reviewed by Helen G. CHAPIN. 
DE LEON, Arnoldo. The Tejano Community, 1 836-1 900. Exp. Sights a nd 
Sounds, 4(1984)  47-48. Reviewed by Wolfgang BINDER. 
DE LEPERV ANCHE,  Marie M .  Indians in a White A ustralia: An 
Account of Race, Class a nd Indian Immigration to Eastern A us tralia. 
Exp . Sigh t s  a n d  S o u nds,  6 ( 1 9 8 6 )  2 1 - 2 2 .  Reviewed by P atric i a  
GRIMSHAW. 
D ELORIA, Vine, Jr. , and Clifford M.  Lytle. A merican Indians; A merican 
Jus tice. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 4(1984) 21-22 .  Reviewed by Gretchen 
BATAILLE . 
DELORIA, Vine, Jr. , and Clifford M. Lytle. The Nations Within: The 
Pas t  and Future of A merican Indian Sovereignty. Exp. Sights a nd 
Sounds, 5(1 985) 26-27 .  Reviewed by Lyle KOEHLER. 
D EPIETRO, Robert J .  and Edward Ifkovic, eds. Ethnic Perspectives in 
A merican Literature: Selected Essays o n  the European Contribution. 
Exp. Sights and Sounds, 4(1984) 69-70. Reviewed by Stewart RODNON. 
DIN, Gilbert C.  and Abraham P .  Nasatir. The Imperial  Osages:  
Spa nish-Indian Diplomacy in the Mississippi Valley. Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 5 (1985) 28 .  Reviewed by Lyle KOEHLER. 
DINNERSTEIN,  Leonard, Roger L. Nichols,  and David M.  Reimers . 
Nati ves and Strangers: Ethnic Gro ups and the Building of A merica. 
Exp. Sights and Sounds, 3 , 1 ( 1 980) 32-34. Reviewed by Tonu PARMING. 
DOEZEMA, Linda Pegman, ed. Dutch A mericans: A Guide to Info rma­
tion Sources. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3 ,2(1 980) 68-69. Reviewed 
by Lois J. KALLOWAY. 
D O LAN, Jay P .  The Immigran t  Church, Ne w York 's Irish and German 
Catholics, 1 85 1 - 1 865. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3 , 1 ( 1 980) 62-65. 
Reviewed by George R. GILKEY. 
DONG, Arthur, producer. Sewing Woman. (Film) .  Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 3(1 983) 52-53. Reviewed by Shawna LINDSEY and David 
Beharry. 
D O U GLAS S ,  William A. and Richard W .  Etulain ,  e d s .  Ba s q u e  
A mericans: A Guide t o  Information Sources. Exp. Sights a n d  Sounds, 
2(1 982) 10 .  Reviewed by Sergio D.  ELIZONDO. 
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D UTTON, Bertha P. A merica n  Indians of the Southwest.  Exp. Sights 
and Sounds, 6 (1 986) 23-24 . Reviewed by Charline L. BURTON. 
DYKE, Walter and Ruth Dyke,  eds.  Left Handed: A Na vajo A u to­
biography. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 2 (1982) 12. Reviewed by Andrew 
WIGET. 
DYLONG, John. Living History 1 925- 1 950: Family Experiences of 
Times Reme m bered. Exp lo ra tions in Ethnic Studies, 3 , 2( 1 980)  5 4 .  
Reviewed by Barbara R. LUEBKE. 
E DGELL, Zee. Beka Lamb. Exp. Sights and Sounds. 3 (1983) 8 -10 .  
Reviewed by LaVerne GONZALEZ. 
EICHHOLZ, Alice and James M.  Rose, eds.  Free Black Heads of 
Ho usehold in the New York State Federal Census, 1 790-1 830. Exp. Sigh ts 
and Sounds, 2 (1 982) 13-14 .  Reviewed by Adlean HARRIS. 
EMECHETA, Buchi.  The Joys of Motherhood. Explorations in Ethnic 
Studies, 3 , 1 ( 1 980) 70-7 1 .  Reviewed by Janet Cheatham BELL. 
E QWUONWU, Ani Dike. Marriage Problems in Africa. Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 6 (1986) 24-25.  Reviewed by Melvin RAY. 
ERDRICH,  Louise. Love Medicine. Exp. Sights a nd So unds, 6( l 9R6) 
25-26.  Reviewed by Barbara BRYDON. 
ESMAN, Milton J. ,  ed. Ethnic Conflict in the Wes tern World. Explora­
tions in Ethnic Studies, 1 ,2 (1 978) 5 1 -53.  Reviewed by Hardy T. FRYE.  
E STEVE S,  Sandra Maria.  Ye rba Buena. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 
2 (1982) 15-17 .  Reviewed by Wolfgang BINDER. 
E T H N I C  STU D I E S  ORAL HISTORY PROJ E C T  AND U NITE D 
OKINAWAN A S S O C IATI O N  O F  HAWAII ,  eds .  Uch i n a n c h u :  A 
His to ry of Okina wans in Ha waii. Exp. Sight and Sounds, 6(1 986) 27-28.  
Reviewed by Russell ENDO. 
FAPSO,  Richard J .  Norwegians in Wisconsin. Exp. Sights a nd So unds, 
4 (1984) 22-23. Reviewed by Marilyn MEISENHEIMER. 
FARLEY, John E .  Majority-Minority Relations.  Exp. Sights a nd So unds, 
4 (1984) 23-25. Reviewed by Homer D .C .  GARCIA. 
FERNANDO, LLOYD, ed.  Malaysian Short Stories. Exp. Sigh ts a nd 
Sounds, 3( 1 983) 1 1 - 13 .  Reviewed by C .  Lok C HUA. 
FERRERO, Pat, producer. Hopi: Songs of the Fourth World. (Film) .  Exp. 
Sights a nd Sounds, 6 (1 986) 28-29.  Reviewed by D avid M. GRADWO HL. 
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FITE , Gilbert C. Cotton Fields No More: Southern Agriculture 1 865-
1 980. Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 5(1 985) 29-30. Reviewed by Charles C .  
IRBY. 
FLEMING,  John E . ,  Gerald R. Gill ,  and David H .  Swinton. The Case fo r 
Affirm a tive  Action for Blacks in Higher Educa tion. Exp. Sigh ts a nd 
Sounds, 4 ( 1 984) 25-27. Reviewed by P. Rudy MATTAI.  
F O N E R, Philip S .  and Jo sephine F.  Pacheco.  Th ree Who Da red: 
Prudence Crandall, Margaret Douglass, Myrtilla Miner- Champions of 
A n te·bellum Black Education. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 6 (1986) 29-30. 
Reviewed by Margaret A. LAUGHLIN. 
FORBES, J ack D .  Na tive A mericans and Nixon: Presidential Politics 
and Minority Self Determination 1 969- 1 9 72. Exp. Sigh ts and So unds, 
4( 1 984)  27-29. Reviewed by George W. SIEBER. 
FOSS,  Phillip, ed. The Clouds Th rew This Ligh t: Contemporary Na tive 
Am erica n Poetry. Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 4 (1 984) 29-30.  Reviewed by 
Gretchen BAT AILLE . 
FRANKLIN, Jimmie Lewis. Jo urney To ward Hope: A His to ry of Blacks 
in Oklahoma.  Exp. Sights and Sounds, 3( 1 983) 1 3- 1 4 .  Reviewed by 
Charles C.  IRBY. 
FRANKLI N,  John Hope.  Racial Eq uality in A merica. Newsletter, 
2 .3 ( 1 9 7 7 )  1 7 - 1 8 .  Reviewed by James L. LAFKY. 
FRE N C H ,  William P. ,  Michel J .  Fabre, Amritjit Singh, and Genevieve E .  
Fabre, eds.  Afro-A merica n Poetry a n d  Drama, 1 760- 1 9 75: A Guide to 
Informa tion So urces. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3 , 1 ( 1 980) 52-53 . 
Reviewed by James L. GRAY. 
FRIDLEY, Russell W.  His to ric Resources in Minnesota: A Report o n  
Their Ex tent, Loca tion, a n d  Need fo r Preservation. Explorations i n  
Ethnic Studies, 3 , 1 ( 1 980) 39-40. Reviewed by Christian K. SKJERVOLD. 
GALARZA, Ernesto. Farm Workers a nd Agri- b usiness in Califo rnia, 
1 94 7- 1 960. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 1 ,2 (1 978) 50-5 1 .  Reviewed by 
Rosa FERNANDEZ.  
GARCIA, Mario T. Desert Im migrants:  The Mexicans o f  E l  Paso, 1 880-
1 9 2 0 .  Exp . Sigh ts a n d  S o u n ds,  2 ( 1 9 8 2 )  1 8 - 1 9 .  Reviewed by J o e  
RODRIGUEZ.  
GARC IA, Ricardo L. Teaching in a Pluralis tic Society. Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 3 (1983) 1 4- 1 6 .  Reviewed by Margaret A. LAUGHLIN. 
GARZA,Roberto J. ,  ed. Contempo rary Chicano Theatre. Newsletter, 
2 , 1 ( 1 976) 3 1 -32.  Reviewed by Marvin A. LEWIS. 
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GEIOGAMAH, Hanay. New Native A merican Drama: Three Plays. 
Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 1 ( 1981)  10- 1 1 .  Reviewed by Louise C. M AYNOR. 
GLAZIER, Stephen, ed. Cari b bean Ethnicity Revisited. Exp. Sights a nd 
Sounds, 6(1986) 3 1 -32.  Reviewed by D avid M .  JOHNSON. 
GLENN, James Lafayette. My Work Among the Florida Seminoles. Exp. 
Sights and Sounds, 3(1983) 16-1 7 .  Reviewed by Michael D .  GRE E N .  
GLOSTER, Jesse E .  Minority Economic, Political a n d  Social De velop­
ment. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 2 ,2 (1 979) 22-24.  Reviewed by 
Kwang Chung KIM.  
GOLDBERG, H arvey E .  The Book of  Mordechai: A Study of the Je ws of  
Libya. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 2 (1982)  20-2 1 .  Reviewed by Jonathan D.  
SARNA. 
GOLLNICK, Donna M. and Philip C. Chinn. Multicultural Education in 
a Pluralis tic Society. Exp. Sights and So unds, 3 (1983) 14-16.  Reviewed by 
Margaret A. LAUGHLIN. 
GOMEZ, Rudolf, ed.  The Changing Mexican-American. Newsletter, 
2 , 1 ( 1 976) 33.  Reviewed by Alvin R. SUNSERI. 
GOODWIN, Ken. Unders tanding African Poetry: A Study of Ten Poets.  
Exp. Sights a nd Sounds. 4 (1984) 31-32 .  Reviewed by Alice A.  DECK.  
GORELICK, Sherry. City College a n d  t h e  Jewish Poor: Education in 
New Yo rk, 1 880-1 924. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 2 ( 1 982) 22-23 .  Reviewed 
by Dusty SKLAR. 
GOVEIA, Elsa V. A Study on the His to riograp hy of the Britis h Wes t  
Indies, t o  t h e  End o f  the Nineteenth Century. Exp. Sights a n d  Sounds, 
3(1983) 1 7- 1 8 .  Reviewed by Roland L. GUYOTTE.  
GRABER, Kay ,  ed .  Sis ter t o  t h e  Sioux: The Memoirs o f  Elaine Goodale 
Eastman, 1 885-9 1 .  Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 2 , 1 ( 1979) 32-33. 
Reviewed by Gretchen M .  BAT AILLE . 
GRADWOHL, David M. and Nancy M. Osborn. Explo ring Buried 
Buxton. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5(1 985) 30-3 1 .  Reviewed by Dennis 
STEWART. 
GREEN,  James W. Cultural A wareness in the Human Services. Exp. 
Sights and Sounds, 4 (1984) 32-33. Reviewed by Cecilia E .  DAWKINS.  
GREEN,  Jesse, ed.  Zuni: Selected Writings of  Fran k  Hamilton Cus hing. 
Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3 , 1 ( 1 980) 57-59. Reviewed by Elmer R.  
RUSCO. 
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GREEN,  Rose Basile. Songs of Ourselves.  Exp. Sights and So unds, 
4 ( 1 984) 33·35. Reviewed by Maxine S .  SELLER. 
GREENBERG, Henry and Georgia Greenberg. Carl Gorma n 's Wo rld. 
Exp. Sights and So unds, 5 (1 985) 32·34.  Reviewed by E ugene GRIGSBY, 
Jr .  
GREY, Herman. Tales fro m  the Moha ves. Exp. Sights a nd So unds, 
1 ( 1 9 8 1 )  12. Reviewed by Dona HOILMAN. 
GRIFFITH,  C yril . Pan·African Dream. Newsletter, 1 ,3(1 976) 2 1 -22.  
Reviewed by EI-Kati MAHMOUD. 
GRIGSBY, J .  E ugene, Jr .  A rts and Ethnics: Background fo r Teaching 
You t h  in a Pluralistic Society. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 6(1 986) 32-33. 
Reviewed by Linda M.C. ABBOTT. 
G U YOTTE , Susan .  Co mmunity-Based Res earch:  A Ha ndbook fo r 
Native  A mericans.  Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5(1 985) 34-35. Reviewed by 
Terry SIMMONS. 
HALE, Frederick. The Swedes in Wisconsin. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 
5( 1 985) 35-37. Reviewed by Susan CARLSON. 
HALL, Raymond L. Black Separation in the United Sta tes. Explorations 
in Ethnic Studies, 2 ,2(1 979) 29-3 1 .  Reviewed by Lillie ALE XIS. 
HALL, Raymond L. , ed. Ethnic A utonomy- Comparative Dynamics : 
The A mericas, Europe and the Developing World. Explorations In 
Ethnic Studies, 3 ,2( 1980) 47-49. Reviewed by Gary Y. OKIHIRO. 
H AMALIAN, Leo and John D.  Yohannan, eds. New Writing from t h e  
Middle Eas t. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 2 ,2 (1 979) 43-44. Reviewed 
by Elaine King MILLER. 
HAMLIN, D avid. The Nazi/ Skokie Conflict: A Civil Liberties Battle. 
Exp. Sights and Sounds, 2( 1 982) 24-25. Reviewed by Elmer R. RUSCO. 
HAMMER, Signe. Daughters and Mothers: Mo thers and Daughters. 
Exp. Sights  and Sou nds, 4 ( 1 984)  35-36.  Reviewed by Linda M . C .  
ABBOTT. 
H ARRI S ,  Trudier. Exo rcising Black ness:  His t o rical  and Literary 
Lynching and Burning Rituals.  Exp. Sights and Sounds, 6 (1 986) 34-36. 
Reviewed by John LOWE . 
HARRISON,  Ken, producer. The Last of the Caddoes. (Film).  Exp. Sights 
and Sounds, 4 (1 984) 87-92. Reviewed by David M. GRADWOHL. 
HASHIM, Wan. Race Relations in Malaysia. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 
4( 1 984) 36-38. Reviewed by Foster BROWN. 
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H E N D E RS O N ,  G e o r g e .  Un ders t a n ding a n d  Co u n s el ing Et h n i c  
Mino rities. Explorations i n  Ethnic Studies, 3,2( 1 980) 46-47 .  Reviewed by 
Robert T. SATO. 
H E NDRY, Joy. Ma rriage in Changing Japan:  Co m m unity and Society. 
Exp. Sights and Sounds, 3( 1 98:3) 1 9-20. Reviewed by Lyle KOE H LE R. 
H E RZOG, Kristin. Wo men, Ethnics, and Exotics:  Im ages of Power in 
Mid·Nineteenth Century A m erican Fiction. Exp. Sights and Sou nds, 
6( 1 986) 36-37.  Reviewed by Gretchen M. BATAILLE . 
HIGHAM, John, ed.  Ethnic Leaders h ip in A m erica (Symposia in 
Co mparative His to ry, No. 9). Explo rations in Ethnic Studies, 2, 1 ( 1 979) 
39-4 1 .  Reviewed by E dith BLICKSIL VER. 
HIGHWATER, Jam ake. The Sun,  He Dies.  Exp. Sigh ts and So unds, 
4( 1 984) 38-40. Reviewed by Mic DE NFELD. 
H O D G E ,  John L . ,  Donald K.  Struckmann, and Lynn Dorland Trost. 
Cultural Bases of Racism and Group Oppression. Explorations in Ethnic 
Studies, 2, 1 ( 1 979) 38-39. Reviewed by Lillie ALE XIS.  
H OGAN, Linda. Seeing Th rough the Sun. Exp. Sigh ts and So u n ds .  
6( 1986) 38-:-39 .  Reviewed b y  Victor MACARUSO. 
H O GAN,  Linda.  Eclipse .  Exp . Sights  a n d  Sounds,  5 ( 1 985)  38 -39 .  
Reviewed by Steve PETT. 
H O GLUND,  A. William. Im migran ts and Th eir Ch ildren in the Un ited 
States:  A Bibliography of Doctoral  Dissertations, 1 885- 1 982. Exp. Sif-{h Is  
and Sounds, 6( 1 986) 39-40. Reviewed by Zora Devrnj a ZIMME RMAN. 
H O LLI,  Melvin G. and Peter d' A.  Jones, eds. The Eth nic Fron tier: G roup 
Survival  in Chicago and the Midwest.  Exp lo rations in Eth nic Stu dies . 
2,2( 1 979) 25-27. Reviewed by M axine S. S E LLE R. 
H OLMQUI ST, June Drenning, ed. Th ey Chose Min n es o t a :  A S U rt ·cy 
of the State 's Et h nic Groups.  Exp. Sigh ts and Sou n ds .  2( 1 982) 26 .  
Reviewed by Phillips G. DAVI E S .  
H RABA, Joseph. A m erican Eth nicity. Expl�rations in Et h ll ic Stu dies . 
2,2( 1 979) 1 9-22.  Reviewed by B arbara L. HIURA. 
H UFFER, Virginia.  Th e Sweetness of the Fig: A bo riginal Wo m en ill 
Transition. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 3 ( 1 983) 20-22 .  Reviewed by Lyle 
K O E H LE R. 
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H UTTE NBACK, Robert A. Ra cis m and Empire: Wh ite Settlers and 
Co lo ll red 1m m igra nts in t h e  Britis h Self- Go verning Colo nies 1 830- 1 9 1 0. 
Explo ra tiol l s in Eth n i c  Studies, 1 , 2  ( 1 978) 53-54. Reviewed by Georgina 
ASHWORTH.  
I RB Y ,  Charles C .  Th e Cellu loid Blach: History o f  Blachs in Film. 
(Sl ide/ Tape) .  Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 5( 1 985) 40-4 1 .  Reviewed by 
Charles L.P. SILET. 
m O H ,  Eddie. Th e Siren in the Night.  Exp. Sights and So unds, 5( 1 985) 
· H - 4 3 .  Reviewed by Robbie Jean WALKER. 
I RWIN,  H adley. We A re Mesquahie, We A re One. Exp. Sights and 
S U LI I l c/::; , 1 ( 1 98 1 )  1 3 . Reviewed by Kathleen HICKOK.  
I R W I N ,  H adley. I Be So mebody. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5( 1 985) 43-44 .  
Reviewed by Linda P. YOUNG. 
J E N N I N G S ,  Francis. Th e In vasion of America: Indians, Colonialism, 
a n d  t h e  Ca n t  of Co nquest.  Newsletter. 2 , 1 ( 1 9 76) 26-29.  Reviewed by Clyde 
A. M I L N E R. 
J O H N S ON,  Mich ael P. and J ames P. Roark, eds. No Chario t Let 
Do w n :  Ch arles to n 's Free People of Color o n  the Eve of the Civil War. 
Exp. Sights and So unds, 6( 1 986) 4 1 -42 .  Reviewed by Orville W.  TAYLOR. 
KALLEN,  E velyn. E t h n icity and Hu man Rights in Ca nada. Exp. Sights 
and !:io u n ds, 5 ( 1 985) 45-46. Reviewed by Linda M.C .  ABB OTT. 
KAMARAE , C . ,  M .  Schultz, and W.M.  O ' B arr, eds. La nguage and Po wer. 
Exp. Sigh ts and Sou nds,  6 ( 1 986)  42 -43 .  Reviewed by Linda M . C .  
ABBOTT. 
KANOWITZ, Leo. Eq ual Righ ts: The Male Stahe. Exp. Sights a nd 
Sounds,  3( 1 983) 22-24.  Reviewed by Lillian H .  JONES.  
KATZ,  Jane. A r tis ts in Exile: A m erican Odyssey. Exp. Sigh ts and 
Sou nds, 4( 1 984) 40-42 .  Reviewed by Charles MUE LLER. 
KATZ, J ane B., ed. I A m  the Fire of Time: The Voices of Native 
A merican Wo men. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 1 , 2 ( 1 978) 46-47 .  
Reviewed by Gretchen M.  BATAILLE . 
KATZ, J ane B . ,  ed. This Song Remem bers: Self-Portraits of Native 
Am ericans in the A rts. Exp. Sig h ts and Sounds, 1 ( 1 9 8 1 )  1 4 - 1 5 .  Reviewed 
by Gretchen M.  BAT AILLE . 
KATZ, Judy H .  White A wareness: Ha ndbooh for A nti-Racism Training. 
Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3, 1 ( 1 980) 40-4 1 .  Reviewed by Helen G.  
CHAPIN.  
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KERE SZTESI ,  Michael and Gary R. Cocozzoli. German-American 
His tory and Life: A Guide to Info rmation Services. Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 1 ( 1981)  1 6- 1 8. Reviewed by Rachel A. BONNEY. 
KING, Ambrose Y.C .  and Rance P.L. Lee, eds .  Social Life and Develop· 
ment in Hong Kong. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 4( 1 984) 4 2c43.  Reviewed by 
Richard DOL 
KOCHMAN, Thomas. Black and White Styles in Conflict. Exp. Sights 
and Sounds, 3 (1 983) 24-25. Reviewed by Warner R. TRAYNHAM. 
KODAMA-NISHIMOTO, Michi, et al. Hanahana, A n  Oral History 
A n thology of Ha waii's Wo rking People. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 6 (1 986) 
43-44. Reviewed by Russell ENDO. 
KPEDE KPO, G.M.K.  Essentials of Demographic A na lysis for Africa. 
Exp . Sigh t s  a n d  S o u n d s ,  5 ( 1 9 8 5 )  4 6 - 4 7 .  Reviewed by B ar b a r a  
ENTWISLE. 
KRUPAT, Arnold. Fo r Those Who Co me After. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 
6( 1986) 45-46. Reviewed by H elen JASKOSKI. 
KUANDA, Kenneth. The Riddle of Violence. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 
2( 1 982) 27·28. Reviewed by Anani DZIDZIENYO. 
KUMAGAI, Gloria. A merica 's Wo men of Color: Integrating Cultural 
Di versity into No n·Sex- biased Curricula. (Filmstrips) .  Exp. Sigh ts and 
Sounds, 3( 1 983) 51 -52. Reviewed by Gretchen BATAILLE . 
KUNE NE,  Mazisi. The A nces tors and the Sacred Mo untain. Exp. Sights 
and Sounds, 4(1 984) 43-44. Reviewed by Charlotte H. BRUNE R. 
LAGUMINA, Salvatore J .  Immigrants Speak, Italian A m ericans Tell 
Their Story. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 4 , 1 ( 1 98 1 )  82-84. Reviewed by 
Frank J. CAVAIOLI. 
LAKE , Robert G. ,  Jr. Chilula: People fro m  the A n cient Redwoods.  Exp. 
Sights and Sounds, 4 (1 984) 44-47.  Reviewed by Lyle KOE HLER. 
LANGLEY, Myrtle S.  The NANDI of Kenya: Life Crisis Rituals in a 
Period of Change. Explorations in Ethnic Studies 3 , 2 ( 1 980) 7 1-72 .  
Reviewed by Jean BRIGHT. 
LAVI E RA, Tato. La Carreta Made a U- Turn. Explorations in Ethnic 
Studies, 3 ,2( 1980) 60-62 .  Reviewed by Wolfgang BINDER. 
LAWRENCE,  C arol Munday, producer. Oscar Micheaux,  Film Pioneer. 
(Film) .  Exp. Sights and Sounds, 4( 1984)  86-8 7 .  Reviewed by Charles C .  
IRBY. 
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LEVINE,  Ken and Ivory Waterworth Levine. Becoming A merican, The 
Odyssey of a Refugee Family. (Film). Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5(1 985) 
48-49. Reviewed by Margaret LAUGHLIN. 
LEVINSO HN, Florence H. and Benj amin D. Wright, eds. School Desegrega­
tion.  Newsletter, 2,3(1976) 20-21 .  Reviewed by Burton E. ALTMAN. 
LIEBMAN, Lance, ed. Ethnic Relations in A merica. Exp. Sigh ts and 
Sounds, 3(1 983) 25-26. Reviewed by Russell ENDO. 
LINDFORS, Bernth. Black African Litera ture in English: A Guide to  
Information Sources. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3,2( 1980) 55 .  
Reviewed by Helen MACLAM. 
LITTLEFIELD, D aniel F. and James W. Parins. A merican Indian and 
A laska Na tive Newspapers and Periodicals, 1 826- 1 924. Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 6(1986) 46-47. Reviewed by Donald L. GUIMARY. 
LURIE,  Nancy Oestreich. Wisconsin India ns.  Exp. Sights and Sounds, 
4(1984) 48-49. Reviewed by John HEIMERL. 
LYDON,  Sandy. Chinese Gold: The Chinese tn the Mon terey Bay 
Region. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 6( 1 986) 48-49. Reviewed by D. John 
LEE .  
MACDONALD, J .  Fred. Blacks a n d  White TV/Afro-A mericans in 
Tele vision Since 1 948. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 4 ( 1 984) 49-50. Reviewed 
by Barbara F.  LUEBKE. 
MAIS, Roger.  Black Lightning. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 4 ( 1 984) 50-5 1 .  
Reviewed b y  Anne FREITAS. 
MANIAM, K.S. The Return. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 3(1983) 1 1 - 13 .  
Reviewed by C .  Lok C HUA. 
MARJORIBANKS, Kevin. Ethnic Fa milies and Children 's Achieve­
ment.  Exp. Sights and Sounds, 1 ( 1981 )  1 9-20. Reviewed by Shirley 
Vining BROWN. 
MARSHALL, Paule.  Praisesong for the Wido w. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 
6( 1 986) 49-50. Reviewed by Delo WASHINGTON. 
MARTIN, Waldo E. ,  Jr. The Mind of Frederick Douglass. Exp. Sigh ts 
and Sounds, 6(1986) 50-5 1 .  Reviewed by Kent L. KOPPELMAN. 
MATTHEWS,  Ellen. Culture Clash.  Exp. Sights and Sounds, 4(1984) 
52-53. Reviewed by Robert WARSHAWSKY. 
MCCUNN, Ruthanne Lum. Thousand Pieces of Gold. Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 3(1983) 27-28. Reviewed by Hua-Yuan Li MOWRY. 
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MCKAY, Nellie Y. Jea n  Toomer, A rtis t. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5( 1 985) 
49-50. Reviewed by Richard H E RRNST ADT. 
MCTAGGART, Fred. Wolf That I Am: In Search of the Red Ea rth 
People. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 5( 1 985) 5 1 -52. Reviewed by Nancy M. 
OSBORN. 
ME SA-LAGO, C armelo. The Economy of Socialis t Cuba: A Two-Decade 
Appraisal. Exp. Sights and So unds, 3( 1 983) 28-30. Reviewed by Bernard 
E. SEGAL. 
MEYER, Roy W. The Village Indians of the Upper Missouri: The 
Mandans, Hidatsas, and A rikaras. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 
1 , 2 ( 1 978) 40-46.  Reviewed by Martin ZANGER. 
MILLER, John Chester. The Wolf by the Ears: Thomas Jefferson and 
Sla very. Exp. Sights and So unds, 1 ( 1 98 1 )  2 1 -22 .  Reviewed by Roland L. 
GUYOTTE . 
MILLER, R. Baxter, ed. Black A merican Literature and Humanism. 
Exp. Sights and Sounds,2( 1 982)  29-30.  Reviewed by Jean BRIGHT. 
MILLER, Tom. On the Bo rder. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 3(1 983) 30·3 l .  
Reviewed b y  Robert GISH.  
MINER, H .  Craig and William E .  Unrau. The End of Indian Kansas: A 
Study of Cultural Revolution 1 854- 1 8 7 1 .  Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 
2 ,2 (1 979) 37-39. Reviewed by George W. SIEBER. 
MITCHELL, E merson Blackhorse and T.D.  Allen. Miracle Hill: Th e 
Story of a Na vajo Boy. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 4 , 1 ( 1 9 8 1 )  78-80 . 
Reviewed by Dona HOILMAN. 
MOMADAY, N .  Scott.  The Na mes: A Memoir. Newsletter, 2 ,3( 1 977)  19-
20 Reviewed by William Bedford CLARK. 
MONTERO, Martha ,  ed. Bilingual Education Research Handbook: 
Stra tegies for the Design of Multicultural Curriculum; Language Iss u es 
in Multicultural Settings. Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 3 (1 983) 32-34. Re­
viewed by Barbara HIURA. 
MOORE,  Ruth Nulton. Tomas and the Talking Birds. Explorations in 
Ethnic Studies, 2 ,2( 1 979) 36-37 .  Reviewed by Ricardo A. VALDES.  
MORALES,  Armando and Bradford W. Sheafer. Social Wor!?: A Profes­
sion of Many Faces. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5( 1 985)  53-54.  Reviewed by 
Linda M.C.  ABBOTT. 
MORDECAI,  Pamela and Mervyn Morris ,  eds. Ja maica Wom a n :  A n  
A n thology o f  Poems. Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 4 (1984) 54-56. Reviewed by 
Fay the TURNER. 
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MORGAN, Anne Hodges and Rennard Strickland, eds. Oklahoma 
Mem o ries. Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 4( 1 984) 56-57. Reviewed by Robert 
GISH.  
M O RRISON, Toni. Song of Solo mon. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 
3,1( 1 980) 42-49. Reviewed by Curtiss E. PORTER. 
MOSES,  L.G. and Raymond Wilson. Indian Li ves: Essays on Nineteenth 
a nd Twentieth -Century Na tive American Leaders. Exp. Sights a nd 
Sounds, 6( 1 986) 52-53. Reviewed by David M. GRADWOHL. 
MOSKOS,  Charles C.  Jr. Greek A mericans, Struggle and Success. Exp. 
S igh t s  a n d  S o u n d s ,  1 ( 1 9 8 1 )  2 3 .  R e v i e w e d  b y  P h y l i s  C a n c i l l a  
MARTINELLI. 
M O U RSUND, Janet. The Process of Co unseling and Therapy. Exp. 
Sigh ts and Sounds, 6( 1986) 53-54.  Reviewed by Wesley T. FORBES.  
M URRAY, Keith A. The Modocs and Their War. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 
6( 1 986) 54-55. Reviewed by Lyle KOE HLER. 
M UTLOATSE,  Mothobi, ed. Africa So uth:  Con tempo rary Writings. 
Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 3( 1983) 36-37 .  Reviewed by Jean BRIGHT. 
MYERHOFF, Barbara. Number our  Days.  Explorations in Ethnic 
Studies, 3 , 1 ( 1 980) 60-62. Reviewed by Michele ZAK. 
MYERS, Ernest R. The Comm unity Psychology Concep t: Integra tion 
Th eo ry, Education, a nd Practice in Psychology, Social Wo rk, and Public 
Administra tion. Exp lora tions in Ethnic Studies, 2 , 1 ( 1 979) 4 1 -44 .  Re­
viewed by George E. CLARKE. 
NADEL, Ira Bruce. Jewish Writers of No rth A merica: A Guide to 
Information Sources. Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 2(1982) 3 1 -32.  Reviewed 
by Stewart RODNON. 
NAKHLE H ,  Kh alil and Elia Sureik,  eds .  The Sociology of the  
Pa les tinians. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3,2( 1 980) 69-70. Reviewed 
by Manindra Kumar MOHAP ATRA. 
NAS H ,  Gary B. Red, White, and Black: The People of Early A merica. 
Ne wsletter, 1 , 1 ( 1 975) 1 5- 16 .  Reviewed by Martin ZANGER. 
NGARA, Emmanuel. A rt and Ideology in the African No vel. Exp. Sigh ts 
and So unds, 6( 1 986) 55-56 . Reviewed by Jean BRIGHT. 
NYE, Wilbur S.  Plains India n  Raiders. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 5( 1 985) 
54-55. Reviewed by George W.  SIEBER. 
OANDASAN, William. Round Valley Songs. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 
5( 1985) 56-57. Reviewed by Victor MACARUSO. 
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OANDASAN, William. A Branch of California Redwood. Exp. Sights 
a nd Sounds, 4 (1 984) 6 1 -63.  Reviewed by Kenneth M. ROEMER. 
OGBU, John U.  Minority Education and Caste: The A merican Sys tem 
in Cross- Cultural Perspective. Explora tions in Ethnic Studies, 3 , 1 ( 1 980) 
50-52. Reviewed by V. Thomas SAMUEL. 
OGUNGBESAND, Kolawole, ed. New Wes t  African Literature. Exp. 
Sights and Sounds, 1( 1981 )  24-25. Reviewed by Jean BRIGHT. 
ORMEROD, Beverly. A n  Introduction to the French Caribbean No vel. 
Exp. Sights and Sounds, 6(1 986) 56-58. Reviewed by Charlotte H .  
BRUNER. 
OWENS, Joseph. Dread: The Ras tafarians of Jamaica. Exp. Sights and 
So unds, 4 (1 984) 63-64.  Reviewed by David M.  JOHNSON. 
P'BITEK, Okot. Song of Lawino and Song of Ocol. Exp. Sights a nd 
Sounds, 5(1 985) 57-60. Reviewed by Charlotte BRUNER. 
PAINTER, Nell Irving. Exodusters: Black Migration to Kansas After 
Recons truction. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3 ,2 (1980) 74-75.  Re­
viewed by Wilson J. MOSES.  
PAQUET, Sandra Pouchet. The No vels of George Lamming. Exp. Sights 
and Sounds, 4 (1 984) 65-66. Reviewed by LaVerne GONZALEZ. 
PAREDES,  J .  Anthony, ed. A nishinabe: 6 Studies of Modern Chippewa. 
Exp. Sights and Sounds, 2 (1982) 33-34.  Reviewed by Andrew WI GET. 
PE OPLE OF THE 'KSAN. Gathering Wha t  the Great Nature Pro vided: 
Food Traditio ns of the Gitskan. Exp. Sights and Sounds,4( 1984) 67-68.  
Reviewed by Caroline SHUGART. 
PHILOMBE, Rene. Tales from Cameroon. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 
6(1986) 59-60. Reviewed by Alice A. DECK. 
PIDO, Antonio J.A. The Pilipinos in A merica: Macro/Micro Dimensions 
of Immigration a nd In tegration. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 6 (1 986) 6 1 -62 .  
Reviewed by Russell ENDO. 
PONTELL, Henry H .  A Capacity to  Punish. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 
5( 1985) 6 1 -62.  Reviewed by Linda M.C .  ABBOTT. 
P O RTE S ,  A.  and C. Hirschman,  eds. "Special Iss ue:  The o ry a n d  
Methods in Migra tion and Ethnic Research " International Migration 
Review. Exp. Sights and Sounds,4( 1 984) 70- 7 1 .  Reviewed by John P.  
ROC H E .  
PRICE-MARS, Jean. S o  Spoke the Uncle (Ainsi Parla L 'oncle). Exp. 
Sights a nd So unds, 6( 1 986) 62-63. Reviewed by Adlean HARRIS.  
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PRUCHA, Francis Paul. Indian- White Relations in the United States: A 
Bibliograp hy of Works Published, 1 9 75-1 980. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 
3 ( 1 983) 38.  Reviewed by Michael D. GREEN. 
RAMCHAN D ,  Kenneth. The Wes t  Indian No vel and its  Backgro und. 
Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5(1985) 63-64 .  Reviewed by Fay the TURNER. 
REED,  John and Clive Wake, eds. A Ne w Book of African Verse. Exp. 
Sights and Sounds, 6(1 986) 64-65. Reviewed by Charlotte H. BRUNER. 
R E S E ARC H C E NTRE F O R  C A N A D I A N  E T H N I C  S TU D I E S .  
Canadian Ethnic Studies-Special Iss ue: Ethnic Radicals. Explorations 
in Ethnic Studies, 3 ,2(1 980) 50. Reviewed by John W. LARNER, Jr. 
RIGGS, Fred W., ed. Ethnicity: INTERCOCTA Glossary- Concepts 
a nd Terms Used in Ethnicity Research, Vol. 1 .  Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 
6 ( 1986) 66-67 .  Reviewed by Vagn K. HANSEN.  
RILEY, Glenda.  Women and Indians on t h e  Frontier, 1 825- 1 9 1 5. Exp. 
Sights a nd Sounds, 5( 1 985) 64-66. Reviewed by Kristin HERZOG. 
RIVERA, Edward. Family Installments: Memories of Growing Up 
Hispanic. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5 (1 985) 66-68 . Reviewed by Luis L. 
PINTO. 
ROCARD, Marcienne. Les Fils Du Soleil: La Minorite Mexicaine a 
Tra vers la Litterature des Etats Unis. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 3 (1983) 
39-40. Reviewed by Sergio D.  ELIZONDO. 
ROMERO, Orlando. Nam be- Year One. Explo ra tions in Ethnic Studies, 
1 ,2 ( 1 9 78) 54-55. Reviewed by Vernon E. LATTIN. 
R O O S E V E LT ,  Anne C urtenius and James G . E .  Smith , eds. The 
A ncestors: Na tive A rtisans of the A mericas. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 
3 ( 1 983) 40-4 1 .  Reviewed by Gretchen BATAILLE . 
ROSEN, Philip .  The Neglected Dimension: Ethnicity in A merican Life. 
Exp . Sigh ts a n d  S o u nds,  2 ( 1 9 8 2 )  3 5 - 3 6 . Reviewed by Barbara 
LINEBAUGH. 
ROTHSCHILD,  Joseph. Ethnopolitics, A Conceptual Framework.  Exp. 
Sights a nd Sounds, 2( 1 982) 37-38. Reviewed by Alan SPECTOR. 
ROYCE, Anya Peterson. Ethnic Identity: Stategies for Diversity. Exp. 
Sigh ts and Sounds, 5(1985) 68-69. Reviewed by Gloria EIVE. 
RUDOLPH, Wilma. Wilma. Exp. Sigh ts and So unds, 4 (1984) 72-73.  
Reviewed by Stewart RODNON. 
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SAMORA, Julian, Joe Bermal,  and Albert Pena. Gunpo wder Jus tice: A 
Reassessment of the Texas Ra ngers. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 
3 , 1 ( 1 980) 60. Reviewed by Louis SARABIA. 
SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVE RSITY C ENTER ON AGING. A Cross­
Cultural Study of Mino rity Elders in San Diego (Se ven Groups). 
Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3 , 1 ( 1 980) 34-39. Reviewed by Michael 
ILLOVKSY. 
SANCHEZ,  Sonia. homegirls and ha ndgrenades. Exp. Sights a nd 
Sounds, 6(1986) 67-68. Reviewed by Aisha E S HE-CARMEN. 
SAPIRO, Virginia. Women in A merican Society. Exp. Sights a nd 
Sounds, 6( 1986) 68-69. Reviewed by Linda M.C.  ABBOTT. 
SATZ, Ronald N. American Indian Policy in the Jacksonian Era. 
Newsletter, 1 ,2 (1975) 20. Reviewed by Kenneth M. M ORRISON. 
SCHNEIDER, Harold K. The Africans:  A n  Ethnological A ccount. Exp. 
Sights and Sounds, 1( 1 98 1 )  26-28. Reviewed by Gary Y. OKIHIRO. 
SCHOR, Joel. Henry Highland Garnet: A Voice in Black Radicalism in 
the Nineteenth Century. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 1 , 1 ( 1978) 78-79 .  
Reviewed by Michael J .  STANKE. 
SCHRADER, Robert Fay. The Indian A rts and Crafts Boa rd. Exp. 
Sigh ts and Sounds, 5( 1985) 70-71 .  Reviewed by Helen SCHUSTER. 
SCHULER, Monica. "A las, A las, Kongo ": A Social History of In­
dentured Im migra tion into Jam aica, 1 84 1 - 1 865. Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 
1 ( 1981 )  29-30. Reviewed by David M.  J OHNSON. 
SCHULTZE,  William A. Urban Politics: A Political Economy Approach.  
Exp. Sights a n d  So unds, 6 ( 1 986)  70-7 1 .  Reviewed b y  Linda M . C .  
ABBOTT. 
SCHUMAN, Jo Miles. A rt From Many Hands: Multicultural A rt Projects 
for Home and School. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds. 6(1 986) 7 1 -72 .  Reviewed 
by Linda M.C. ABBOTT. 
S C HUYLER, Robert L. ,  ed. A rchaeological Perspectives on Eth nicity in 
A merica: Afro-American and Asian A merican Culture His to ry. Exp. 
Sights and Sounds, 1 ( 1981 )  3 1 -33.  Reviewed by Lyle KOEHLER. 
SC HWARTZ-BART, Simone. The Bridge Beyond. Exp. Sigh ts a n d  
Sounds, 3( 1983) 42-43. Reviewed b y  Wolfgang BINDER. 
SCOTT, C arol J. Kentucky Daughter. Exp. Sights a nd So unds, 5( 1 985) 
72-73. Reviewed by Elizabeth HANSON-SMITH. 
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SC OTT, John Anthony. Hard Trials on My Way: Sla very and the 
Struggle Against It, 1 800-1 860. Explorations in Ethnic Studies 2 ,2 (1 979) 
27-29.  Reviewed by John C.  WALTER. 
S E ARS, D avid 0.,  Jonathan L. Freedman, and Letitia Anne Peplau.  
Socia l Psych o logy. Exp. Sights and So unds, 6 ( 1986) 73-74 .  Reviewed by 
Alex GONZALE Z. 
SELVON,  Samuel. Moses Ascending. Exp. Sigh ts and So unds, 5 (1 985) 
73-75. Reviewed by LaVerne GONZALEZ. 
SEPAMLA, Sipho. A Ride on the Whirlwind: A No vel of So weto. Exp. 
Sigh ts and Sounds, 5(1985) 75-76. Reviewed by Linda M.C .  ABBOTT. 
SE ROTE , Mongana. To Every Birth its Blood. Exp. Sights and So unds, 
6( 1986) 74-75.  Reviewed by David K. BRUNER. 
SE XTON ,  James D. ,  ed.  Son of Tecun Uman: A Maya Indian Tells His 
L ife . Exp . Sigh ts a n d  So u nds, 4 ( 1 9 8 4 )  7 3 - 7 5 .  Reviewed b y  Lyle 
KOE H LER. 
SH OWALTER, Elaine,  ed.  The Ne w Feminis t Criticism: Essays on 
Wo men, Litera ture and Theory. Exp. Sights and So unds, 5 ( 1 985) 77-78 . 
Reviewed by Faye Pauli WHITAKER. 
SIBLEY, David.  Ou tsiders in Urban Societies. Exp. Sights a nd Sounds, 
4 ( 1984)  75-76. Reviewed by Russell ENDO.  
SILKO,  Leslie Marmon. Storyteller. Exp. Sights a n d  So unds, 2 ( 1 982) 
39-40.  Reviewed by John PURDY. 
SIMS, William E. Black Studies : Pitfalls and Potential. Explorations in 
Et h n ic Studies, 2 , 1 ( 1 9 79) 34-36. Reviewed by Adlean HARRIS.  
SMITH,  Donald B .  Long L ance: Th e True Story of an Impos ter. Exp. 
Sigh ts and So unds, 4 ( 1 984) 77-78. Reviewed by Lyle KOE HLE R. 
SMITH,  Raymond T. , ed.  Kins hip Ideology and Practice in Latin 
A m erica. Exp. Sights and So unds, 6( 1986) 76- 77.  Reviewed by Mich ael B.  
WHITE FORD. 
SNO RGRASS,  J .  William and Gloria T. Woody. Blacks and Media: A 
Selected, A n notated Bibliography, 1 962- 1 982. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 
6( 1 986)  78. Reviewed by Regina E. WEBSTER. 
S O H ,  M ichael . Son of a Mo ther. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5( 1985) 79-80. 
Reviewed by Dennis STE WART. 
SOLOMON, Barbara Bryant. Black EmpolL'erment: Social Wo rk in 
Opp ressed Co mmu nities. Explorations in Eth nic Studies, 1 , 2( 1 978) 47-
48.  Reviewed by Emma Turner LUCAS. 
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SOWELL, Thomas. Race and Economics. Newsletter, 2, 1 ( 1 976) 30-3 1 .  
Reviewed b y  EI-Kati MAHMOUD. 
STANFORD, B arbara Dodds and Karim Amin.  Black Literature for 
High School Students. Explo rations in Ethnic Studies, 2 ,2 (1 979) 34-35. 
Reviewed by James L. LAFKY. 
STE NSLAND, Anna Lee. L iterature by and about  the A merican Indian. 
Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3 ,2 (1 980) 56-60. Reviewed by Dona 
HOILMAN. 
STRATHERN, Andrew. Ongka: A Self A ccount by a New Guinea Big 
Man. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3 ,2( 1 980) 72-73.  Reviewed by 
Virginia STAMPER. 
SUGGS, Henry Lewis, ed. The Black Press in the So uth, 1 865- 1 9 79. Exp. 
Sights and Sounds, 6( 1 986) 79-80. Reviewed by James B. POTTS. 
SUTHERLAND, Ellease. Let the Lion Eat Straw. Exp. Sights and 
Sounds, 1 ( 1981 )  34-35. Reviewed by Janet C heatham BE LL. 
SWANN, Brian, ed. Smoothing the Ground: Ess ays on Native A merican 
Oral Literature. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 4 ( 1 984) 79-8 1 .  Reviewed by 
Susan SCARBERRY-GARCIA. 
SWEET, Leonard I .  Black Images of A merica, 1 784- 1 8 70.  Newsletter, 
2 ,2( 1 977) 23-24. Reviewed by George E .  CARTER. 
TAKAKI, Ronald. Pau Hana. Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds, 4 ( 1 984) 8 1 -82.  
Reviewed by Barbara HIURA. 
TARHARKA. Black Manhood: The Building of Ci vilization by the 
Black Man of the Nile. Exp. Sights and Sou nds, 6 (1 986) 80- 8 1 .  Reviewed 
by Delo WASHINGTON. 
TATE ISHI,  John. And Jus tice for A ll: A n  Oral His tory of the Japanese 
Detention Camps. Exp. Sights and Sounds. 5 ( 1 985) 80-82.  Reviewed by 
Russell ENDO. 
TAYLOR, Graham B.  The New Deal and A m erican Indian Tribalis m: 
The A dm inistration of the Indian Reorganizatio n A ct, 1 934-45. Exp. 
Sights and Sounds, 1 ( 1 9 8 1 )  36-37.  Reviewed by George W. SIEBER. 
THIONG'O Ngugi wa. Devil on the Cross.  Exp. Sights and So u nds, 
4 ( 1 984) 59-6 1 .  Reviewed by Charlotte H.  BRUNER. 
THIONG'O,  Ngugi wa. Detained: A Writer's Prison Diary. Exp. Sights 
and Sounds, 4 ( 1 984) 57-59. Reviewed by Thomas C .  MAROUKIS.  
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TILLER, Veronica E .  Velarde. The Jicarilla Apache Tribe: A His tory,  
1 846- 1 9 70. Exp. Sights and Sounds.  5 (1 985) 82-83.  Reviewed by Wolfgang 
BINDER. 
TIRYAKIAN, E dward A. and Ronald Rogowski, eds. New Natio nalisms 
of the Developed Wes t: Tow ard Explanation. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 
6( 1 986) 8 1 -83.  Reviewed by Mary A. LUDWIG. 
TOOMER, Jean. Cane. Newslet ter, 1 , 2 ( 1 975) 2 1 .  Reviewed by William 
Bedford CLARK. 
TRAFZER, Clifford E. The Kit Carson Campaign: The Last Great 
Na v ajo War. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 4 ( 1 984) 82-83. Reviewed by 
Michael D. GREEN.  
TRAMBLEY, E stela Portillo. Rain o f  Scorpions a n d  Other Writings . 
News letter. 2 ,2( 1 977) 20-22. Reviewed by Vernon E .  LATTIN. 
TWA Y, Eileen, ed. Reading Ladders fo r Human Relations.  Exp. Sights 
and Sounds, 2 ( 1 982) 4 1 .  Reviewed by W. Thomas JAMISON. 
TYLER, V.  Lynn,  ed. Culturgrams: Th e Nations A round Us; Vol. 1 ,  
North and South America, Wes tern and Eastern Europe. Exp. Si{{hts and 
Sounds, 6 (1 986) 83-84 .  Reviewed by Rebecca ROAC H .  
U D O ,  Reuben K.  The Human Geograp hy of Tropical Africa. Exp. Sigh ts 
and Sounds, 3 (1 983) 43-44. Reviewed by Charles C. IRBY. 
UNRAU, William E. and Craig H .  Miner. Tribal Dispossession and the 
Ottawa Indian University Fraud. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 6( 1 986) 85-86.  
Reviewed by Elmer R. RUSCO. 
VALENTINE,  Bettylou. Hustling and Other Hard Wo rk: Life Styles in 
the Ghetto.  Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 2 ,2 (1 979) 31 -32.  Reviewed by 
C arl, Jr. MACK. 
VALLANGCA, Roberto V. Pinoy: The First Wa ve. Explorations tn 
Ethnic Studies, 2 ,2 (1 979) 4 1-42.  Reviewed by Masayuki SATO. 
VARDIN,  Patricia A. and Ilene N.  Brody, eds.  Children 's Righ ts: 
Contemporary Perspecti ves. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 2 ,2 (1 979) 
42-43. Reviewed by Linda FYSTROM. 
VI GIL,  J ames Diego.  Fro m  Indians to Chicanos:  A So cio cultural  
His tory. Exp. Sights and Sou nds, 3 (1 983) 44-46. Reviewed by H omer D . C .  
GARCIA 
VIZENOR, Gerald. Word A rro ws: Indians and Whites in the Ne w Fu r 
Trade. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3, 1 ( 1 980) 56-57.  Reviewed by 
M arcia J. GALLI. 
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VOGET, Fred W. The Shoshoni· Cro w Sun Dance. Exp. Sigh ts and 
Sounds, 5( 1 985) 83-84. Reviewed by Robert GISH.  
WADDE LL, J ack O.  and Michael W. Everett, eds.  Drinking Beh a vior 
Among Southwes tern Indians:  A n  A n t hropological Perspective.  Exp. 
Sights and Sounds,2( 1 982) 4 2-43.  Reviewed by Lyle KOE HLER. 
WALDE N ,  D aniel , ed. Twentiet h-Century A merica n-Jewis h  Ficlion 
Writers. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 5( 1 985) 84-86. Reviewed by Stewart 
RODNON. 
WARD, Charles A . ,  Philip Shashko,  and Donald E .  Piendos,  eds .  Studies 
in Ethnicity: The Eas t European Experience in A m erica. Exp. Sigh ts 
and Sounds, 3 (1 983) 46-47 .  Reviewed by Lyle K O E H LER. 
WEATHERFORD, E lizabeth, ed. with Emelia Seubert. Na tive A m erica ns 
o n  Film and Video. Exp. Sights and So unds, 2 ( 1 982)  44-45.  Reviewed by 
Charles L.P. SILET. 
WE BER, D avid R . ,  ed. Ci vil  Diso bedience in A merica, A Doc u m entary 
History. Explorations in Eth nic Studies, 2 , 1 ( 1 979) 44-45. Reviewed by 
George E. CARTER. 
WE BSTER, Gina,  producer. The Black Aged: A Div erse Pop u la tio n .  
(Video). Exp.  Sights and Sounds, 6( 1 986) 86-87. Reviewed by B arbara 
HIURA. 
WERTSMAN, Vladimir. Th e Rom a n ians in A m erica and Ca n a da: A · 
Guide to Information Sources. Exp. Sights and So u n ds , 1 ( 1 98 1 )  38.  
Reviewed by Ernestine PANIAGUA. 
WH ITE , Isobel ,  Diane B arwick, and Betty Meehan,  eds.  Figh ters and 
Singers : Th e Li ves of Some A bo riginal Wo men. Exp. Sigh ts and So u n ds .  
6( 1 986) 87-89. Reviewed by Gretchen M.  BATAILLE . 
WHITEMAN, Roberta Hill .  Star Quilt.  Exp. Sigh ts a nd So u n ds.  5( 1 985) 
86-88.  Reviewed by Susan SCARBERRY-GARCIA. 
WH ITLOW, Roger. Black A m erican L iterature: A Critica l His tory. 
Newsletter, 1 , 2 ( 1 975) 22-23. Reviewed by Jimmy L. WILLIAMS. 
WILLI E ,  Charles V. Race, Ethnicity, and Socioeconomic Status .  Exp. 
Sights and Sounds, 5 (1 985) 88-89.  Reviewed by Kimberly S. H E E .  
WILLI E ,  Charles V. a n d  Ronald R .  E dmonds,  eds.  Blach Co lleges i n  
A merica: Challenge, Development,  Surviv al. Explorations ill Et h nic  
Studies, 2 ,2 (1 979) 32-34. Reviewed by LaFayette W. LIPSC OMB. 
WOODCOCK, George. The Canadians. Exp. Sigh ts and Sounds , 1 ( 1 98 1 )  
3 9 .  Reviewed by John W. Lamer, Jr. 
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WOODEN,  Wayne S. What Price Paradise ? Changing Social Pa tterns in 
Ha waii. Exp. Sigh ts and So unds, 3( 1 983) 48-49. Reviewed by Wayne 
PATTERSON. 
WOODS, Randall Bennett. A Black Odyssey: John Lewis Waller and the 
Pro m ise of A merica n Life, 1 8 78-1 900. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 3(1 983) 
49-50. Reviewed by Herbert APTHE KER. 
WOON, Wong Meng. Glimpses of the Past. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 
3( 1 983) 1 1 - 1 3 .  Reviewed by C.  Lok CHUA. 
WORBEL, Paul. Our Way: Family, Parish and Neighborhood in a 
Polis h·American Community. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 3 , 1 ( 1 980) 
65-67 .  Reviewed by Phylis Cancilla MARTINELLI. 
WORTHAM, Anne. The Other Side of Racism: A Philosop hical Study of 
Black Race Co nsciousness. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 2 ( 1 982)  46-47.  
Reviewed by Raymond L. HALL. 
WYATT, Victoria.  Shapes ot Their Tho ugh ts: Reflections of Culture 
Co n tacts in No rthwest  Coast  India n A rt. Exp. Sigh ts and So unds, 
5( 1 985) 89-90. Reviewed by Charline L. BURTON. 
YANAGISAKO , Sylvia Junko. Tra nsforming the Past:  Tradition a nd 
Kinship Among Japa nese A mericans. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 6 (1 986) 
89-90. Reviewed by Neil NAKADATE. 
YANS-McLAU GHLIN, Virginia.  Fa mily and Comm unity, Italian Im­
m igrants in Buffalo, 1 880- 1 930. Explorations in Ethnic Studies, 1 ,2 ( 1 978) 
49-50.  Reviewed by Frank J .  CAVAIOLI. 
YEO, Robert, ed.  Asean Short Stories. Exp. Sights and Sounds, 4 ( 1 984) 
83-84 .  Reviewed by Charles C .  IRBY. 
YERZIERSKA, Anzia. Red Ribbon on a White Ho rse. Exp. Sigh ts and 
Sounds, 2 ( 1 982) 48 .  Reviewed by Carol SCHOEN. 
ZOLBROD, Paul G.  Dine Bahane': The Na vajo Creation Story. Exp. 
Sights and Sounds, 5( 1 985) 9 1 -92 .  Reviewed by Kathleen DANKER. 
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